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PREFACE
TO

THE FIRST EDITION.

This volume contains the substance of a Course of Lectures

delivered at the Royal Institution in the early part of this

present year.* I have explained in the tirst Lecture the

motives which dictated my choice of subject; in its treatment

I have kept two objects constantly in view.

(1) To bring out and illustrate that great change in the

idiom of Modern Music which accompanied or followed the

Renaissance ; and to show how far this change differed, in kind

and in extent, from that produced on the Sister Arts by the

same agency. I do not think that this can be said to have been

done, or even attempted, before,—within the same limits, or in

any connected manner. The musical student desiring informa-

tion on the subject has been hitherto compelled to seek it at a

number of sources, often difficult of access, and not always very

satisfactory when reached.

{'Z) In connexion with this I have tried to awaken some

interest and curiosity among my hearers (or readers), in what

may be briefly described as "unknown music.*^ Without wishing

for a moment to lower in public estimation such composers as

have attained, and still maintain, the greatest favour, I cannot

but think that the attention which they continue exclusively to

* 1862.
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receive niiji^lit, with no detriment to them, and with great

advantage to the world, be occasionally extended to others ; and

(which is less likely to be questioned) that where that attention

has been limited (as in most cases it has been) to a few of their

productions, it might, with equal advantage, be spread over

many. Our English musical societies, of whatever kind—even

the most prosperous and independent of them—are condemned,

by public indifference, to a small cycle of works, the repetition

of which year after year, becomes beyond measure wearisome to

those on whom it devolves, and (which is a more serious con-

sideration) acts as a discouragement on the creative faculty,

—

the certain, though perhaps indirect, result of which must be

the deterioration of any art in all its branches. It is not more

difficult to awaken public sympathy with an unknown composer,

be he old or new, than to find an audience for an unknown

composition, be its author never so well known or so popular.

Should the English musical public ever break through the wall

with which it has allowed apathy and prejudice to '' protect^' it

from '^ the fresh woods and pastures new'^ which lie untrodden

on its outer side, assuredly a thousand new instances will present

themselves of the truth contained in the poet^s line, now passed

into a proverb

—

The world knows nothing of its greatest men.

The pursuit of the former and more important of the two

objects gf these Lectures was manifestly inconsistent with much

mere biographical detail. It might have been possible, even

within the time and space at my disposal, to name many more

persons and to allude to many more things than will be found

named or alluded to in the following pages; but the result

would inevitably have been one of those '^ Abstracts of History'
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which arc notoriously the hardest of all hard rcadin*^, and of the

contents of which few memories are strong enough to retain any

useful impression, general or particular.

The division which I have made into Periods will, I trust,

help the reader to keep the epochs, positive and relative, of

individual great Masters in his mind. These periods, as I have

more than once shown, are not distinguished or limited by mere

external musical forms, (the successive varieties of which no

imaginable number of periods would suffice to classify,) but by

the nature of the material of which those forms are composed

—

technically their " tonality .^^ Strictly speaking. Modern Music

knows but two Periods—that ending with the epoch of Palestrina,

and that in which we live ; but the long years of preparation for

the former, and of transition from it to the latter, demanded

places which could not with propriety be assigned to them

within either. .

The Chronological Tables at the end of the volume are

reduced copies of diagrams which I kept before m)^ auditors

during the delivery of these Lectures. Besides their obvious

utility as means for comparing the epochs of different composers

—better, because more graphic than the mere enumeration of

dates,—they present, if not a complete list of musical composers,

at any rate the names of the majority of those who, by some

special and individual effort, have had an appreciable influence,

be it more or less, on the progress of their art.

T. IT.

December, 1861,
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TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

The volume prefaced by the foregoing has been out of print

about ten years, during which such increasingly frequent calls

for copies of it have been made that, more pressing occupation

preventing the preparation of a new edition, I have many times

been on the point of sanctioning a reprint of the old one. I

cannot but rejoice at not having done this. A course of six

Lectures only, no one of which was to exceed an hour in

delivery, on a subject so extended as the History of Modern

Music was inevitably a very incomplete course. Moreover the

trenchant brevity with which many questions were of necessity

treated in it resulted, as I have since found, in false impressions

of my opinions in respect to them.

The present issue has afforded me the opportunity of supply-

ing some at least of the gravest omissions from the former one

;

and though the book itself be still far from what a much en-

larged plan, and leisure such as it has never been my lot to

enjoy, might have enabled me to make it— for History is not to

be written in the intervals of " more important'^ occupations

—

I would willingly hope that from the " outlines^^ before the

reader no important particular is omitted, and that he may

be enabled to form from them a tolerably accurate idea of the

progress of Modern INIusic from its beginnings to the present
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time. Details, in respeet either to musical persons or thingjs,

are, especially to those wlio read French or Crerman, easily

accessible. In any case I have repeatedly disclaimed any inten-

tion of presentinj; them.

The dedication is loft as it originally stood. The valued

friend by whom it was accepted has, only within this present

year, gone to his rest,—hardly less mourned by those who knesv

him only throucjh his writings than by those who were privileged,

by closer contact, to estimate the large benevolence, the dis-

ciplined intellect and the profound and varied acquirements of

which those writings were the outcome and the expression.

His services to his Sovereign and his Country were, as is well

known, not unrecognised ; and could the dedication, like the

book which follows it, be revised, it would present a striking-

record of the estimation in which he was held by both.

J. H.

Novemher^ ^S75«
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THE FIRST PERIOD.

I PROPOSE, during the course on which we enter to-day, to bring

under your notice some outlines of modern musical history. I

say '^ outlines -j" for the presentation of anything like detail in

respect to so large a subject—a subject involving so much of

fact and of speculation, so many names, and so many works

—

would, I am sure, prove impracticable within the time allotted

to me. '* Would it be possible,'^ wrote the Editor of the

*' Cabinet Cyclopsedia ^' to M. de Sismondi, " to comprise the

history of the Italian Republics in one small volume V I have

many times put a similar question to myself. Will it be pos-

sible to present, in any intelligible form, the History of Modern

Music in six hours ? Perhaps a more entertaining course, cer-

tainly one more easy to myself, might have been made bv

taking as a subject some one of those epochs at which great

changes have come over the musical art, or some one or two

of the artists by whom those changes have been carried out.

But, though possibly more entertaining, I do not think that

such a course would have been so useful as that which I have

decided on giving. A very little intercourse with society is

needed to prove that not so much incorrect views as no views

at all prevail very generally, in respect to the history, espe-

cially the early history, of an art which so many now love so

dearly and practise so skilfully. Nor is this indifference to

the past at all confined to those who cultivate music solely as a

recreation. Very accomplished musicians, composers equally

B 2



4 Music, a New Art.

with performers, arc often absolutely ignorant of the works,

epochs, nay, the very names, of some of those who have exercised

the greatest influence on the progress of the art whose culture

is the business of their own lives. If in this particular

musicians present an exception to all other contemporary

artists their condition may be accounted for, if not excused.

Poetry, architecture, sculpture and painting have severally

attained to excellence which there can be no reasonable hope of

surpassing, at one or more periods comparatively remote from

us. But music is a new art. I do not mean that music

literally began to have a being in this or the last century,

or in the century before that. Who shall say when men did

without something they at least called music? But what

we now call music, that which completely realizes our idea of,

answers to our definition of, music, has come into being only

within comparatively few years ; almost within the memory of

men living. Take the case of the noblest form of instrumental

music, the Symphony for full orchestra ; in its greatest perfection

exhibited in the works of this kind of Beethoven. Beethoven

died as recently as 1827 ; any man now in middle life, there-

fore, might have seen him ; indeed some of his pupils are still

among us.* Nay, more, not only have men living witnessed

the development and perfection of this form of composition,

but its youth, almost its infancy. Onet certainly, perhaps

more than one, of these played at Salomon^s Concerts (in

1791) when the well-known '^Twelve Symphonies'^ of Haydn

were first produced, under the direction of their composer.

Do not let us fall too hardly then on the modern musician

for his ignorance or indifference about his predecessors. Like

the Gothic architects of the fourteenth century, and the

painters of the fifteenth and sixteenth, the musical com-

posers and performers of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

* This was literally true. Mr. Cipriani Potter attended this course of

lectures, delivered in 1861. f Sir George Smart.
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turies have been too much occupied in making history, to

study it.

But I must not seem to depreciate the subject in which

it is my wish to give you an interest, such interest as is

due from persons of general culture and lively sympathies,

in what has, in some form or other, been a joy and a consola-

tion to every people, in every age. Music, modern music espe-

cially, is beyond all question a much finer thing than any-

thing that is in the least likely ever to be said about it. But a

good deal is to be said about it which ought to be worthy of

attention ; and if its history is not made interesting, it must be

because of the way in which it is presented, or because those

who read it or listen to it, do so with so little preparation that

it is impossible to address them in intelligible terms. I hope I

may take it for granted that those whom I have the honour to

address now have some acquaintance with at least the rudiments

of musical science. To expect more would be unreasonable.

I will try to be as untechnical as I can; but without being a

little technical, I could not hope to make myself intelligible, oi

indeed to be of the smallest use to you.

The history of modern music is really comprised in com-

paratively few years. For, although it would be inexcusable to

omit from the baldest outline of it certain grand forms which

loom out of the darkness of the earlier centuries of our era, yet

we shall find little demanding precise presentation before the

eleventh century; and little of what we now understand by

music, before the fifteenth century. Moreover, the history of

modern music is altogether European. Not that the Orientals

have, or have had, no music of their own ; but that, as at

present practised, their music has no charm, nor indeed

meaning, for us. How is this ? How can there be music ac-

ceptable to one comparatively civilized people and altogether

unacceptable, unintelligible even, to another? The answer

is to be found in the different nature of their musical " system y*
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a uord wliicli^ as applied to inu;;ic, i shall best doliuc by reading

you a passage which I have translated from an able French

writer.

" M. Yilloteau, a musician formerly attached to the French

Opera, was among the number of Savana who accompanied

Bonaparte in his expedition to Egypt. His occupation was to

collect information about the music of the various Orientals

who are to be found in that country. On his arrival at Cairo,

he placed himself under an Arabian music master, whose

lessons consisted in teaching his pupil to sing certain airs by

ear and from memory ; for in Egypt he is the most approved

artist who knows the greatest number of tunes by heart. M.

Villoteau, who proposed to collect all the national melodies he

could find, set to work to write, under the dictation of his

instructor ; and observing, while he wrote, that the intonation

of the latter was occasionally false, he took care to allow for

his (supposed) inaccuracies, and to put on paper not exactly

what his instructor sang, which indeed in our notation would

have been impossible, but what it might be supposed he had

meant to sing. This operation ended, M. Villoteau proceeded

to test practically the accuracy of his own work ; but the Arab

stopped him in the middle of the first phrase, telling him that

he (M. Villoteau) was singing out of tune. Thereupon fol-

lowed a very lively discussion between master and pupil ; each

maintaining that his own intonation was unimpeachable, and

neither allowing the other to sing half a dozen notes without

protest. At last it occurred to M. Villoteau that there must be

something in this discrepancy which required closer investiga-

tion. He procured a lute of native facture, the finger-board of

which was divided (by frets) ^ according to the rules of the

Arabian musical scale. The mystery was explained in a

moment. An inspection of this instrument showed him, to his

great surprise, that the very elements of the music with which

he was familiar, and those of the music with which he desired
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to make acquaintance, were absolutely different. The intervals

of the two scales were dissimilar, and the education of the

European musician made it as diflicult for him to seize or

appreciate Arabian melody as to execute it."*

I shall have occasion, in another lecture, to allude to the

various modes, or forms of scale, used in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries. It is difficult enough for an ear trained in the

nineteenth century, to reconcile itself to some of these. But to

reconcile itself to another '^ system" seems not so much difficult

as impossible. Happily it is not in the least necessary. The

modern European system, though the exigences of practice

prevent its being absolutely true, is nearer the truth than any

other; and its inaccuracies are so slight as to cause little dis-

turbance to the most refined ear. 1 mean by this that all our

music is of necessity a little out of tune ; for some of our intervals

vary, however slightly, from those deduced from the division of

a musical string into aliquot parts. But the discrepancy

is so slight, and distributed by " equal temperament" over so

many instances, that it is practically of no consequence.

To return. Not only does the history of modern music

concern Europe only, but a very small portion of it. For

though it is impossible to name any European people which has

not contributed somebody or something to the progress of the

art, that progress has been due chiefly to three nations :—the

Belgians and Northern French, who as regards this subject

must be considered as one people, and of whom I shall speak

for the future as the Gallo-Belgians, the Italians, the Germans,

and more recently the French. Doubtless we (English) have

had, from an early period, a school, and a great one, of our

own. Spain too has not been without its composers and per-

formers ; and Russia and Scandinavia are, and have long been,

musical nations. But it would be hard to prove that any one

* Fetis, " Biographie Universelle dcs Musicieus." Bruxcllcs, 1837,

torn. i. p. il.
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of these nations has contributed directly to the progress of the

art ; or tliat the art woukl have been other tlian it is, if none of

them liad ever practised it. It is a little mortifying to

ourselves, but no less true, that foreigners " make a point^^ of

ignoring our existence as a musical people. Of the works of

English musicians little is known in Germany, nothing in

France and Italy. Foreign musical histories, dictionaries and

periodicals, when they notice us at all, which is not often, are

pretty sure to tell their readers something or other about us

which is not true. They misspell our names, credit us with

works to which we have no claim, and kill us years before our

time.

The history of modern music may be conveniently divided

into four Periods. During the First there was little produced

of any interest, other than historical, to the musician. But as a

period in the history of the world is commonly assigned to its

formation out of Chaos, so a period in Musical History seems

due to those experiments in sound the result of which is what

we now call music, and to those attempts at representing sound

to which we owe modern notation. No date can be safely

assigned to the beginning of this First Period ; but it may be

considered to have ended about the year 1400. The Second

Period extends from this date to about the year 1600 ; the

Third to about 1750. In the Fourth we are now living.

These Periods may be thus described :—the First, as a period

of preparation ; the Second, as that of the old tonality, and of

(to us) the old masters ; the Fourth, as that of the modern

tonality, and the modern school ; and the Third as a transition

period from the Second to the Fourth.

The boundary lines of these Periods you will find, here and

there, somewhat devious and faint. One musician may have to

be included in a period which had nominally ended ere his

career was fairly begun. For another it is hard to find a place

at all : such an anachronism does he present. But on a
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moment's reflection, you will cease to wonder at this ; seeing

that in all ages there have been men before, as well as men
behind, their age; prospective, as well as retrospective, men.

The most striking examples of this latter class are to be found,

appropriately enough, in the Roman School. The Roman
School attained its highest development in the second half of

the sixteenth century. It does not so much belong to as con

stitute the Second Period. Yet it can scarcely be said to have

expired till the middle of the last century, when Pitoni, among

musicians '^ ultimus Romanorum,^^ finished a career which

would seem to have been misplaced by two centuries. Never-

theless, with the aid of these divisions, we shall be enabled to

arrange our musical chronology much better than without

them. They admit, as you will find, of considerable subdivision.

The first public use of music, by every people, has been

a " religious^^ use. The means presented by the art of amplify-

ing and prolonging ceremonial ; of raising, and of sustaining,

in great multitudes, a similar state of feeling ; above all, of

giving simultaneous expression to this feeling, be it what it

may ;—all these qualities would at all times have recommended

music to those on whom the arrangement of rites and cere-

monies has fallen. That the early Christians loved and prac-

tised music we know from sacred as well as profane history.

We are told* that Paul and Silas, when in captivity, '' prayed

and sang praises to God," at midnight. We know, too,t that

St. Paul distinguishes singing " with the spirit,^^ from singing

" with the understanding also." The principal charge of Pliny

the Younger against the Christians was, that they sang hymns
to Christ as to God—'^ quasi Deo."

We have no authentic record, nor could such be expected,

as to the kind of music in which the piety of the early Christian

converts found expression. Its origin, too, in spite of diligent

enquiry, is still involved in obscurity, still matter of doubt.

* Acts xvi. 25. f 1 Cor. xiv. 15.
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The music of tlic Primitive Churcli may have been inherited

from the Jews, or borrowed from the Greeks; or it may have been

an altogether original creation, itself the result of a new faith.

In regard to the first liypothesis it has been argued that the

Service of the Jewish Temple was interrupted by the Captivity

;

and that the Jewish melody, not being nottd, would, on the

return of the Jews to their native land, prove difficult if not

impossible to recover. After the Captivity, too, the Jews

became more like other people in customs and externals. The

new Temple, for example, was built in the Corinthian style.

Surely Greek melody might easily have found its way into it.

Moreover, this difficulty even surmounted, and proof afforded

that Jewish melodies were known to and used by the Apostles,

how could they have been transmitted to new churches, and

taught to new converts, at Ephesus, Corinth, Rome, and else-

where ? Again, the early Christians would be too anxious to

steer clear of anything that might even seem like Judaism,

to take what they could get from others from the Jews.

In regard to the second hypothesis it has been argued that

the early, or at least earliest, converts to Christianity were for

the most too poor, too simple, and too prejudiced against Greek

art and life, to adopt or imitate anything belonging to either.

On the other hand, it is certain that this condition of feeling

or of things was not, could not be, long maintained. The

Christians early participated in many indifferent heathen

customs. They adopted the ram-bearing Hermes as the Good

Shepherd, and used Orpheus as a symbol, if not a representation,

of our Lord. They made sarcophagi of pagan forms, and

adopted the Basilica, essentially a secular structure, as their first

church. Prudentius wrote in the language and metre of Virgil.

Then again has not the poverty and ignorance of the early

Christians been exaggerated ? To be " poor in spirit," in the

scriptural sense, is not surely of necessity to be poor in intel-

ligence or even in circumstances. Persons of high rank and
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culture were among thcni, to whom Greek music must have

been as familiar as any other art. Why should they have for-

gotten or refused to use heathen melody only, availing them-

selves as they did of heathen architecture, sculpture, and

painting, and conforming to heathen customs involving no

matters of principle ?

The third hypothesis may be dismissed as inconsistent with

all experience.

The music of the early Church was no doubt simple ; it was

certainly unaccompanied. The instruments available for ac-

companiment were few. One of these, the lyre, subsequently

a Christian symbol, was in early times essentially a mundane

instrument; the other, the tibia, was used in, and therefore

closely associated with, heathen sacrifices. Both instruments

served as accompaniments to pantomime. Feeling too might

dictate, prudence assuredly would, the suppression or avoidance

of any considerable amount of musical intensity, as being

likely to attract attention, for a time sure to be followed by per-

secution.

Simple as this music might be, the modes of performing it

were very various. Hymns were sung in the Christian as-

semblies by a single voice ; by the whole congregation

;

by the congregation antiphonally; and by a single voice

antiphonally with the congregation. It is possible that the

antiphonal division of the entire congregation was made

according to sex, a division maintained in many places to our

own time, and as convenient as it is favourable to musical effect

;

the voices of the two sexes differing in pitch by an octave.

The conversion of Constantine had a great efl'cct on the music

of his age. Both the Emperor and his mother Helena

actively promoted the building of churches. Noble structures

rose, chiefly through their instrumentality, in Jerusalem,

Rome, Ravenna, Constantinople, and other cities. A ritual

at all in keeping with these involved of necessitv music more
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elaborate than had been known before, and with it a elass oi

order to execute it. Difficulties about what is called " con-

gregational siiijring^' have not originated in post-reformation

times. They date at least from the fourth century. No means

presented itself to the Council of Laodicea (e. 315) of securing

decency and order in public worship, but forbidding the laity

to sing in church at all. Their decree, however regarded, in-

dicates the existence of some kind of musical culture. What-

ever might be the musical standard of excellence among the

clergy of the fourth century, they must have had one, and

tried by it the laity must have been found wanting.

In the beginning of the fourth century Pope Sylvester

founded a singing school in Rome ; the earliest of which we

have record. Another school was founded a little later by

Hilarius, at Poictiers, the scholars of which were taken, very

young, from the Orphanage.*

In these schools, and in this century, were formalized the

^^ authentic modes ;" a set of scales or portions of scales be-

ginning severally on the sounds D, E, F, and G. It is possible

that these modes had, in the minds of those who selected and

formalized them, some mystic affinity with the four Evangelists.

Tradition ascribes their choice, and even arrangement, to

St. Ambrose (elected Bishop of Milan in 374), whose name

they still bear. To what extent the Church is indebted to the

personal efforts of St. Ambrose in this re-formation or forma-

tion of the music of his time it would be hard to say. Certain

it is that Church music was then far better at Milan than at

Rome ; and that, during his episcopacy, antiphonal singing was

first sanctioned in Western Europe. Augustine, himself a

musician, pays an eloquent tribute to the touching beauty of

the Milanese music in the time of Ambrose.

* A proposition to found a similar school in London, in connexion with

the "Foundling" Hospital, was made in the last century—fourteen

hundred years later—by Dr. Buruey, tlie musical historian.
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" How did I weep, in Tliy hymns and canticles, touched to

the quick by the voices of Thy sweet-attuned Church ! Tlie

voices flowed into mine ears, and the Truth distilled into my
heart, whence the affections of my devotions overflowed, and

tears ran down, and happy was I therein.

" Not long had the Church of Milan begun to use this kind

of consolation and exhortation, the brethren zealously joining

with harmony of voice and hearts Then it was first

instituted that hymns and psalms should be sung after the

manner of Eastern Churches [i.e. antiphonally), lest the people

should wax faint through the tediousness of sorrow ; and from

that day to this the custom is retained; divers, yea, almost

all. Thy congregations throughout other parts of the world

following herein/^^

St. Ambrose may be regarded as the father of the Music of

the Western Church. His reputation has been somewhat

obscured by that of Gregory the Great, whose epoch is two

centuries nearer to our own. But though the labours of Am-
brose may not have been so beneficial to the Church and to the

world as those of Gregory, they are even more honourable to

himself, as having been effected under incomparably greater

difficulties. For not only had Ambrose to adapt music to the

different portions of the Church Service, but to determine and

define, almost to form, the musical idiom in which it was to

be cast. Like the great Florentine poet of a later age, he had

to create an instrument wherewith to do his work; that

instrument being nothing less than a language.

I have already spoken of the difiiculty we all have in imagin-

ing a musical '' system^^ other than that to which we are used.

Similar difficulty, though in a less degree, is felt in respect to

any " tonality," or arrangement of the sounds of our system,

other than that in which all modern music is composed. I shall

enter somewhat fully into this matter in another lecture.

Conf. B. ix. s. 16.
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Suffice it for the moment that Ambrose had to select from the

only source open to him, Greek Music, in the best of times

intricate, and in his all but inexplicable, a sot of scales/' modes'^

or ''tones," few enough and simple enough for the use of a

very rude people.

The second of these four scales or '' toucs/^ is formed bv

the succession of two Greek '' tetrachords -/' while the first and

fourth present all the forms of tetrachord possible. The

tetrachord, the basis of all melody, consists of four sounds

separated by two tones and one semitone ; it admits therefore

of only three varieties, those afforded by the position of

this one semitone. The Greek tetrachord. that in which the

semitone occupies the lowest place, includes both the modern

y 7th sound or leading-note, which designates the " key'^ in

which every passage is said to be, and the 3rd sound, which V

designates the " mode'' of that key. E is the leading note, and

A the 3rd of the key of F ; the first tetrachord of the second

tone is therefore in F. B is the leading note, and E the 3rd

of C ; the second tetrachord of the second tone is therefore in C.

Fig. 1.

First Tone.

Second Tone.

^v'

-Gt =

Third Tone.

^z::B=^C

fj

r—_^ sr-"^

Fourth Tone.

The two tetrachords of the first tone are of like construction;

the semitone in each falls between the 2nd and 3rd sound*.
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So in the second tone, only that the semitone in each falls

between the 1st and 2nd sounds. In the fourth tone the semi-

tone falls between the 3rd and 4th sounds of the first tetra-

chord, and the 2nd and 3rd of the second. The third tone pre-

sents the anomaly—the " diabolus in musica" of the Middle

Ages—of a " tritone/' or succession of three tones, occupying the

place of the first tetrachord. The necessity for remedying this

led early to the substitution of B flat for B natural ; as sub-

sequently the necessity for making the two tetrachords of the

fourth tone alike led to the substitution of F sharp for F natural.

I shall return to this subject later. Meanwhile you will observe

that the one substitution I have named in each of the last two

tones, would make both conformable to modern tonality

;

-whereas alterations much more considerable Avould be needed

to produce the same effect in either of the first two.

I will only add that in the use of the monotone ^^ quantity^^

was carefully observed in Ambrosian chanting ^ and that every-

thing we should call melody, to which variety of pitch is as

essential as variety of duration, was reserved for the endings of

strains. The obligations of Ambrose to the East are evidenced

in many of his institutions. E-g., he called his tones protos,

deuteroSy tritus. and ieiradiis. Of Northern or " Barbarian^^ in-

fluence they present no trace.

During the two centuries which connect the epochs of St.

Ambrose and Gregory the Great (elected 590), the institutions

of the former fell, as might have been expected in such an

age, into utter confusion.

Ambrose, working on Greek models, or at least taking Greek

music, as far as he knew it, as his point of departure, had

given much attention to prosody. By the end of the sixth

century every trace of this element would seem to have been

obliterated from Church music. Clergy and laity had alike got

"to scan

"With Midas' ears, committing short and long."
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Moreover, the limits of the Ambrosiau tones, like the Roman
frontier, had been so often violated that it had become doubt-

ful where they were to be found.

Gregory began his reform of Church music by gathering

together what remained of the results of the labours of Ambrose

and others, with a view of recasting them into an Antiphonary,

or authorized body of ecclesiastical music. He would seem,

early in his labours, to have found that the Ambrosian scales

were too few, and of too limited extern for his later age ; and

that adherence to them would have involved the exclusion of

many melodies fitted, by their excellence or their popularity,

for his purpose. Never was reform carried out in a bolder

and at the same time more reverential spirit. Gregory did

not destroy but add to the work of Ambrose ; connecting

M'ith his four scales, which were then first distinguished by

the epithet " authentic,^'' four other subordinate or collateral

scales which were called "plagal"—a word best done into

English by " athwart.''

From this time even to the present not only have the chants

for the Psalms, still in such extensive use, borne the name

of Gregory, but every variety of ecclesiastical melody also.

Nay—so does a great name gather round it the waifs and

strays of invention—the square notes still in use for this kind

of music, though not invented till nearly six hundred years

after Gregory's death, and even then not used for plain-song

for another two hundred years^ are universally called Gregorian

notes.

Though the history of musical notation is far too large a

subject for me to treat at all fully in this course of lectures, I

cannot help referring to a question which I am sure must have

already suggested itself to you. How was Gregory's Anti-

phonary written ? Or, to be more precise, in what way was the

musical part of it expressed? Till very recently it was

commonly believed that Gregory made use of the first seven
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letters of the alphabet, repeated in the octave, to represent the

comparatively small number of sounds used in Gregorian song.

This belief may have arisen from the fact that the Romans, in

imitation of the Greeks, used an alphabetic notation. No

codex of the Roman liturgy, liowever, has been discovered in

this notation, nor does any ancient writer mention it. In

regard to Gregory, however, the question has been settled

beyond dispute. There exists in the Monastery of St. Gall, in

Switzerland, one of two copies of his Antiphonary, which was

made for Peter and Romanus, two choristers sent by Pope

Adrian I. to Charlemagne, to reform the northern Church music,

about the year 780. A facsimile of this book,^ edited by Pere

Lambillotte, was published a few years since. The music is

written throughout above the words, not in letters, but in

neumata ; a notation in very extensive use throughout Western

Christendom from the 6th to the 12th century. It first re-

ceived the name by which it is now generally known from

Ducange, with whom to ^' neume'' or ^^ neumaticize^' is to note.

Much research has lately been brought to bear on the origin,

development, and eventual transformation of neumes into

notes such as we now use, in no instance perhaps so success-

fully as in M. de Coussemaker's '^Histoire de THarmonie au

Moyen Age,^'t a truly splendid monument of the diligence,

learning and acuteness of its author; one of a class of books,

too, I grieve to say, which none but men of fortune could

afford either to write or to publish in England, but which,

somehow or other, are written, often by men of small means,

and published in the ordinary way of trade, in other countries,

where, it may be supposed, they find purchasers and readers.

The labours of Gregory for the reformation and spread of

music were not limited to the formation of his Antiphonary,

albeit in his time a work demanding: much thought and toil.

He established singing schools in Rome, and not only superin-

* Bruxelles, 1867. f Paris, 1852.
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teiulod, but took part in the teaching in, them. One of his

early biographers tells us that, even when his infirmities com-

pelled him to a recumbent posture, he continued to teach ; and

that the bed on which he lay, and the stick with which he beat

time—or his laggard or unruly scholars—were long preserved

in Rome as memorials of his enthusiasm and practicalness.

Contemporary with Gregory, who is supposed frequently to

have consulted and communicated with him, was another

ecclesiastical dignitary, Isidore Archbishop of Seville, a man

who to his other many accomplishments added a knowledge of

music. In a treatise of his which has come down to us, " Senten-

tiae de Musica,^' we find the earliest mention, yet discovered, of

Harmony in the modern acceptation of the term—the simul-

taneous utterance of different sounds. Isidore speaks of two

kinds of harmony, ^' symphony" and ^' diaphony ;" by the

former of which he would seem to have meant a combination of

consonant, and by the latter of dissonant, intervals.

During the four centuries which connect the epoch of

Gregory with that of Guido Aretino, only one name worthy of

special mention in musical history presents itself; that of

Hucbald, a monk of St. Armand in the diocese of Tournay, in

Belgic Gaul, a district to which we shall often have occasion to

refer as the cradle of modern music. Hucbald was a poet as

well as a musician, and exhibited his talents in reference to the

oddest subject, and in the oddest manner, that ever entered the

mind of man. He is the author of a poem of more than a

hundred lines'^ in praise of baldness, ^^ ^gloga de Calvis/' every

word of which begins with the letter C. I will give you the first

line-

—

Carmina clarisonaa calvis cantate Camaene.

and the two last

—

Conveniet claras claustris componere carinas,

Completur claris carmen cantabile calvis.

* It may be found entire in the " Adversaria" of Barthius, lib. xlvi. cap.

iiii. p. 2175.
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He dedicated this astonisliiiig production, appropriately

enough, to Charles the Bakl of France.

Hucbakl died at an advanced age in the year 9.32. The two

of his treatises which have been preserved give us a sufficiently

complete idea of the condition of polyphonic music up to the

commencement of the tenth century. It is certain, as we

have seen, that some kind of harmony had appeared in Italy,

and even made its way into the services of the Church long

before this; before even the time of Gregory, perhaps even

in that of Ambrose. Nor is it possible to trace this harmony

to any but a Northern source ; seeing that evidence has been

found to prove that, time immemorial, the inhabitants of

Northern Europe have known the use of instruments capable

of producing, and indeed hardly to be used without producing,

different sounds at the same instant of time. Not to speak of

the innumerable varieties of harp and guitar, instruments of

which the strings are pulled by the finger or by a plectrum of

some kind, the origin of which is lost in antiquity, an instru-

ment has been in use for ages past, both in Russia and in our

own country, mounted with three or more strings, and played

upon with a bow, but diff'ering from all our violin tribe in this

essential particular, that the sides not being ecJtancreeSy or

hollowed out to admit the passage of the bow, and the bridge

being flat, not arched, all three or more strings must inevitably

be sounded at once. In the Russian instrument the strings are

said to have been tuned harmonically, the second string being

the 5th, and the third the 8ve to the first. The English, or

rather British instrument, the crwtk or crowd (Lat. croUa), had,

in its most recent condition, six strings. A paper by the Hon.

Daines Barrington, read at the Society of Antiquaries, May 3rd,

1770,* describes minutely a crwth which, though not indi-

vidually of great antiquity, might have been reasonably re-

garded as only a somewhat improved specimen of a class which

* See " Archaelogia," vol. iii. p. 32.

c2
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had been common in Wales for centuries before. This paper

is illustrated by a drawing of which Fig. 2 is a facsimile. The

pitch, or "tuning" of the strings is given below it. The

drawing, though rude and incorrect, exhibits the peculiarities

of the instrument, and explains how it was used. The fingers

of the player's left hand were passed through the aperture

above the finger-board, the thumb through that below it. The

two thickest strings were drones, or hourdons, whose pitch was

unalterable save by tuning ; but the other four admitted every

variety of intonation possible without " shifting" the hand.

One foot of the bridge, which is placed athwart the body of the

instrument, is projected so far as to be connected with the

sound-post, which is visible through the lower sound -hole. But

what chiefly concerns us now is the fact insisted on in the

paper, that " the bridge of the crwth is perfectly flat, so that

all the strings are necessarily struck [with the bow] at the

same time, and aflbrd di. perj^eiual succession of chords,*'

Fi^r. 2.

The Crwthe.

6^ S^ 4^* S''^ 2^*^ /'' Stj-in&

Examples of bowed instruments, varying in other respects,

but so formed that, like the crwth, "all the strings are
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necessarily struck at the same time/' are numerous in mediaeval

manuscripts and sculpture.

If we take into consideration this necessity (for the simul-

taneous vibration of strings of different pitch) in respect to

bowed instruments, the use of which among northern nations

is lost in antiquity, in connexion with the fact that the earliest

mention of harmony (by Isidore) is a little subsequent to the

first barbarian invasions of the South of Europe, we are driven

to the conclusion that we owe to the same people harmony, and

the glorious architecture of the Middle Ages ; and that the

former is equally with the latter a Gothic, in contradistinction

to a Classic, form of art.

To return however to Hucbald. He not only mentions, but

gives us examples of the '^ harmony ^' of his age

—

diaphony, or

organum. There were several kinds of organum ; and hideous,

intolerable as most of them may be to our ears, some of the

worst are thearetically justifiable by the now well-ascertained

and universally acknowledged laws of physical science ; laws to

the judicious observance of which the noblest and most compli-

cated of musical instruments, the organ, owes all its peculiari-

ties and all its pre-eminence.

But you shall judge of these forms of organum for yourselves.

In Hucbald^s treatise a melody to be harmonized is called

vox principalis, ox principalis ; and the part added, vox organalis,

or organalis. K principalis could be accompanied in the follow-

ing diflFerent ways :—with the 8th above or below ; with the 5th

above; with the 4th above; with the 4th above and the 5th

below ; with the 5th above and the 4th below.

An example of each of these forms, in musical notation, will

make this clear. I will play them in succession.

See Fig. 3. The principalis is given in each example in

white notes ; the organum in black notes,
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EXAMPLES OF DIAPHONY OR ORGANUM.

From Hucbald's Musica Enchvnadis,

Fig. 3.

So e? G »5 a^

ITZTc:

Ex hoc nunc et cs • que in se • cu - lum.

01: g giz:^; ~c:
• ^ ^i

B*
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common in the Middle Ages ; the mass of a congregation singing

the principalis^ and a few voices only tlie organalis.

I come now to the greatest musical name of the early Middle

Ages, that of Guido Aretino or Guy of Arezzo, of whom we

hear first, early in the eleventh century, as resident in the Bene-

dictine monastery of Poraposa, between Ferrara and Ravenna.

To this very ingenious person, as to Gregory, many discoveries

and contrivances have been attributed to which he could have

had no claim ; some of them having been made before his

time, and some not being alluded to in any known copy of his

works. It is needless to particularize these ; for those of his

achievements about which there is no reason to doubt are

numerous and important enough to render his name honourable

among musicians to all time.

Guido Aretino may be regarded as the father of all music-

masters ; apparently the first teacher who ever brought musical

science to bear directly on musical art; the first who ever

showed any understanding of what the practical difficulties of

music really are and, I may add, always will be ; and the first

who showed any desire to lessen or remove them. There are

many difficulties connected with the musical art ; but there is

one paramount to all others, and which may be briefly described If

as hearing with the eye^ or (its converse) seeing vnth the ear, I

mean, the knowing the sound of a musical passage by the sight

of the characters which represent it ; or (conversely again) the

power of writing it, from musical performance. To be able to

do these things is to be a musician ; and Guido was the first to

grasp this truth. Up to his time the formation of a chorister is

said to have been the work of years ; he made it the work of a

few months. He anticipated, by eight centuries, a method of

teaching known as Jacotot^s, or '' the analytic, '^ method. This

consists, as applied to music, in taking any melody familiar to

those who are to be taught, and fixing the sounds and intervals

of which it is formed on the memory, in connexion with their
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representative signs ; so that when the eye encounters similar

signs in another melody, the ear may associate similar sounds

and intervals with them. A modern musician teaching in this

way might take such a melody as the well known Adeste Fidelea

(Fig. 4), the heginning of which presents types of the intervals

fourth
y fifth y and sixth,

Fiff. 4.

^^^=^^^^^^^^^^^^5^
One air used in teaching by Guido was so admirably adapted

for carrying out this " analytic^^ method, that it is not at all

unlikely that the system itself was suggested by it. It was the

melody to which a hymn to John the Baptist (ancient even in

those days) was sung. The same melody has recently turned

u]) in connexion with other words. It is before you. (Fig. 5.)

HYMN TO JOIIiS^ THE BAPTIST.

Fi-. 5.

"Ezir©

—

-&— &— "q:

2Ze - so - na - re bris

-<s>

10 - rum Ta - mu • ii tu - o - rum

Sol

-&—&

m
ve pol - lu - ti La - Di turn

fizzes:

Sauc te Jo - ban - nes.

Now this melody, the merits of which we will not stop to

discuss, offers the remarkable peculiarity that the first syllable

of every verse, or line, is sung to a note one degree higher than
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that sung to the first syllabic of the verse before it ; in other

words, the several first sounds of each phrase presented suc-

cessively would form *^ a scale." Guido's use of this melody

was attended with consequences of which he never dreamed,

the practice of solmisation by '^ hexachords," or scales of six

sounds only ; a practice, only abandoned in this century, which

consists in the adoption for each successive note of the hexa-

chord of a set of names which are universally understood and

extensively used to this day.

The first syllable of each verse (of Fig. 5) has been adopted

as the name of the note above it :

—

Vt (for which T)o is now

substituted) for the first note of the first verse, Re for that of

the second ; and so on to La. Si, a modern addition, completes

the modern septenary.

Guido makes no mention in any of his works either of the

hexachord or of the soifa syllables. The use of the latter, how-

ever, may well be regarded as among those good indirect results

which flow from all honest work, and which all honest work will

eventually ensure, though when or how we know not.

I have more than once spoken of the music of these early

times, as it may have seemed, disparagingly ; and, as respects

such attempts at harmony as those which you have heard, I

could hardly have done otherwise. But I am far from wishing

to disparage even very early Medieval melody. I am going to

try to get you to agree with me in liking it, though without very

much hope that I shall succeed, so far at least as Ecclesiastical

melody is concerned; for the secular melody of these times

does not present the same difficulty. Let me explain.

In the Middle Ages, as in our own time, there were two

kinds of music, sacred and secular ; but the difference between

them was then much more strongly marked than it is now.

Nearly all our music, sacred or secular, is in one respect

alike ; it is '' in time." It is mensurable, or measurable music,

cantus mensurabilis as the old writers called it; made up of, and
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divisible into, certain short successions of sounds or phrases of

proportioned lengths. Our musical intelligence is unable to

appreciate, as are our musical memories to retain, any suc-

cession of sounds that is not " in time." For instance, no

modern musician could remember this from once hearing it.

Fig. 6.

You do not even recognise it. Let me play it in time.

Fig. 7.

Almost any modern melody, treated in this manner, might be

made unrecognisable, even by its own composer. But there

existed in the Middle Ages a species of melody which was

absolutely titneless ; and, up to a somewhat late period, no other

was heard or practised in the Church. Of such melody a great

deal has come down to us, in the service books of the Latin

Church; and the attention of every traveller who has ever

entered a Continental church must often have been called to

certain strains, coarsely uttered perhaps ; strange, dull, un-

couth sort of stuff, if you will ; but which, being altogether un-

like anything ever heard outside the church walls, does, in spite

of ourselves and in spite of the way in which it is often per-

formed, force itself on our attention and extort a kind of respect.

Of such melody, I repeat, a great deal has come down to us,

on paper, or rather, parchment ; but it seems to be admitted,

among those who have studied it most closely, that the perfor-

mance of it is a lost art. Great efforts have been made of late

years, especially in France, to recover this ; but they have not

been attended with much success. The very existence of such

melody would seem to be incompatible with that of the cantun
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mensuraUlis . In superseding mediaeval sculpture, the printing-

press, it has been said, destroyed it; in rendering it impracti-

cable, the time-table destroyed mediaeval '' plain-song/^ I am

unwilling however to dismiss this art without doing what I

can to make you understand in what it consisted ; and no

amount of description will quite do this. I will, therefore,

with your permission, try to convey my own idea of it by

singing a strophe of a hymn known as the Prose of MontpeUier,

a MS. of which, of the tenth century, and therefore in neuma

notation, was not long since brought to light by a French

antiquary. I take also the opportunity of bringing a specimen

of this notation, together with a translation of it before you.

From a literary point of view, this ^^ prose^' is very interesting.

It is one of many similar compositions, due to the almost

universal belief which prevailed up to the expiration of the tenth

century that the end of the world was imminent. Some of the

finest thoughts and expressions in these have found a place in

the magnificent hymn Dies Irce, which forms so large a part

of the Requiem or Mass for the Dead ; which hymn, it now

appears, is not an original composition, but a collection of frag-

ments, the product of many hands and the growth of many
centuries.
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PROSE OF MONTPELLIER.

FnoM A MS. OF THE Tenth Century,

Translation.

Fin-. 8.

i-h:
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i

PROSE OF MONTPELLIER.

From \ MS. of the Tenth Century,

Fac6imile.

Fig. 9.

. 1
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Up to a comparatively recent period many musical historians

would seem to have laboured under the impression that this

kind of music was the only music of the Middle Ages ; that not

only the rude people found expression for their passions and

feelinsrs, but that even the skilled Troubadour and Trouvere

sang of war and of love, in strains as grim and as vague as that

which you have just heard ;—in fact, that time and the time-

tahle^ if not synonymous terms, are contemporaneous dis-

coveries; and that our tonality had no existence till that

existence was acknowledged by the theorists of modern times.

It is true that, anterior to the eleventh century, there is no

mention, by a scientific writer, of time or even of secular

music; but, not to say that theory is the result, not the

cause, of practice, and that art is always ahead of science,

it seems as unreasonable to assume the existence of a period

when all music was without time, as of a period when men

did not walk or talk. Xot to speak of the indisputable

antiquity of the practice of dancing, inevitably accompanied by

music, which, as inevitably, must have been mensurable

music, recent research has thrown up a considerable number

of melodies which, allowing the attempts to decipher them to

have been even partially successful, certainly differ in their

character from any ecclesiastical music of the same date. It

might be added that a body of what is called ^' national melody'^

exists in every country, much of which is undoubtedly of great

antiquity. How much of this however has undergone transfor-

mation in its passage from mouth to mouth, and from hand to

hand, across such vast tracts of time, it is very hard to say.

No nation is richer in this traditional music than our own, and

I need not do more than refer you to the valuable and interest-

ing work of Mr. Chappell,* for specimens of it alike numerous

and interesting.

But what is written remains ; unintelligible, misinterpreted

* "Popular Music of the Olden Time.** London, 1855-59.
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perhaps, for a time ; but always at hand for study and intcrro-

"•ation, and sooner or later enal)led to tell its own story. A

MS. of the ninth century is more trustworthy than a tradition

of the nineteenth; and, as I have said, such MSS. exist, and we

have at least begun to read them approximately. In the

Bibliothoque Imperiale of Paris* is one of this date (the ninth

century) which contains eighteen Latin pieces accompanied by

musical notation. Five of them are historical songs, eleven are

on relis^ious subjects, and two are odes of Boethius. Of the

tenth century have recently been discovered a song relating to

Otho III. Emperor of Germany, a convivial song, of which two

tenth-century MSS. have been found, and two odes of Horace.

Of somewhat later date, as might be expected, musical monu-

ments become more plentiful, and, it may be added, more easy

to interpret. A considerable number of these have been lately

made known in various Continental periodical and other publi-

cations \ in the " Annales Archeologiques,'' edited by M.

Didron, in the " Revue Musicale,^^ in the " Revue de la

Musique Religieuse,*' and other periodicals. But by far the most

interesting collection is to be found in M. de Coussemaker's

" Histoire de P Harmonic au Moyen Age," of which I have

already spoken.

M. de Coussemaker does not ask his readers blindly to accept

his interpretations of these MSS. ; indeed he is anything but

dogmatical about them. He presents us in every instance with

facsimiles traced from the originals, to which he appends trans-

lations into modern notation. Of these translations three are

before you. I must refer you to M. de Coussemaker^s own work

for a sight of the facsimiles, the fidelity of which I have myself

tested by comparison with the originals in the Bibliothoque

Imperiale. The words of No. 10 relate to a very warlike

ecclesiastic, a natural son of the Emperor Charlemagne, who

perished in battle in the year 844.

* No. 1154.
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LAMENT FOR THE ABB^ HUG.

From a MS. of the Ninth Century.

Fig. 10.
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The words of No. 11 are of a very different character. They

are part of an invitation to dinner to a friend : the friend being,

you will observe, addressed as arnica, not arnica.

SONG.

From a MS. of the Tenth Century.
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The third of these specimens is from a MS. of the thirteenth

century in the public library at Lille. The notation is com-

paratively modern, and the correctness of its interpretation

admits of no doubt. The superscription describes it as a dance-

tune, known in connexion with a Tronvere lay :
'' Cantilena

de chorea super illam quae incipit \'^ '^ Qui grieve ma coiniise se

jou lai ce mefont aniouretes cau cuer aiJ* You will, I hope, agree

with me in thinking it very pretty.

DANCE TUNE.

From a MS. of the Thirteenth Centuet.

Fi^. 12.
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The original notation of the first two of these specimens is

not only wanting in exactness as respects the pitch of the

sounds to be represented, but it is altogether defective in

another respect; it has no means of expressing their lengths.

In vocal melody these characters would be measured chiefly by

the accent and quantity of the syllables under them, which

would be equally a guide in the barbarous diai^hony or orgamim

of which you have had examples ; as also in faux-bourdon, an

improved kind of diaphony. But within fifty years of the death

of Guido (at about the end of the eleventh century) a new form

of musical art made its appearance, the characteristic of which

was the combination of sounds of uneqxial lengths ; music in

which two or more sounds succeeded one another, while one,

equal to them in length, was sustained. This was called dis-

cantus or (Anglice) '* descant.'^ Descant, it is plain, would argue

the existence of some system of musical proportion among

sounds of different duration, and wntteu descant, some means

of distinguishing such sounds from one another. As might be

expected, we hear of both inventions at about the same epoch,

the middle of the twelfth century, when the first treatise on the

Cantus Mensnrahilisy by Franco of Cologne, was made known,

when 7iotes appear first to have been used, and signs to repre-

sent the raising or depressing of individual sounds (s/ia?'j)s and

flats) first came into being.

The epoch of Franco of Cologne has been the subject of

much controversy ; some writers placing him in the second half

of the eleventh century, some in the second half of the twelfth,

and some at the beginning of the thirteenth. Indeed an

attempt has been made to solve the problem by the supposition

that there were two writers of the same name. Be this as it

may, musical notation must have made many improvements by

the end ef the eleventh century; for the first known specimen

of descant is of this date. There is a facsimile of it in
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M. de Coussemaker's book. The ori|:^inal is in the Bibliotheque

[mperiale of Paris.* The musical characters are " transitional

Deumas^'—almost notes.

The last years of the twelfth, and the first of the thirteentli,

centuries must be regarded as forming one of the most interest-

ing epochs in the history of civilization. It is the epoch of the

second, third, fourth, and fifth crusades, and of the apogee of

papal power and monastic influence ; of the invention, though

not yet the recognition, of the pointed arch ; of the poet-

musicians of Provence, Northern France, and Belgium—the

Troubadours and Trouveres ; and, in the matter with which we

are at present most concerned, of the adoption of musical notes,

the time-table, and descant ; the materials and the elements of,

perhaps, the firstborn among the arts, but, as it has proved, the

last of them to attain maturity.

Among all of these and other circumstances of this epoch it

would not be difficult to trace a connexion. The fine arts, in

their greatest force and in their highest perfection, are but the

expression of the condition of the world in which they are

practised. In music, the mechanical diaphony or organum,

and in architecture, the equally mechanical semicircular arch

of the early Middle Ages, present themselves as types of

monasticism — of its timidity, its narrowness, and the

monotony of its average existence ; while descant, like

the pointed arch, with which, I repeat, it exactly syn-

chronizes, may be regarded as the type of active life— with

all its dangers, its difficulties, and its possibilities of failure

;

but with what it is worth braving all these to enjoy—its

freedom.

At this epoch the work of the first period of musical history

was really achieved, and no second step so i reat as that from

organum to descant was, for many long years, possible ; and

Ko. 1139
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though the new mi was practised, and to some extent developed,

by the artists of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, no

musical inventor or reformer to be compared with Ambrose,

Gregory, Hucbald, Guido, or Franco appeared till the opening

of the second period—the consideration of which we must defer

till we meet again.
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FROM ABOUT A.D. 1400 TO ABOUT A.D. 1600.
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THE SECOND PERIOD.

At our last meeting we were occupied with a very rapid, and of

necessity slight, survey of the progress of music from the end

of the fourth to that of the fourteenth century. After about

eight hundred of these thousand years, i.e., in the twelfth

century, we find the elements of what we now call music, and

the apparatus without which it would have been impossible to

turn them to account, at the service of the musician. Descant,

though of a somewhat rude kind, was extensively practised ; the

two principles on which our modern notation is based, that the

place of a note determines its pitch, and the shape its length,

were recognised ; and means were presented, in the flat and the

sharp, of expressing every recognised variety of musical intona-

tion. Much of this apparatus was too delicate for any hands

into which, at this time, it could possibly have fallen ; the

majority of musicians did not at first attempt to avail them-

selves of it. Diaphony, the accompaniment of plain-song with

consecutive octaves, fifths, and fourths, had died out in most

places ; but faux-bourdon, a somewhat improved variety of it,

and extemporaneous descant were the nearest approaches to

music made, even in the Pope^s Chapel, by the best siugeri>, up

to the time of the return of the Papal Court to Rome, in the

year 1377. Avignon, however, must then have fallen as mucn

behind its age, in the matter of music, as Rome subsequently

got ahead of it. In the first part of the thirteenth century the

Decha7Ueurs^ or harmonizers, were a separate class, who put into
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form the musical ideas of otliersj but later in tlic century we

hear of a Tronvere who was not only, as a matter of course, a

poet and a melodist, but a harmonist also. Tliis was Adam do

la Ilalc, born in 121-0, and surnamed " Le Bossu d'Arras/'

Some three-part songs of his were, some years since, discovered

and interpreted by the eminent French critic M. Fetis. The

originals are in the Bibliotheque Imperiale. The structure of

these songs, though still rude, is in advance of that of any

known preceding or contemporaneous music. Adam de la Hale

however has a claim on our notice much stronger than he would

owe to these detached pieces. He is the composer, so far as

has yet been ascertained, of the first comic opera. It is

entitled '^ Li Gieus [le jeu] de Robin et de !Marion,'' the same

Robin Hood and the same Maid Marian who have been the

subjects of so much poetical and plastic illustration among our-

selves. The Bibliotheque Imperiale contains two contemporary

MSS. of this work, one perfect, the other incomplete ; the music

never having been filled into the spaces left for it in the latter by

the copyist of the words. These ^ISS. I have carefully examined.

You will find a perfect transcript of the libretto only in the

^' Theatre Fran9ais au Moyen Age^'* of Messrs. Monmerqud and

Michel ; and the Soci^t^ des Bibliophiles, of Paris, had a fac-

simile of the complete MS. made in 1822, of which they printed

only twenty-five copies. M. Fetis, also, has illustrated an

article in an early number of the ^' Revue Musicale^^ with a

specimen as well of this opera as of De la Hale^s three-part

songs. They are before you.

The trio (Fig. 13) is deserving of careful study. Traces of

the barbarous diaphony, from which this composer was probably

one of the first to try and emancipate himself, strike the eye

and the ear more than once. The consecutive octaves and

fifths are however found chiefly between the end of one phrase

and the beginning of another ; and some ingenuity is shown in

* Paris. 1839.
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concealinpj them where this is not tlic case, as in the progression

from the second to tlic third bar. The tonality, to a modern

ear, is, both at the beginning and at the end, equivocal ; but

the modulations, first into G and then into F, are orderly and

elegant. One or two modifications would make this little piece

unexceptionable.

PART SONG, BY ADAM DE LA HALE.

Fkom a MS. OF THE Thirteenth Century.

Fi^. 13.
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The melody (Fig. 14) from '' Li Gieus de Robin et de Marion''

demands no apology ; it is an exceedingly pretty one. I present

it as it is in the original MS., only substituting crotchets and

quavers for longs and breves, and marking the bars. With the

addition of a slight and simple accompaniment, this song is still

able to give pleasure. It belongs to the part of Robin, and

should therefore be sung by a man's voice. There is a second
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verse, separated from it in the opera by a few words of

dialogue.

SONG, FROM ADA^r DE LA HALE'S 7?07?7iV^ ET MARION.

From a MS. of the Thikteentu Centuiiy.

Fig. 14.
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The beginning of the next century (the fourteenth) furnishes

us with a remarkable evidence of musical advancemen in the

word contrapunctum or {Anglice), '^ counterpoint/'—i.e., point

against point, or, as we should now say, note against note. This

word was first used in lieu of the word descant, in the writings of

Jean de Muris, the greatest musical theorist of the fourteenth

century. Its appearance in many treatises extensively circulated

in this author's time, shows that points, or musical notes, were

then pretty generally accepted as the symbols of musical sounds.

The middle of the century gives us the first example of music of

four parts, in a Mass performed at the coronation of Charles V.

of Frf ce (in 1360), and composed by Guillaume de Machault,

better, und more deservedly, known as one of the earliest

French Poets. As a musician, Guillaume de Machault cannot

be accepted as a type even of the remote period in which he

lived.
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The organ must have reached some degree of mechanical

perfection in tliis century, for we find a certain Francesco

Landino, a Florentine, sometimes described as Francesco dei

Organi, and sometimes as Francesco Cieco (for he was blind),

distinguishing himself greatly in the fetes given by the Republic

of Venice in honour of the King of Cyprus, in the year 1364.

Landino attained considerable reputation also as a composer,

and some part songs recently brought to light, like those of

Adam de la Hale through the diligence of French archaeologists,

show that this reputation was not undeserved.

The musical historians of the last century—our own Burney

and Hawkins not excepted—would seem, one and all, to have

sat down to write under the influence of two hypotheses, both

quite consistent with the preposterous views of mediaeval life

and mediaeval art common among their contemporaries :

—

(1), that before the fifteenth century, if so soon, secular music

had no existence ; and (2), as would necessarily follow, that the

history of all modern music must be traced in that of Church

music. Recent research has shown, on the contrary,— (1), that

there has always been a music differing as widely in character

as in purpose from Church music ; and (2), that this secular

music, till lately so strangely ignored, is the veritable fons et

origo of all that is most worthy of admiration in the Church

music of the Second Period. Of this secular music, it is true,

we as yet know but little. Few specimens of it have been re-

covered, and to many of these the key has not yet been found.

The subject moreover is a new one, and there has not yet been

time for sufficiently extensive research or careful investigation in

respect to it. What has been done already, however, justifies the

hope that, sooner or later, we shall recover some knowledge of

the music of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries;—the

music of the latest and greatest among the Troubadours and

Trouv^res ; the music of the Gardens of Boccaccio ; the music

to which Dante might have listened as " his Casella'^ sang ; the
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music whicli gave occupation to a chorus and orchestra when

Pctrarcli received tlie laurel crown in the Roman Caj)itol ; the

music of the Squire, the Miller, the Pardonour, the Sumptnour

and tlic Host of Chaucer;—in fact, the music of that particular

portion of the ''dark ages'' to which the world is indebted for

Notre Dame de Chartrcs and Westminster Abbey ; for the

sculptures at llheims, the painted windows at ]5ourges, the

metalwork at Aix-la-Chapelle, the frescoes at Padua; for the

sonnets of Petrarch, the tales of Boccaccio, the Canterbury

Pilgrimage, and the Divine Comedy.

The fourteenth century, it will be remembered, was the great

epoch of Belgian prosperity. Antwerp, Ghent, Ypres, Bruges,

Louvain, and other cities still exhibit evidences of their former

splendour ; not so much in their ecclesiastical buildings, not for

a moment to be compared with those of France and the North

of Italy, as in examples of municipal and domestic architecture

more numerous and more splendid than could be furnished by

all the rest of Northern Europe combined. In these beautiful

towns, secure at least from the worst of those evils which

oppressed most other Continental nations, the Art, one of whose

best privileges it is to gladden and to beautify domestic life, was

much practised ; and many of those grand contrapuntal effects

which afterwards became such essential features in Church

music that they seem now out of place elsewhere were first

essayed, not in monastic or metropolitan choirs, but in the

back -parlours of Flemish shopkeepers.

In the domestic music of the Flemings of the fourteenth

century musical Art and musical science first worked together

to a common end. For centuries past scholars without number

had expounded, with more or less clearness, and no result, the

divisions of the monochord ; the three genera ; the modes

Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, Maeso-lydian ; the hexachords,

natural, hard, and soft ; and whatever else might constitute the

science of music in those days,—the body of fact and specula-
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tioii which gave it a place in the ''quadrivium /^ a body of fact

and of speculation having about as much relation to practical

music as it had to comparative anatomy. On the other hand,

the singers and players had gone on, alike indifferent to, and

ignorant of, "all this learning,^' trusting to their instincts,

accenting a combination here, rejecting it there, and actually

building up, bit by bit, that new art which was afterwards to

furnish material for a science not only new but, it may be

hoped, true. That this union of theory and practice was first

brought about in the Netherlands is certain. That some of the

earliest results of it handed down to us should be in the form

of Church music is, of course, consistent with the spirit of the

age in which it was produced.

It has recently been ascertained from the records of the

Pope's Chapel, that several Belgian musicians visited Rome in

the last years of the fourteenth century, bringing with them,

along with other music, the first Masses that had ever been seen

there in written counterpoint. I have already stated that in

the Pope's Chapel at Avignon, the service was then still sung in

faux-bourdon, an improved '^ diaphony,'' and in extemporaneous

descant.

In the list of these Belgians is found the name of William

Dufay, who was certainly a singer in the Pontifical Chapel in

1380 ; i.e.y three years after the return of the Popes from

Avignon to Rome. Few particulars have come down to ua

respecting this musician. He was born at Chimay, in Hainault,

about the year 1350, and died at Rome in 1132. All else that

is known about him is that he had a tenor voice, and that he

visited the court of the Dukes of Burgundy at Dijon ; for an

old French writer, Martin le Franc, in a Poem called ^^ Le

Champion des Dames,'^ speaks of Dufay and a contemporary,

Binchois, as having betrayed something like jealousy at the

performance of some blind musicians there.
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J'ai vu Binchois avoir vergogne

Et soy taire emprcz lour rebcllc,*

Et du Fay despite et frongne

Qu'il u'a melodic si belle.

Til the absence of fact one may be pardoned a little specula-

tion. I should gather from these verses that the writer t(»ok

the popular and poetical, in contradistinction to the scholastic,

view of music ; and that there were in the fourteenth century,

as in the nineteenth, people with a pardonable weakness for

melody or tune, and very indifferent to music which was wanting

in it. I am unacquainted with the secular music of Dufay ; but

if it bore any resemblance to his sacred music, it must have had

a hard battle to fight against the sprightly strains of a party of

blind fiddlers. The compositions of Dufay which I have seen

are of a grave, grandiose character, harsh in places to a modern

ear, but incomparably superior in design and clearness of texture

to the mass of Guillaume de Machault which has been already

mentioned.

Dufay, Binchois, and their contemporaries, who were nume-

rous, may be said to be recent discoveries ; for their very names,

not to say their works, have lain for ages hidden under those of

a later generation—the masters of ^^the netv Belgian school ^^

—

Ockenheim, his contemporaries and pupils. Their relations to

their predecessors add another to the many proofs furnished by

the history of literature, art, and science, that behind every

great man, or set of great men, is hidden another great man, or

another set of great men, who have filled for them the indis-

pensable, but, alas ! ungrateful, office of pioneer. One of the

most valuable resources of musical science is ^'canon.^' Canon,

I need hardly say, means simply rule; and musicians have at

different epochs subjected themselves to rules many of which

are doubtless pedantic and absurd enough. But that particular

jdnd of canon which consists in the imitation at a short interval

1
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of time of one *' part" by another has long been, and probably

always will be, a characteristic feature of every sustained musical

composition of high class. For musical composition does not

consist in an unintermittcnt presentation of new thoughts, but

in the development, the pursuit to their ultimate consequences,

of a few thoughts, sometimes even of a single one ; technically,

in making the same passage heard successively in various scales,

in various parts, and under various forms of accompaniment.

The art of "canon,'' heretofore traced only to the " new'' Belgian

school of Ockenheim, was, it now appears, practised half a

century earlier by Dufay ; and the earliest specimen of it yet

discovered is by him. There are two very good examples of

canon in an extant Benedictus by Dufay. I will play it, begging

you to remember,—first, that it is written for two voices, not for

an instrument ; secondly, that it is five hundred years old ; and

thirdly (once for all), that this is not a concert. Some of you

will recognise a resemblance in the opening of this canon to

that of a very pretty part song by an English composer of the

sixteenth century which has been recently revived, " In going

to my lonely bed." I have never seen an original or contempo-

rary copy of this movement. I take mine (at second hand)

from the appendix to Kiesewetter's " History of the Modern

Music of Western Europe." The notation is modernized, but the

proportions of the notes are of course the same as in the original

(Fig. 15.)
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BENEDIOTUS, BY GUILLAUME DUFAY
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Ockeuhcim, though not the inventor of imitation, doubtless

improved it greatly. He is however less interesting to us as a

composer than as a teacher. His best works were his pupils,

and among these was the musician with whose name the last

years of the fifteenth and the first of the sixteenth century are

commonly associated in musical liistory, Josquin Depres.

Music, it is often said, is the only language which has any

claim to be called universal ; and, by parity of reason, its pro-

fessors should be regarded as the only real citizens of the world.

It would be hard to find an instance of a celebrated person of

any other class whose native country has ever been matter of

uncertainty or dispute. We hear, it is true, of more than one

city which has claimed to be the birthplace of a Homer or a

Livy ; but there is no question as to the former—assuming his

individual existence—having been a Greek, and the latter, an

Italian. The musicians of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and even

sixteenth centuries seem to have been looked upon as common
property ; for they have been appropriated, or at least claimed,

by every people at all covetous of distinction in the Fine Arts.

Josquin Depres, the glory of the Belgian school of music, is

of course considered by the Belgians as a compatriot. In virtue

of his name having been Italianized into Del Praio, he has been

occasionally added to the long list of illustrious Italians ; a

birthplace even, Prato in Tuscany, having been invented for him.

An eminent German historian speaks of him as a countryman,

on the ground that the Low Countries are, etlmologically and

geographically, a part of Germany ; and the French lay claim to

him, in virtue of the fact that a portion of these countries was

added to France, about two centuries after Josquin's death, by

Louis XIV. Nor has the year of his birth been matter of less

dispute than the place of it. It is even uncertain whether he

studied in Paris or at Tours, where his instructor, Ockenhcini,

was some time resident as Treasurer of St. Martin's and Choir

Master to Louis XL On the other hand, it has been ascertained
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that lie was a clioir-boy in tlic cathedral church of St. Quintin,

in Bclfi^ic (Jaul, or French Flanders; and it is therefore probable

that he was born in or near that city. It is certain too that

he had been *' for some time" a singer in the Pope's chapel, in

the year 1181, when he could hardly have been less than five-

and-twenty years of age. He must have been born, therefore,

before 1160.

Josquin^s visit to Rome, made during the pontificate of

Sixtus IV., is, as respects its results, one of the most important

events recorded in the history of music.

You will have noticed that during the First Period the scene

of our narrative was almost exclusively Italy, and where not,

the South of France ; but that the work of the Second Period

has been carried on, so far, in the North of Europe ; indeed in

a comparatively small district where, from causes already

stated, the Arts had found a more secure asylum than in any

other part of the Continent. Though there is reason to believe

and to know that music, especially secular music, was much

practised in Italy during the fifteenth and even the fourteenth

centuries, the Italians had not begun to cultivate, indeed were

hardly cognizant of the existence of, those higher branches of

the art which were already so flourishing in the Low Countries.

While in the North of Europe excellent schools of composition

and practical music were to be found, in Italy there was nothing

worthy of the name ; and while, in the churches of Belgium

and France, native music not altogether unworthy of the struc-

tures in which it might be heard, was produced in abundance,

the only exceptions to the miserable faux-bourdon and extem-

poraneous descant known to the Italian churches were works of

foreigners. The Church music of Dufay and his contemporaries

had about the end of the preceding (the fourteenth) century

found its way to Rome, and some Gallo-Belgian musicians had

subsequently found their way thither also. But their stay was

evidently too short to be productive of any permanent effect.



Even Josquiii did not make a long sojourn in Italy. After but

a few years^ residence, he quitted Rome, on the death of his

patron Sixtus IV. (in 11-81<) and presented himself at the court

of Hercules I., Duke of Ferrara. There is no reason for

believing that he met with any other than the hospitable recep-

tion generally afforded by this accomplished and munificent

Prince to men of genius of all kinds, for Josquin's reputation

was by this time European. Some accident, however, or more

likely an inconstant temper, took him soon back again to the

north ; after which we find him resident at Paris, at the court

of Louis XII.

A personal service which he rendered his new master has

been recorded, among other examples of the versatility of

Josquin's talent. The king, though fond of music, had never

studied it. Not only so, his natural aptitude for the art was of

the very least. In plain terras, his ^Majesty had a very bad

voice, and sang .habitually out of tune. Fortunately for those

of his subjects whose privilege it was to be immediately about

him, he was quite aware of his own infirmity. One day

however the whim seized him to commission Josquin to write

something in which he himself could take part. Josquin met

the difiiculty in a very ingenious manner. He constructed a

quartet, the two upper parts of which formed a canon in unison,

to which he added a free bass ; the fourth part, the vo.i- regis, as

he somewhat saucily called it, being confined to a single note,

which it was the business of the king to reiterate, almost

incessantly, throughout the piece.

Josquin was a man of wit. Many instances are recorded of

his ready exercise of it. His office at court, however honour-

able, was evidently not a very remunerative one ; for he is said

to have been reduced to indigence while waiting for a small

benefice that had been promised him by his royal master. In

his distress he applied to a courtier whom he had formerly

known in Italy, who always replied to him in the same words

;

E 'I
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" Lascia fare mi/' " leave the matter to me." Weary of this

reply, he composed a mass, of which the principal subject con-

sisted of the notes La, Sol, Fa, Re, Mi; which notes, and

syllables, repeated over and over again in a long work,

immediately excited attention, and eventually brought the

matter again to the king's mind ; to so little j)urpose, however,

that Josquin had to resort to a new contrivance. He set as an

anthem for the Chapel Royal the words " Memor esto verbi tuo,''

" O think upon Thy servant as concerning Thy word /' which

being still without effect, he then tried his hand upon " Portio

mea non est in terra vivantium." This was irresistible : Josquin

obtained his benefice and poured out his gratitude in a third

anthem, " Bonitatem fecisti cum servo tuo, Domine," '' Lord,

Thou hast dealt graciously with Thy servant." A cynical

French Biographer tells us that this third composition was not

at all up to the mark of its predecessors. Let us hope this is

not true.

I cannot afi'ord to dwell longer on the personnel of Josquin

Depr^s whose career might well furnish material for an entire

lecture. He is said, later in life, to have taken service with the

Emperor Maximilian who eventually gave him a canonry at

Conde where he ended his days, about the year 1515.

But for considerations which I shall have to bring under

your notice in my next Lecture, one might be inclined to

despair of the possibility of lasting fame for any musical com-

poser or composition. During the lifetime of Josquin Depr^s,

his popularity at least equalled that of any musician who has

yet appeared. The Abbate Baini, to whom I shall again have

occasion to refer, and who has left a splendid testimony of his

admiration for the music of the Second Period in his " Life of

Palestrina,"* speaks thus of Josquin :

—

* " Memorie Storico-critiche della Vita di G. P. da Palestrina," &c. &c.

Compilate da Giuseppe Baini, Sacerdote Romano, Cappellano Cantore, e

Direttore della Cappella Pontificia. Roma, 1828. Vol. ii. p. 407.
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" In a short time, by his new productions, he becomes the

idol of Euroj)e. There is no longer tolerance for any one but

Josquin. Nothing is beautiful unless it be the work of Josquin.

Josquin alone is sung in every chapel in Christendom. Nobody

but Josquin in Italy, nobody but Josquin in France, nobody

but Josquin in Germany, in Flanders, in Hungary, in Spain

—

Josquin and Josquin alone.'^ y
The praises of his contemporaries might fill a small volume.

Luther, in musical matters an excellent authority, a singer and

composer, said of him, " Other musicians do what they can

with notes, Josquin does what he likes with them/^ His death

was followed by innumerable elegies, epitaphs, and other enco-

miastic pieces, many of which were set to music by his pupils.

Among his works are found compositions of every variety

practised in his day. Greatest and most prolific in the greatest

style, he was no less delightful, to his public at least, in com-

positions of a lighter class. He was not simply more learned

in the science, and more skilled in the art, of music than any

predecessor or contemporary ; he was unquestionably a great

and original genius. I shall have occasion to speak of him in

another lecture as having discovered and appreciated certain

musical resources which cannot be said to have been fully

turned to account till at least a century after his death.

And with all this, what living singer has ever sung, or what

living amateur has ever heard, a note of his music ? Specimens

of it are not current, it is true ; but neither are they inaccessible.

Three hundred and fifty years are as nothing in the lifetime of

a book, a building, a statue,—even of a picture, so much more

perishable. To speak only of our own era. Dante had need of

a commentator before Josquin could have learnt to read; the

frescoes of Giotto were beginning to decay ere he visited Italy,

and the beautiful cathedral of St. Quintin had entered its third

century ere he first raised his voice in it. Has the interest in

these persons and things declined ? Moments there have been^
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Lloubtlcss, wlicn it has been less extensive and less hearty than

it is now ; but they have known no lengthened terra of negleet

or indifFerence. Not so the old music and the old musicians.

^^The cold chain of silence'^ has hung over the harp of Josquin

Depres for three centuries. Hidden first by his immediate

successors, and subsequently, like them in turn, by tlioirs— all

as much his works as were his masses and motets—his pro-

ductions can scarcely be said to have survived him, save in those

of other men. It is to be feared that this indifference, if not to

Josquin^s memor}^ at least to his music, will prove irremediable

:

his fame will know " no second spring/^

I have said that Josquin^s visit to Home was an event of the

greatest importance as regards the history of music. It was

the signal for a new invasion of the Italian peninsula. Again,

after an interval of near a thousand years, were the Goth and

the Burgundian, the Belgian and the Gaul to set foot on Italian

soil ; but this time with what different intent ! and in what a

different capacity ! Not to obliterate or to deface, but to restore

and to edify ; not as barbarian conquerors, but as teachers of

the gentlest and the humanest of the arts.

This new immigration of '^barbarians'^ was a great step in

political economy. It established free-trade in that which only

one small people had to sell, and all the rest of the world wanted

to buy. In the latter part of the fifteenth century the musical

science and skill which had hitherto been pent up within the

confines of the Low Countries, were distributed all over Europe.

At this epoch we find the contemporaries and pupils of Josquin

in every court and great city of the Continent. Tinctor,

Garnier, and Hycart (all three Gallo-Belgians) were laying the

foundations of a school at Naples^ destined afterwards to take

precedence, for a time, of all others. Of Josquin's pupils, and

countrymen, Nicholas Gombert was chapel-master to the

Emperor Charles V. John Mouton held the same office at the

court of Francis I. Eleazer Genet, surnamed Car^entras, from
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the place of his birth, made so great an iinprcssioii on Pope

Leo X., by his setting of a portion of the '^ Lamentations of

Jeremiali/' that he made him a bishop (in partibus), and after-

wards sent him on a special mission into France as legate.

Henry Isaac, a German by birth but a Belgian by education, was

at Florence composing masses for the church of St. Giovanni, and

Carnival Songs for Lorenzo de^ Medici ; and, a little later, after

long years of wanderings, even into Hungary and Bohemia, we

find Andrew Willacrt (another Fleming) settled, as it proved,

for life in Venice ; there to found another school whose disciples

were afterwards to carry back to the north, with large interest,

the capital advanced by her children—northern strength graced

by southern sweetness.

It would be useless to multiply these instances. One proof

of Belgian influence at this time, however, must be cited.

About the year ISO^i,"^ Ottavio Petrucci, a native of Fossem-

brone in the Papal States, who had recently invented musical

types, set up a printing press in Venice, from which he sent

forth in rapid succession, during a series of years, a prodigious

number of Masses, Motets, and other music by the most

eminent masters of the time. These, with hardly an exception,

were all compositions of the Gallo-Belgian school. If it be

considered that the printer was himself neither a Belgian nor a

Frenchman, and that he printed, of course, such works as he

thought would find the best sale, we have irrefragable evidence

of the popularity of Gallo-Belgian music at this epoch.

But it is to Rome that we must now turn all our attention

;

for it is in the Eternal City that the somewhat tangled web of

our history has to be taken up, and for a time kept in hand.

Notwithstanding the number of Belgian masters who visited

and taught in Italy in the last years of the fifteenth and the

first of the sixteenth century, no regular music school was

opened in Rome before the year 1540. Many Italians how-

* Only half a century after the invention of printing.
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ever had already profited, directly or indirectly, by Beljjjian

instruction and example. Constanzo Festa, at the time of his

death, (in 1545) had attained a p^reat reputation as a composer

in the highest departments of his art. lie was one of the

creators of the '^ Madrigal :'' and a Te Denm of his has been sung

on the election of every new Pope since his time ; i.e., for

more than three hundred years, in the course of which the

Roman See has had no less than thirty-three occupants.

The two brothers Giovanni and Paulo Animuccia, Florentines

by birth but Romans in training and residence, had also at-

tained great reputation at this time. The name of the former

has come down to us chiefly through his subsequent connexion

with San Filippo Neri ; since to this connexion may be traced

the origin of the " Oratorio,^^ that noblest form of musical art

which, strangely enough, seeing its origin, owes its development

almost exclusively to Protestant genius. Crescembini"^ tells us :

—

" The Oratorio, a poetical composition formerly a commixture

of the dramatic and narrative styles, but now entirely a musical

drama, had its origin from San Filippo Neri, who, in his chapel,

after sermons and other devotions, in order to allure young

people to pious offices, and to detain them from earthly pleasures,

had hymns, psalms, and such like prayers sung by one or more

voices." '^' Among these spiritual songs were dialogues; and

these entertainments, becoming more frequent and improving

every year, were the occasion that, in the seventeenth century,

Oratorios were invented, so called from their origin/^f

The society formed by Filippo (in 1540) was called ^'La

Congregazione dei Padri delF Oratorio ;" from orare, to pray.

The form of composition, therefore, takes its name Eventually

from the pious exercise which brought San Filippo and his

disciples together; and immediately, from the place in which

they were carried on.

* " Storia della Volgar Poesia," vol. i. bk. 4.

f Hawkins's " Musical History," vol. iii. p. 441,
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The first Music School cstablislicd in Rome was opened l)y

Claude Goudimcl, a native of 15esan9on, now in France. The

year of his birth has not ])een precisely ascertained, liut

there is good reason for supposing it to have been loiO. It is

certain that he was a person of considerable accomplishment,

not merely in his own art. Some Latin letters, addressed by

him to his friend Panl Melissus, are said to exhibit a pure and

elegant style. Nothing however has come down to ns about

his training, or manner of life, previously to 154U, a little

before which year he had made himself known in Rome. He

resided in that city about fifteen years; subsequently to which

we hear of him as partner in a musical printing-office in Paris,

and afterwards as being engaged in the arrangement of music to

the Metrical Psalms of Clement Marot and Theodore Beza, his

connexion with whom led doubtless to his adoption of their

opinions, and subsequently to his premature and violent death.

He was one of the victims of the massacre of St. Bartholomew,

—

among the number of the Calvinists at Lyons who, on the 24th

of August, 1572, were precipitated into the Rhone."^

The compositions of Goudimel, numerous and excellent, are

chiefly ecclesiastical, and written before his change of religion.

Among the subjects of his labours in secular part-music was a

selection of the Odes of Horace. His arrangements of the

metrical Psalms were never used, nor intended to be used, in

public worship. He expressly dedicates them to private devo-

tion. Indeed Calvin, unlike Luther, seems never to have

recognised music as a means of religious expression, scarcely

* The biographer of Palestrina, Baini, apologizes for not occupying

himself " degU elogi convenienti ad un uomo di tanto merito," as Gou-

dimel, thus :
—" II tine tragico pero cui ando quell' infelice meritamente

soggetto in Lionc nella sanguinosa giornata dei 24 Augusto del 1572, da

poi che sconsigliato abbracio nel suo ritorno in Francia il partito degli

Ugonotti, e sfacciatamente mostronne rattaccamento con porre in musica

i salmi tradotti da Clemente Marot, e da Teodoro Beza mi obbliga a tirave

un velo sopra la sua memoria,"^" Memorie Storico-critiche della Vita,

&c." vol. i. p. 27.
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even to have appreciated it as an aid to devotion. The music

of his followers has at any rate always been the most meagre

and unlovely conceivable.

I could not have spared even these few moments to Claude

Goudimel, albeit a good musician and an interesting character,

but for a fact, yet to be mentioned, which has directed far

more attention to his name than his works or even his melan-

choly death would ever of themselves have douc.

Among his pupils, the majority of whom might have some

claims to a less rapid notice than this, was the greatest com-

poser the world had yet seen,—the '^Princeps Musicse/' the

type and glory of the Second Period, Palestrina.

Giovanni Pierluigi [Anglicey John Peter-Lewis) was born at

Palestrina, near Rome, in the year 1524. It is not known how,

or from whom, he learnt the elements of music ; but at the age

of sixteen (in 1540) he entered the school recently opened

in Rome by Claude Goudimel. In 1551 (setat. 27) he was

appointed master of the boys in the Capella Giulia, and Chapel-

master of the A^atican Basilica. In 1554 he gave his first

publication to the world ; and Pope Julius 111., to whom he

dedicated it, signified his approbation of the contents by

appointing the author one of the singers in the Pontifical

Chapel. The next Pope, Marcellus II., unfortunately for

Palestrina, lived only twenty days after his election ; but his

successor, the severe Paul IV., an uncompromising reformer in

his own way, was on his accession shocked to find that of the

singers in the Pontifical Chapel no less than three Avere

married ! Of these culprits Palestrina was one, and he was

punished accordingly, by the loss of his office. He was not

long however in finding another. Two months after his

expulsion from the Pope's ("Lapel he was made Master of the

Choir of St. John Lateran. He subsequently exchanged this

office for a similar one in the Chur.^h of Santa Maria Maggiore,

which he held from 1561 to 1571, the ten most prolific years
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of his life. On the death of Animuccia, in 1571 (Pius V. being

Pope), he took office again in St. Peter's and, at the request of

San Filippo Neri, in the Oratory. Besides this, he undertook

the direction of a School of Composition wliich had been

established by Gio. Mar. Nanino just before. A short time

after this he was entrusted by Gregory XIII. with the revision

of the Chants of the Gradual and the Roman Antiphonary.

To assign a task of this kind to a man of genius is to try to

cut blocks with a razor. Michael Angelo might as profitably

have been employed as a quarry-man, or Raphael in the manu-

facture of paint-brushes. He left it unfinished, even at the end

of twenty years. In 1580, Palestrina, then fifty-six years of

age, lost his wife, "whom he had married young, and who had

proved," says Baini, " sua fedele compagna" for more than

thirty years. She was the mother of four sons, three of whom,

after showing promise of almost hereditary genius, had died

early. He survived her fourteen years. Palestrina died on the

2nd of February, 1594, aged seventy.

Palestrina presents himself to us under two aspects, relatively

and positively,—relatively to his immediate predecessors and

with every allowance for the state of the world at the epoch

when his lot was cast in it
;

positively, in respect to those great

canons to which all works of art, of whatever kind or time,

must be subjected.

To understand his relative greatness it is necessary, of

course, to understand what was the condition of his art when

he began to practise it. Happily this need not take us long. A
few words indeed might almost enable us to do it. Josquin

Depres, who had found musical science and musical art almost

strangers to each other, made them acquainted ; Palestrina

made them one.

Although it is certain that, could many of the productions of

the Gallo- Belgian school of the epoch of Josquin be presented

with anything like the same means and appliances that are now
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so frequently brought to bear on music of epochs nearer to our

own, all persons of cultivated taste would recognise in them

high and always rare qualities,— dignity, continuity, and what is

included under the somewhat vague term " breadth Z"" yet it

is equally certain that these qualities were rather the result of

calculation on the part of the musician than of sentiment

;

rather the necessary consequence of working out certain prin-

ciples than the irrepressible expression of an artist's feeling.

The grandeur of this music would seem to be that of the

tubular bridge rather than of the pointed church ; and our

sensations on hearing it would probably be more nearly akin to

those derived from working out a proposition of Euclid than

from reading an act of Shakspeare or a canto of Dante. So

little able were the composers of this epoch to trust to their own

impulses, so little conscious were they of their own really great

strength, that there is hardly an instance to be found among

their works of a composition built on an original theme ; the

practice among them being universal of working on some frag-

ment of known melody.

The cramping influence of this practice needs no demonstra-

tion, so far as art is concerned ; and abuses, the existence of

which nothing but the most overwhelming evidence would

make credible, grew up in connexion Avith it which very nearly

drove music out of the sanctuary and turned in another direction

the broad and deep river of divine harmony which has since

flowed on uninterruptedly through ten generations. So long as

musicians confined themselves to fragments of ecclesiastical

melody, as canvases on which to embroider the flowers of their

musical rhetoric, the Church made no complaint ; although, as

we shall see, she had other grounds for dissatisfaction with their

works. But from the very earliest periods of descant, ecclesias-

tical musicians had been in the habit of taking the secular

melodies of the time, and working them into their ecclesiastical

compositions. It was as though, in our day, a musician were

II
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to compose a Te Deiim or Magnipcat of which one of the parts

should consist of " Gentle Troubadour," " The Power of Love/'

or any other current tune that struck his fancy. But this is as

nothinj^ to what really happened. Not satisfied with the tunes,

they transported words and all bodily into their works ; and a

liundred MSS. exist to show that while the soprano, alto, and

bass might be sin^jjing ^' Ad Te levavi oculos meos," or any

other words of like character, the tenor, always the agent iu

this shameless violation of decency, might vittcr " Belle dame

me prie de chanter,'^ or perhaps something infinitely more im-

pertinent.

Nor was even this all. The Church had great reason to com-

plain of the treatment which the text of the Antiphonary and

the Hymnal received at the hands of those who set it to music,

and even of the music to which it was set ; so far as its purpose,

promoting the glory of God or stirring the affections of men,

was concerned. The work of the head, not of the heart of the

artist, it might engage the intellect, but could never quicken

the pulses or call tears into the eyes of his hearers. Musical

learning had done its utmost. Every kind of contrapuntal

artifice had been brought into play. Without a pun, every

score might be said to bristle with canon ; canon in every

interval, canon by augmentation and diminution, '^per arsin et

thesin," '^ per recte et retro." As to the words, there was not an

attempt, any attempt indeed under such a system would have

been idle, to bring out their meaning, to give them force, or to

make them intelligible. In fact, the theorists had had their

way ; too much learning had made them mad, and the monstrous

fabric they had raised collapsed from its own weight and want

of proportion.

These evils, long and deeply felt, the subject of more than one

papal bull, and doubtless of many an episcopal charge, at length

came under the censure, first of the Council of Bale, and subse-

quently of the Council of Trent, the execution of whose decrees
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80 far as they concerned music, was delegated to a committee

of eipjlit persons, mostly singers in the Pope's chapel. The first

proceeding of this committee was to forbid the performance, in

future, of any Mass or Motet of which profane words formed an

integral part ; the second to banish equally from the service of

the Church all music built on secular themes. These were,

however necessary, sweeping measures ; amounting practically,

for the moment, to the undoing of the work of the last two

hundred years. Virtually, all existing music was placed under

an interdict. Worse than this, there was not only no music,

but there were no models. A wonderful unanimity prevailed as

to what Church music was not to be, but what it was to be was

vet to seek. The cardinals appointed by the Pope to embody

the Decrees of the Council of Trent (among them was no less

a personage than San Carlo Borroraeo) were desirous, above all

things, that the text should be the principal consideration in all

future settings of the sacred offices ; and they suggested, as

models, certain compositions of Constanzo Festa and of Pales-

trina, which however noble and however fit for their particular

purpose, the more artistic portion of the committee knew to be

too narrow in their scheme and too limited in their resources

permanently to take the place of a style of music to which the

faithful had long been used, and which, with all its faults, ex-

hibited skill of a very remarkable kind, and was the work of

men well trained in the art they pretended to practise.

The genius of Palestrina, though as yet immature, had

attracted attention. To him was deputed the hard and at the

moment all-important task of reconciling that which God had

once joined, but which man had put asunder ; of showing that

the beautiful art he loved and practised had powers and resources

yet unproved, and that it was not incompetent to the highest

privilege of humanity—that of setting forth the glory of the

Creator.

Palestrina applied to his task like one who knew himself to
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be equal to a ^rcut occasion. He produced three Masses, the

first two of which excited an amount of admiration altogether

without precedent ; the third settled the vexed question, as it

would seem for all time, and at once saved music to the Church

Catholic, and established a type which all the changes, enormous

as they have been, that the musical art has known since his day

(three centuries since) have failed to render less precious, less

admirable, and even less admired. This is the work known as

the " Missa Papae Marcclli,^' the title of which has misled

musical historians so long. It was so called as a tribute of

gratitude, on the part of Palestrina, to the memory of one who

had shown him kindness, but who had gone to his rest five^ years

before the occasion which called it into existence

—

i.e.^ during

the pontificate of Pius IV., in whose presence it was first

performed, on the 19th of June, 1505.

Had Palestrina^s career ended even at this moment, he would

have left an inipress on his age which no length of time or

variety of circumstances could ever have effaced. The ^^ Missa

Papae Marcelli'^ was not, however, a goal, but a starting-post.

A long course lay before Palestrina. During the twenty-nine

remaining years of his life he let no day pass without a line.

The quantity is as astonishing as the quality of his productions.

He did more, as well as better, than other men. The catalogue

of his workg is itself a work, and not a small one ; and it would

be difficult to find any one of them without some point of interest,

some passage carrying evidence of a master's hand. Would

that it could be said that the world had repaid in any degree,

during his lifetime, the debt that it owed, and acknowledged

that it owed, to this great artist and, by all account, most

estimable and most lovable man. His life was one long and

* A srlauce at a chronological table would have shown any cue of the

many writers who have passed on the ordinary and incorrect account of

the composition and performance of this mass, that the events connected

with it could not possibly liave happened during the pontificate of Mar-
cellus II., who, as we have seen, lived only iwcntij days a'Uir his election.
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not very successful strujj^j^le for bare subsistence. He composed,

directed, and taught unintcrmittingly ; but his publications were

unremunerative, his appointments meagre, and his scholars

poor. No passage could be added to the ^ " Calamities of

Authors^^ more touching than the Epistle Dedicatory to one of

his last publications, to Pope Sixtus Y. It was of no avail.

Palestrina liad starved already through six pontificates ; he was

to starve through a seventh, and to die in harness, neglected

and unresentful. His last words have been recorded. They

were instructions to his son, the single one left to his old age,

respecting the disposal of his unpublished works, which he

solemnly charged him to give to the world with the least

possible delay, '' for the glory of the Almighty and His worship

in the congregations of the faithful."

In the course of the second half of the sixteenth century the

Italians not only learned from their Gallo-Belgian masters all

they had to teach them, but turned their knowledge to new

account, developing and invigorating old forms and inventing

new ones. They became " wiser than their teachers," whose

influence among them rapidly declined, and whose separate

existence eventually ceased altogether.

To the genius and career of one more Gallo-Belgian musi-

cian, however, Roland de Lattre, better known by his Italianized

name, Orlando di Lasso, I have still to call your attention,

before finally taking leave of the great school of which he pre-

sents the most distinguished ornament. The date and even

place of Roland de Lattre' s birth have till very lately been

matter of controversy. His most recent biographer, M. Del-

motte,"^ would seem to have settled beyond doubt that he was

born at Mons, in the year 1520, four years before Palestrina.

Nothing has been recorded respecting his education, a fact the

more to be regretted as, by the concurrent testimony of his

* " Notice Biographiqiie sur Roland Delattre, conuu sous le nom

i'Orlaiid de Lassus," par H. Deluiotte. Valenciennes. 1835.
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contemporaries, his general accomplishments were hurdly ex-

ceeded by his musical. He is first presented to our notice as

having, at the age of seventeen, attracted the attention of

Ferdnando de Gonzaga, one of the soldiers of Charles V., who

took him with him into Italy. At the end of a year Roland

parted from Gonzaga, and accompanied Constanzio Castriotto

to Naples, where he spent three years in the house of the

Marquis de Terza, at the close of which he visited Rome,

where he resided six months with the Archbishop of Florence,

partly no doubt through whose influence he was appointed

^Maestro di Capella of St. John Lateran. He might easily

have added another to the long list of illustrious Gallo-Belgians

who lived and worked at this epoch in Rome ; but the illness

of his parents recalled him to Mons, which he reached too late

to receive the last blessing of either. In company with a noble

amateur, Cesare Brancaccio, he visited France and England,

leaving nought but the bare record of the fact in either;

after which we find him at Antwerp, where he remained two

years. ^Vhether he held any public office in this city is not

stated, but his biographer tells us that he won the esteem and

aflfection of all who approached him, not more by his musical

talent and his general accomplishments, than by the simplicity

of his character and the sweetness of his manners. His repu-

tation spread far and wide. In 1557, Albert the Generous,

Duke of Bavaria, invited him to his court, commissioning him

at the same time to engage a number of native (Gallo-Belgian)

musical performers, then deservedly esteemed the most skilful

in Europe, for the service of the ducal chapel. At Munich De
Lattre soon became as popular as a musician and as a man as he

had been elsewhere. In 155S he married Regina Weckinger, a

lady of good family and attached to the court. Five years aftei

this we find him at the head of the chapel, in the service of which

no less than ninety-two musicians, vocal and instrumental, were

at this time retained. Henceforth the reputation of De Lattre
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surpassed that of every contemporary save Palestrina, four

years liis junior. Sovereign princes strove with one another

to do liim honour. In 1570 the Emperor Maximilian j^^ranted

to him and liis descendants of botli sexes " letters of nobility.''

Pope Orcj^ory XIII. made him a Kni^jht of the Order of St.

Peter. The French King, Charles IX., made him a Knight of

Malta, and on his visit to Paris in 1571, heaped favours of all

kinds upon him ; according to his host, Adrien Leroy, dis-

tinguished in his time no less as a musician than as a printer

and publisher of music, solid ones among the number."^ Struck

by the beauty of De Lattre's music, more especially it is said

by his setting of the Penitential Psalms, Charles IX. made

strenuous efforts to win him to his service. His ducal patron

strongly urged and eventually induced him, greatly against his

own inclination, to accept the king's offers. He quitted

Munich, but was met half way on his journey to Paris by the

news of the king's death. He at once retraced his steps,

was received by Albert with open arms, and reinstated in all

his offices, with considerably increased emoluments. The

decease (in 1579) of his munificent master and friend, how-

ever regretted, made no change in the outward circumstances

of De Lattre. William V. (the Pious) proved as good a

friend to him as his predecessor. He not only at once con-

firmed him in all his appointments, but subsequently presented

him with an estate, and settled a pension on his wife, in the

event of her outliving him. It is grievous to have to record

that the sunshine of De Lattre's youth and manhood was not

extended to his declining years. Whether from his continued

and unintermittent labours as a composer, a director and a

teacher, or from vexations arising out of some unsuccessful

demands to be relieved of a portion of them, his powers,

mental as well as bodily, suddenly gave way. After a partial

* In his dedication of a volume of Roland's compositions to the king,

Leroy says, " Taceam mnnera plane regia quae in CJrlandnm contulisti."
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and happily brief aberration of intellect, he died in 109 1— in the

same year as Palestrina, the only one of his contemporaries

who could, for invention, learning or renown^ be for a moment

compared with him.

Like two still more renowned, because more recent, contem-

poraries, Bach and Handel, of whom of course I shall have to

speak later, De Lattre and Palestrina never met. It is im-

possible after reviews of both their careers, brief and imperfect

as mine have necessarily been, not to compare and contrast

them ; that of the one so prosperous up to all but the very end,

that of the other so adverse even till death. " Choye, fete

partout," says Delmotte,"^ '^ De Lattre passait toutes ses

journees avec les personnes Ics plus distinguees par leurs

instruction, leur science, leur esprit et leur naissance.'^ " La

dedica," says Palestrina's biographer, of his volume of tlio

Lamentations of Jeremiah to Sixtus V., "la dcdica e un vero

threno, una lamentazione, una flebile nenia delle somme miserie,

cui andava soggetto il povero Giovanni. ^'f Palestrina, it

should be said, was unfortunate in his papal masters, many of

whose predecessors and successors have been munificent

patrons of genius and learning. The only one of them under

whom he served, who showed practically any appreciation of his

powers, Marcellus II., died as we have seen within a few days

of his election. But '^ prosperity,^' says Lord Bacon, " is the

blessing of the old dispensation, adversity of the new."

The general impression derived by those who have studied

them from a comparison of the works of these two great

musicians seems to be that in invention and fecundity, the latter

always a characteristic of genius of the highest order, they are

on a par ; and that while Palestrina is the more learned, De
Lattre is the more adventurous and therefore many-side(?

composer. In dignity, where the subject treated called for its

* " Notice Biogvaphique," 24. f " Vita di Pal." ii. 197-

k2
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manifestation, it would be impossible to decide between them.

The one decided advantage of Palcstrina over Dc Lattre is one

which even the feeblest of his countrymen have always mani-

fested over their northern contemporaries ; sweetness of

melody,—in an age of polyphonic music only to be manifested

in the texture of individual parts.

Of the Italian contemporaries of Palcstrina and De Lattre the

most remarkable are the brothers Nanino and their pupil

Anerio (Romans), Giovanni Gabrieli (a Venetian), and Luca

Marenzio (a Lombard). The name of the latter is inseparably

connected with a form of composition of which the origin is lost

in obscurity, but which reached the highest perfection in his

day and in his hands, the '^ Madrigal/^ The derivation of this

word has been matter of controversy for two centuries and a

half, and cannot even yet be considered as fixed. Some have

traced it to the word Martegaux {i.e., Proven9aux), on the

supposition that its form (of words rather than notes) is the

invention of the poet-musicians of Provence. Others, seeking

a pastoral origin for the thing itself, have derived it from

mandray a fold for cattle. I should be disposed rather to trace

It to some form of hymn to the Blessed Virgin, possibly to the

two words Iladre, gala, or more likely still. Alia Madre ; the

letter g serving, on the inversion of the words, for euphony.

This last hypothesis is supported by the fact that the Madrigal,

though generally a secular composition, is not of necessity

such ; a large number of Madrigali Spirituali being extant

the words of which, for the nu)st part, have some reference to

the Blessed Virgin.

Every composer of the latter part of the sixteenth century

tried his hand on the Madrigal ; the number of specimens which

have come down to us is beyond all calculation. In the course

of about forty years (from about 1570 to 1610) some hundreds,

not of Madrigals, but of Collections of Madrigals is^.ued from

the press. In the fourteen years which connect 1587 and 1001
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nine books or sets of them by Luca Marcuzio alone were pub-

lished in one city, Venice, not to speak of other places. Luca

IS said to have composed upwards of a thousand.

This activity, not merely of the pen but of the press, allords

irrefragable evidence (were there none other) of the extent to

which music was cultivated at this epoch. Music, like books, may

be written from very various motives ; it is most often printed

from one only ; expectation that it will sell. The printers

(especially the Venetians) of the sixteenth century were, many

of them, men of remarkable acquirements, and enthusiastic

lovers of learning ; but they were at the same time tradesmen,

and in most cases very prosperous tradesmen, who would

naturally and wisely prepare for sale what the mass of mankind

wanted to buy.

There is reason to believe that this practical musical skill

extended over every part of Europe having the slightest claim

to be called civilized, during the latter part of the Second

Period. Spain had, early in the sixteenth centuiy, furnished

the Italian choirs with excellent voices. Of Catholic Germany,

as represented by Bavaria, I have already spoken. In Protestant

Germany the influence of Luther, a musician and a lover of

music, had been brought to bear on the cultivation of the art

which he prized as '' next to Divinity/' Even Poland has to be

added to the list of musical nations of this epoch ; for the long

sojourn of Luca Marenzio in that distant kingdom proves that

it could then afford a home and find occupation for a great

musician.

But on the Continent this widely spread executive skill was

dependent for material on which to exercise itself almost

entirely on Italian masters. From the middle of the sixteenth

century the Gallo-Belgian school had declined in numbers

and in influence year by year ; the German school, since

so pre-eminently great, can scarcely be said to have had

any individual existence at that epoch; the beginnings
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of what M'c now understand by the French school were only

made in the second lialf of the seventcentli century, and then,

as we shall see, by a foreigner, an Italian. Of the Spanish

school the rest of Europe knew then, and still knows, next to

nothing.

The single exception to this dependence on " the foreigner,"

is presented by our own country. In the sixteenth century we

not only sang and played as much and as well as our neighbours,

but we sang and played our own music. It is no exaggeration

to say that the English hold, and are recognised as holding, a

very high place among the composers of the Second Period.

, Tallis, Farrant, Byrd, and Bevin, in " the service high and

•M anthem clear ;^^ ^lorley, Ward, AVilbye, and AYeelkes in the

madrigal ; Bull, in performance as well as in composition

;

Dowland, '^ the friend of Shakspeare,'^ in the part song ; and, last

and greatest in all styles, Orlando Gibbons :—these are all

names to which the English musician may refer with confidence

and with pride, as fit to be associated with those of Palestrina,

De Lattre, and Marenzio. And moreover if the epithet " indi-

genous'" could ever be rightly applied to any school of art, which

is a question, the English school of music might put in a very

strong claim to it. Our insular position, which has favoured us

in so many things, has favoured us in the individuality of our

music, and left our composers of earlier times more to their

own resources than those of any other country. Indeed, a com-

parison of dates shows us to be rather the precursors than the

followers of other nations. Among the theorists of the First

Period, Bede (sixth and seventh centuries), John Cotton

(ele\enth century), and Hothby (fourteenth century) hold a verj''

high place ; and an Englishman, John Dunstable, so greatly

influenced the art at the beginning of the fifteenth century, that

the intention of counterpoint has been attributed to him,

—

absurdly, of course ; but " where there is smoke, there is fire."'' \

We have no composer of the fifteenth century to be put by
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the side of Jo>quiii Depros and his Gallo-Bel'^ian contempo-

raries ; but in point of date we ratlier precede than follow the

great Italians of the next century, 7///w7av the advantage of Gallo-

Belgian teaching. In the year 1510, when Claude Goudimcl

set up the first music school in Rome, Christopher Tye was

forty years of age, and Tallis twenty. The Italian and English

Madrigal and Part-song writers synchronize as nearly as

possible ; Luca Marenzio and John Wilbye having been born

probably in the very same year (1550) and Giovanni Gastoldi

and John Dowland being exactly contemporary. A glance at

the chronological tables at the end of this volume will show you

other instances.

Whatever may have been the relative merits of the E'ljjlish

and Italian composers of the Second Period, the duties of their

several posterities have been far more reverently discharged

towards the former than the latter. Periods have intervened

during which the works of the English masters of the sixteenth

century have experienced the neglect of their countrymen ; but

those periods have been brief, and the neglect has never been

other than partial. No week, perhaps no day, passes over,

without, in some one or more of our cathedral choirs, the voice of

Tallis or of Gibbons being made to speak. But, save to a few

enthusiasts, the music of Palestrina is as unfamiliar to his

sensitive and gifted countrymen of the nineteenth century as is

the music of Jubal. So with the Madrigalists. The works of

AVilbye and many of his contemporaries are hardly less familiar to

our generation than they were to their own ; but the sweet notes

of Marenzio—" II piu dolce cigno^^—died out with the century

in which they were first heard, and his compatriots have left

their perpetuation to foreign voices and their record to foreign

historians. Let us hope for better things with better days iu

Italy.
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THE THIRD, OR TRANSITION, PERIOD

You will remember that I have divided the History of Music

into Four Periods : that the First of these was a period rather

of preparation for musie than of musie itself^ in our sense of

the word ; that the Second was the period of the Old Masters

;

that the Fourth Period, in which we are living, is that of the

Modern Masters ; and that the Third, of which I have now to

speak, was a Transitional Period connecting the Second and

the Fourth.

This seems to be the time to explain in what essential

particulars the musie of the Old Masters, in its higliest develop-

ment, differs from that of our contemporaries. For in entering

on this Third Period we step, as it were, on to a bridge con-

necting two opposite shores ; and it is necessary that we should

understand in what, besides mere position, the two districts it

brings together are unlike, and what the difficulties of connect-

ing them have been.

The differences between the music of the Second Period and

that of the Fourth are of two kinds ; the one obvious and

easily explained, even to persons who know little about music

;

the other essentially technical and requiring for its apprecia-

tion a fair acquaintance with musical science, and for its

thorough understanding a very close one.

Let us dispose of the first of these differences before we try

to make anything of the second.

^^'hat 1 call the obvious diiferences between the music of
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tlic Second Period uud that of the Fourth, may be thus briefly

described :

—

Whereas the latter is of two kinds, vocal and instrumental,

each of which has branclied out into a very great variety of

styles, the former, if not professedly, was actually of only one

kind, vocal, and of only two or three styles, some so little

unlike that it is hard to say in what they differ.

\i^ modern times instrumental music has taken a place of its

own, independent of, some would say above, vocal. Moreover,

it has taken more forms than we have time to reckon. We
have the symphony and the overture, for the full orchestra; the

concerted piece for various numbers and sets of instruments

;

the duet, the trio, the quartet, &e. &c. ; while the pianoforte,

an instrument little more than a century old,* has given birth

to a prodigious quantity of music of great variety as to form,

character, length, and difficulty. And in vocal music, not only

have we the purely vocal or unaccompanied form, in which the

old masters are still in some respects our models, but we bring

to the assistance of the voice any or all the resources of the

modern orchestra, not to speak again of the pianoforte. It

would be too much to sav, that in the Second Period instru-

mental music had no existence; but, so far as we can judge of

it, its status was altogether so inferior to that of vocal music,

that, in a comparative estimate of the two periods, it may be

safely left unregarded.

In the vocal compositions of the great masters of the Second

Period we find no songs, or airs for a single voice ; scarcely,

indeed, anything analogous to the vocal solo of modern times.

Nor do the vocal concerted pieces of the old masters present the

variety of form and character to which we are now accustomed

:

* Messrs. Broadwood and Sons, the eminent manufacturers of these in-

Btruments, have in their possession a play-bill, headed, " Covent Garden,

May 16, 1767," which among other announcements contains the follow-

ing, " Miss Brickler will sing a favourite song from Judith, accompanied

by Mr. Dibdin on a new instrument call'd Piano Forte."
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indeed, to an ear habituated exclusively to the sharp and

etrikinj^ contrasts of contemporary music, their works appear at

first wonderfully like one another. So they are ; but they are

wonderfully diiTercnt from one another also. The fault is in us,

not in them :

—

'* Facies non omnibus una
Nee diveraa tamen, qualem decet esse sororum."

Palates habituated to ardent spirits and Cayenne pepper are not

generally very apt in discriminating delicate wines or simple

viands; and we shall have little chance of understanding or

feeling, still less of liking, the music of the Second Period,

unless we try it by standards very different from those we apply

to the music of our own time. I have no desire that a general

revival of the style of this period should be attempted. The

result of such an attempt would certainly be a quantity of very

stiff, very unreal, and very unoriginal music. But compositiou

is one thing, performance another. We have discovered (not

very long since) that there were painters before the age of

Leo X. ; and we now willingly find places for their works in our

public collections, and for duplications of them on our own
walls. Does any one in his senses admire Raphael or Rubens

the less, because he has made acquaintance with Fra Angelico

and Van Eyk ? The modern musician is like a man with an

ancestry of four centuries, who ignores even his grandfather.

Far be it from me to claim places in our musical Pantheon for

Palestrina and Marenzio above those of Mozart and Beethoven
;

but I do claim places for these Patriarchs of Harmony beside

those of their descendants. I do not pretend that the old music

is better than the new. What I am anxious to impress upon

you is that it is essentially different from it, another form of

art ; and that in neglecting to perform it, and in refusing to

listen to it, the modern musical student maintains a condition

of mind that not only shuts him out from a large circle of

enjoyment, but actually prevents his estimating as he ought to
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do even the music to vvhicli he limits his sympathy and atten-

tion, thiit of liis own time.

But we must j)ass on to the consideration of the more occult,

because more technical, di (Terences between ancient and modern

music.

Every musical passage is referable to, or must form part of,

some succession of sounds which have a certain apj)reciable

relation to one another; one of these sounds being the fixed

point or basis on which these relations ultimately depend.

Such a succession of sounds has been called by the various

names of tone, mode, scale, and key; the first of these names

giving to the fixed point the name tonic, and the last, that of

key-note. In strictness of speech, a scale and a mode are not

at all the same thing, though they are inseparable things ; and

we shall consult clearness by distinguishing them. A scale is a

succession of steps leading from a given sound to its octave.

But those steps are of unequal sizes ; and on the places of the

smaller ones depends the mode. In modern music we have but

two modes, the major and the minor ; that kind of scale

wherein the semitones fall between the 3rd and 4th sounds, and

that wherein they fall between the 2nd and 3rd. Or, to put

the case in another way, there are only two sounds in our

" natural scale which we can recognise as tonics or key-notes,

the first sound C, and the sixth A ; the scale constructed on

the latter of these requiring occasional modification in two

places, to satisfy the modern ear.

Fig. 16.
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Now the old masters had theoretically no less than seven,

and indeed, as we shall see, fourteen modes. For their theory

would have permitted the ufc of every note of the natural scale
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:is a tonic, and the building upon it of a succession of sounds

limited to that scale. They did not alter sounds by sharps or

Hats, as we do, to make scales beginning on whatever sound

like one another {I.e., to make the semitones fall in the

same places) ; but they left the sounds of the " natural'^

scale as they found them, and thus produced a set of seven

scales, no two of which arc alike, because in no two do the

semitones fall in the same places. See Fig. 17, wherciu the

seven primitive modes occupy the left side.

Connected with each of these scales, which were called

" authentic," was another, its ^^ plagaF' (see the right side of Fig.

17), which raised the whole possible number to fourteen. An
intimate relation exists between each authentic mode and its

plagal ; for the 5th sound of every authentic scale is the 1st of its

plagal, while {vice versa) the 4th of every plagal scale is the 1st

of its authentic ; this last note being the '^ final," or as we
sliould now say, the ^^ tonic" of both.
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THE FOURTEEN (Possible) MODES.
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Melodies in authentic modes were considered more diirnifiod

in character than those in plagal. This, I think, mij^ht be

admitted in respect to modern melodies accidentally con-

formable to ancient rule. There is a certain stateliness about

a melody that lies between a key-note and its octave, rarely

found in one lying between the 5th of the key and its octave.

Listen to these two melodies, the first plagal, the second

authentic. I think you will award the palm of sweetness to

the one, of strength to the other.

EVENING HYMN. (Plagal.)

Fig. 18.
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Chorale—"EIN' FESTE BURG."* (Authentic.)

Fig. 19.
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* There are three different arrangements of this noble melody in the

" Vierstimmige Choraitlgesange," von J. S. Bach. Leipsig, bei Breitkoff

und Hartel, pp. 16, 145, 158.

O
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Some of the (possible) modes in Fig. 17 were never, and

others little, used. Thus the scale beginning on B was

unavailable, from its imjierfect fifth ; and that beginning on F,

from its pluperfect fourth or tritone. Nor did the old

tonality recognise the scale beginning on C, our " natural^'

scale. By flattening the fourth sound, B, of the scale beginning

on F, the old masters produced a true diatonic major scale, as

we should call it ; but the scale of C, our model scale, formed

no part of their system. Even the scale beginning on A, our

mode) minor scale, was not recognised by them."*^

Practically then the number of scales available under the

old systems was but eight, four authentic, four plagal ; one of

the former, the scale of F (V. of Fig. 17) being admissible only

by the alteration of B, its 4th sound, to B flat. Even of these

eight some were much more used than others. With the

English composers of the Second Period the first tone, that of

which D is the final, seems to have been the favourite. The

Service by Tallis, and the Anthem, '' Call to Kemembrance,'*

by Farrant, with others in the well-known collection of Dr.

Boyce, are fine and thoroughly characteristic examples of this

mode. A composition in the seventh tone, the Canon "Non
nobis Domine,^^ attributed to Byrd (d. 1623) is still popular.

In this variety of modes the old masters may seem to have

had greatly the advantage over the modern who, by the reduc-

tion of the number from eight to two, have had their resources

apparently much diminished. That such is the case has been

and is maintained by some writers who, regardless of the

instincts of humanity, believe that the practice of the Second

Period was perfectly consistent with its theory, and that the

written music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries represents

literally that which any set of people could ever have been

made to sing, or any other set of people induced to listen to. I

believe the musical practices of our forefathers to have been

* The tonics of VI. and IL (Fig. 17) are not C and A, but F and D.

I
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very inconsistent with, and very superior to, their musical

theories; and that an unintermittent feud was maintained

between the theoretical and practical musicians of the Second

Period, and that it is to the victory of the latter that we owe

modern tonality.

Modem musicians, as you all know, spare no pains to prevent

misunderstanding, and thereby misrepresentation, of their pro-

ductions, in performance. In a piece of music, now-a-days, the

duration and pitch of every sound are presented beyond the

possibility of mistake, by means of our now perfected musical

notation. Nay, more ; an extensive vocabulary or, more

properly, hotch-potch, of words gathered from almost every

European language, is at the disposal of the composer, who is

thus enabled to indicate the style in which he desires a move-

ment, or any individual portion of it, to be performed. We
have. Vivace^ SloWy Ba Capo, Bis, With Expression, Legato,

Betac/ie, QJid even Langsam and Sehr Frisch. There is an

instrument (the metronome) by the use of which the composer

may indicate the pace of every movement to the greatest nicety.

Now, a good deal of this apparatus has come into general use

only in this century, and none of it had existence till the

beginning of the Third Period. Not only were "marks of

expression^'"^ quite unknown when the old musical systems

prevailed, but many contrivances were then non-existent, or

not yet adopted, without which it is difficult to conceive

musical performance going on at all. For instance, up to the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century, music was universally printed

without bars; those, to us, indispensable helps. But this is

nothing. Hundreds of volumes of music of the Second Period

exist, without a sharp or flat in them (accidental or other) from

beginning to end. The first impression derived from this fact

is that the theory of the ancient modes forbidding anything

* Roland De Lattre is said by some historians to have used them. I

have not been able to confirm this statement.

G %
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like our froo use of the chromatic scale, passages wliicli we

could only perform by doing; intolerable violence to our musical

instincts were cxecntod as p, matter of course by singers

trained in another school, and habituated to another musical

idiom. Tradition however comes to the support of common
sense in this matter, and shows that the instincts of the singers

of the sixteenth century were very much akin to those of the

singers of the nineteenth. A number of rules for the alteration

of notes (by sharp or flat) during performance have come down

to us the observance of which must practically have approxi-

mated the old tonality to ours much more nearly than the

written music would lead us to believe possible.

These rules are nearly all to be traced to that abhorrence of

the interval of the tritone which found expression in the old

apothegm " Mi (B) contra, Fa (F) diabolus est" A passage like

Fig. 20 could never have been sung as it is written ; the B
(second bar) in the soprano is " in false relation with^^ (i.e., a

tritone above) the F of the alto ; and the B in the bass in false

relation with the F in the tenor. Moreover, a phrase was

rarely allowed to end on a minor chord. The third sound (from

the bass) might be omitted altogether, but if inserted, it was

generally major.*

Fig. 20.
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Every B, therefore, in Fig. 20, would be made flat, and the

C in the last chord sharp ; as in Fig. 21.

* This practice was generally observed up to the middle of the last

century. I. S. Bach almost invariably closes his movements with a

major chord.

t
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Fig. 21.
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But granting that the instincts of the singers of the Second

Period suggested many effects which the principles of the com-

posers forbade t/ie/r recognising, by introducing them into their

scores, it is quite certain that those principles gave rise to a

style of harmony essentially different from ours, and from

which no conceivable modifications made during performance

could eradicate the possibly harsh but indisputably stately

character. I use the word '^ harmony^^ as representing the

successive results of an accumulation of parts. For of a chord,

as an isolated fact, the old masters took little account. They

were not harmonists at all, in our sense of the word, but con-

trapuntists ; laying melody upon melody, according to certain

laws, but uncognizant of, or indifferent to, the effects of their

combinations as they successively came upon the ear. Their

construction was horizontal, not perpendicular. They built in

layers, and their music difl'ers from most of ours as a brick wall

does from a colonnade. To return to this " harmony." If

there be any one principle which more strongly governs a

modern musician than another it is this ; that those combina-

tions follow one another with the best effect which are, or

might be, connected together by common notes. Thus, the

progression from the chord of C to that of F is an acceptable

and a common one ; because C, which is the 8ve of the first

chord, is also the 5th to the second. (Fig. 22.) While a pro-

gression like that from the chord of C to that of D is an

exceptional one (with us), because the two chords have no

common note. (Fig. 23.)
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Fiff. 22.
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Ancient and modern harmony are however best contrasted

when nscd subserviently to the same idea; in the treatment,

for example, of a given melody, or passage of melody.

Look at Fig. 21' ; it is a fragment of melody of imknown

antiquity.

STABAT MATER.

Ficr. 24.
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Every modern musician would not, of course, treat this or

any other passage in exactly the same manner; but Fig. 25

may pass as an average arrangement cf it, iu as modern a

stvle as its nature will allow.
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STABAT MATER.

Fig. 25.
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Now look at,* and listen to, Palestrina (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26. G. P. DE Palestrina.
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* I did not know on first presenting thie contrast that I had been
anticipated in it by Oulibichefi; whose "Nouvelle Biographic d© Mozart"
(v. infra) was then unknown to me.
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Could a page of Isaiah and a smart newspaper article be

more unlike V 1 do not ask which of these two harmonizations

you like the better, but whether two such astonishingly

different results must not have been wrought out of the same

material, by processes of thought and modes of operation wide

as the poles asunder. One cause of difference in our practice

I have already pointed out,—that the old masters looked

to the relation of super-imposed parts rather than to the rela_

tions of successive combinations. But a more direct cause

must be sought in their view of a scale or key. This was

inevitably indistinct; as is shown by the absence from their

works of a figure or effect so familiar to us, and so simple in

itself, that it is difficult to conceive a time in which, or a set of

musicians to whom, it w^as not familiar. I speak of the figure

known as the perfect cadence or close, produced by the resolution

of the discord of the dominant seventh on the chord of the tonic.

Fig. 27.

In these two chords are included every note but one of the

scale to which they belong—C, D, E, F, G, and B. More than

thisj the first combination can only exist in one scale, that of C.

The F natural proves that that scale has no sharps; the B
natural that it has no flats. The combination of these two

notes, F and B, is not merely the characteristic, but the spring

and source, of modern harmony. From the moment that its

power was felt, music became, if not altogether a new language,

certainly a new idiom ; and an idiom so much richer, so much

more nervous, so miich more flexible than its predecessor, that

the desuetude of the latter became only a question of time.
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The discovery of the perfect cadence can hardly be attributed

to any individual. It was doubtless heard in popular music

ages before its existence was recognised by the learned. That

such was the case with our " natural" scale (not, as we have seen,

one of the received ancient modes) we know from inspection of

such specimens of secular melody as we considered at our last

meeting. Moreover, some of the earliest of the Belgian masters

seem to have been more often drawn towards it than their im-

mediate successors. Thus the Stabat Mater of Josquin Deprcs (who

died at least ten years before Palestrina was born) is unequi-

vocally iu the key of F, each part ending with a perfect cadence*

Fig. 28 is the ending of the first division, and Fig. 27 that of

the second, of this fine composition. The chord of the domi-

nant in Fig. 28 is accompanied, though timidly, by the

seventh,—the F in the alto part, resolved on the E in the last

bar. So in Fig. 29 (bar 2) the B flat in the soprano is the

seventh to C, and resolved (in the last bar) on A.

PERFECT CADENCES FROM JOSQUIN DEPRCS.

Fig. 28.
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My attention was drawn to these cadences by a very a])j)ositc

and interesting passage in the " Institutionc Harmoniche" of

Zarlino, a great theorist of the sixteenth century. lie says of

our key of C (which he calls the first mode), '^ It is spoken of

as well adapted for dances ; since the greater number of those

we hear now in Italy are set in this mode ; whence it has

arisen that in our days some call it ' il modo lascivo* And/^ he

continues, "many canfaline in the same mode are found in

ecclesiastical books, chiefly in the more ancient/' And again,

"modern composers (he speaks of Palestrina and his own contem-

poraries) have even set in this mode an almost infinite variety

of every kind of cantaline, such as masses, hymns, &c., and

other kinds of canzoni, among which are found the 8tahat Mater

of Giosquino, and an infinite number of others to which it

would be useless to refer."

That Josquin was at all aware of the importance of the

natural scale, or of the powers of the perfect cadence, it is

impossible to believe. His training and the circumstances in

which he was placed were too strong for his instincts, which,

had he been able to give them fair play, might have altered the

whole history of music. An entire century, however, was still

to elapse before the contemned modo lascivo and its complement

the perfect cadence were to obtain their rights—a hearing. It

is consistent with all experience that they should have done so

through the instrumentality of one of those irregularly educated

men of genius without whose co-operation no great changes in

the world are brought about.

The earliest confessed innovator on, the first declared rebel

against, the old constitutions was Claudio Monteverde, born

between 1565 and 1570, at Cremona, eminent even at that time

for the excellence of its stringed instrumento. To give an account

of his innovations and explain their successful issue, we must

not merely retrace our steps a little, but, as it may seem, quit

the road which lay open before us.
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In the last years of the fifteenth century a variety of causes

combined to direct attention in Western P^urope to tlie

lanp^uage and literature of Greece and, as a necessary con-

sequence, to what is called by grammarians the ^' harmony" of

language. I need not tell you that this was but one of many

subjects the consideration of which were both causes and

effects of the prodigious movement known as The Renaissance

;

a movement which eventually brought about changes in tlie

condition of the world only inferior in extent and importance

to those consequent on the promulgation of Christianity itself.

Nor is it my business now to direct more than a passing thought

towards the effects of this movement on architecture, sculpture

and painting. The least acquainted with the history of these arts

knows something of the good and the evil represented by this

word Renaissance ; of the mighty works to which it gave birth,

and of the mighty works to which it dealt death, and worse

than death, obloquy, only now beginning to fall back on itself.

But the effect of this prodigious action of moral and

intellectual forces on Music is a part, and one of the most

curious and interesting parts, of the subject before us. The

Renaissance left an impress of music, but that impress was not

its own impress; it did something to it, but not what it

intended. The reason is plain. The poetry, architecture,

sculpture, and painting of the later Middle Ages were not new

arts. They were, it is true, the expression of an unprecedented

condition of the world ; but, as outward and visible signs, they

were simply varieties of what had been done ages before, and

done magnificently. The ^' Divine Comedy'^ was liable at any

moment to comparison with the ^' Iliad,^' the cathedral of

Chartres with the Parthenon, the works of the mediaeval

sculptors with those of the age of Pericles.

But the music of modern Europe is a new art. There is not

the slightest evidence to show that anything analogous to it

existed among the nations of antiquity. So far from the more
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polished of these having practised what we call '* harmony," it

remains even to be proved that the vocal melody of the Greeks

consisted of anything more strictly musical than " intoning."

It is improbable that the music of the Hebrews was essentially

different from, or at all superior to, that of the Greeks. The so-

called music of modern Asiatics is, for the most part,

simply intolerable to a European ear.

Now this the scholars and artists of the Renaissance could

not know, could not perhaps have been made to believe. It

was altogether consistent with opinion and practice in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to look back to the best time

of Greek art for principles and examples in music, as well as in

poetry, architecture, sculpture, and painting. The results,

however, of this retrospection were altogether disproportionate

to the pains it involved. That which had never been bom
could not be born again. A renaissance of Greek music was

impossible ; simply because no such thing, in our sense of the

word, had ever existed. Scholars and savants might succeed

in teaching their deluded disciples to look on the sculptures of

Rheims or the frescoes of Pisa as products of an age of bar-

barism ; but they could not make them insensible to the majesty

of Palestrina or the sweetness of Luca Marenzio. Moreover,

this new art had called into existence a new science, and a new

class of scholars and savants who, if they were incompetent to

appeal to the intellects of their hearers, could appeal to their

hearts in " notes of linked sweetness long drawn out^'

—

" sounds and sweet airs that give delight and hurt not."

The action of the Renaissance on music was altogether

unlike that on the other arts. It failed in exciting a revolu-

tion, but it induced the commencement of a bit-by-bit reform,

which, consummated only in the middle of the last centuiy,

occupied what I have called the Third, or '^ Transition" Period.

The Church, as we have seen, had something to com-

plain of in the music of the Second Period. So had the world.
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Noble and even elegant as this music often was, it by no means

fulfilled the eonditions of a perfect art. It would seem to have

exhausted all its resources and was still open to grave and

well-grounded objection. It was wanting in that quality or

power which the learned and unlearned, in all arts alike^ prize

more highly than any other—expression.

This deficiency, eventually due to the cause I have already

dealt with, an uncertain tonality, is immediately due to an

equally uncertain rhythm, the result of a timid application, or

absolute neglect, of the laws of quantity and accent, in the

adjustment of words to music. That "vagueness" which

strikes the modern ear in listening to the old music, and to

which it is impossible to deny a certain charm, is not, as has

been fondly supposed, the result of any lesthetical principle, but

simply of incapability in the old masters to strike the ear in

any other way. There is no deficiency of rhythm in the

popular tunes of this, and much earlier, epochs. The ^' modo

lascivo" is the "scale of nature," and time is, perhaps, older

than tune. The makers of popular tunes, the jongleurs^ the

minstrels, the people themselves, threw them off with utter

unconcern about the laws of the schools ; and the disciples of

the schools, unhappily, refused to turn the happy inspirations

of these unlearned folk to account.

The practical spirit of the Renaissance had hit this blot in

the music of the Second Period early in the sixteenth century.

While the great Italian composers had been developing the

resources of their own art in compositions differing in no

essential principle from those of their Belgian predecessors, the

scholars and students of antiquity had been scraping together

the fragments, few and undecypherable, of Greek music ;
quite

unconscious of or indifferent to the fact, that in the music of

their own epoch lay the material for an art which was after-

wards to achieve all that they desired, and a great deal more

than they could ever have conceived desirable.
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The first attempts at this Musical Renaissance were made, as

might have been expected, in connexion with dramatic repre-

sentation, which, even in our era, is of very ancient date ; the

earliest dramas being on subjects connected with Holy Writ.

These were always interspersed with, or accompanied by, music

of some kind or otlicr."^

The oldest secular dramatic piece which has yet been

discovered, of which music is an integral part, is the comic

opera of Adam de la Hale, " Li Gieus de Robin et de Marion,"

of which I gave some account at our last meeting. This was,

perhaps, not a solitary production of the best age of Gothic art

;

but, T believe, none of equal importance has yet been brought

to light.

We must pass on to the first years of the Renaissance for

another specimen, the libretto of which is from the pen of the

eminent poet and scholar Politian, the tutor of Pope Leo X.

This ^^ hasty production of two days^^ was called " Orfeo,^^

another of those subjects on which artists seem never weary of

trying their skill. It was performed for the entertainment of

Cardinal Gonzaga of Mantua, at Florence, in 1475.

Other essays were made in the course of the next century, of

none of which we have more than a bare record. Thus a

Pastoral Drama called ^^ II Sacrifizio'^ was set to music by

Alfonso della Viola, and performed at the Court of Henry II, of

France, in 1555. And in 1574 an opera, the composition of

the great theorist Zarlino, is said to have been performed at

Venice when Henry III. passed through that city on his way

from Poland to France, after the death of Charles IX. These

and other contemporary works must inevitably have been com-

posed in the madrigalesque style, with little or no attempt at

dramatic colouring or expression of the sense of the words. It

was not till the very end of the sixteenth century that any such

* See M. de Coussemaker's " Drames Liturgiques du Moyen Age,"

Paris, 1861.
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attempt was made to realize these to us indispensable conditions

of the musical drama.

About the year 1580 a number of amateurs living in Florence,

dissatisfied with the relations heretofore existing between poetry

and music, formed themselves into a Society or Academy for

promoting the closer union of the two arts, by the revival of the

*' musical declamation of the Greeks/^ Their posterity, our

ancestors, have gratefully and justly handed some of their

names down to us. The most distinguished of them were

Giovanni Bardi, Giacomo Corsi, and Berardo Strozzi, an

eminent Dominican preacher. With these were associated

Vincenzio Galileo (father of the great Galileo Galilei), who, at

one of their meetings, produced and performed a setting of his

own of the episode " Ugolino,''' from the " Divine Comedy.''

This first attempt at monody has, I believe, not been preserved

;

but it would appear to have made a great sensation at the time

of its production, and to have confirmed those who heard it in

the hypothesis they had set up in respect to music " after the

manner of the ancients." A few years later, Emilio del

Cavaliere, a Roman gentleman, produced, in the presence of the

Grand Duke of Tuscany, Ferdinand de' Medici, two dramas

with music, ^' II Satiro,'' and ^' La Disperazione di Fileno.''

Other works of the same kind followed, or accompanied, these.

The poet Rinuccini wrote, and the musician Peri set, a pastoral

called '^ Dafne ;" and a lyric tragedy, " II Morte di Euridice,"

in the setting of which Peri was aided by a contemporary

musician, Caccini, was performed at Florence (in 1600), on the

occasion of the marriage of Henry IV. of France with Maria

de' Medici. The names of those who took part in this per-

formance have been preserved. They appear to have been, one

and all, instrumentalists as well as vocalists, amateurs and

persons of rank.

These attempts, however, were soon surpassed in the works

of a new candidate for distinction in this style of music, Claudio
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Montcverde. The first compositions of this musician were in

no way distinguished from tliose of his contemporaries, save in

their somewhat clumsy or slovenly texture. Like Palestrina

and Luca Marenzio, he tried his " 'prentice hand ^* on motets

and madrigals ; unlike those great masters, with but little

success. Distinction in that walk of art might or might not

have been any longer accessible, at the end of the sixteenth

century ; but Montevcrde's failure would hardly have settled

the question. The event however proved that, though unable

from his deficient scholarship to perpetuate an old thing, he

had musical invention and force of character to institute a new

one. Had Monteverde been a more regularly educated

musician, he would probably have added one more to the long

list of forgotten writers of irreproachable music which nobody

cares to hear. As it was, his very deficiencies, of which so

intelligent a person must have been thoroughly aware, might

have suggested to him the possibility of making a career where

they would be much less sensibly felt. Whatever his purely

musical resources may have been, in comparison with the great

contrapuntists of the end of the sixteenth century, they must

have been enormous as compared with those of his associates,

the ingenious but superficial searchers after the music of the

Greeks,—about which music there was perhaps little to be

ascertained, and about which certainly nobody succeeded in

ascertaining anything. An amateur among artists, Monteverde

must have found himself an artist among amateurs; and the

results of his experiments in Greek music, however little Greek,

were at once acknowledged as more successful than any yet

made with the same end. His melody proved more symmetri-

cal, his rhythm more strongly marked, his harmony more pure,

and his instrumentation fuller and more varied. A much less

lively imagination would easily have enabled him to turn these

resources to account in the production of dramatic efi'ects un-

known before his time. I have never seen an original copy of
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any one of Montcverde's operas, so that I am not in a condition

to report upon them as entire works. Extracts from them arc,

however, to be found in several liistories and collections. For

instance, Sir John Hawkins gives an account,* confirmed by

other authorities, of the most important of Monteverde's

dramatic productions, a " favola in musica^' called Orfeo. In

the performance of this work as many as thirteen different

instruments were used ; and as some of these were multiplied

by two, three, four, and in one instance ten, the orchestra

amounted to the respectable number of thirty-six. Unlike

modern operatic composers, who generally get the utmost

possible amount of noise out of their orchestras before their

audiences are fairly seated, Monteverde never uses his instru-

ments eti masse^ but only in groups of two or three, and on no

occasion of more than ten. The number and quality of the

instruments distinguish the person or persons whom they

accompany. Thus Orfeo is always supported by '' duoi contra-

bassi da viola /' Euridice by ^' duoi chitaroni -/' Fluto by

'^ quattro tromboni /^ and Speranza by " duoi piccoli violini alia

francese.^' There is an overture, or toccata, to this opera *' for

a trumpet and other instruments" of which, whatever might be

its merits, sustaining power was not one. It consists of eight

bars, which (so it is directed) are to be played through three

times before the rising of the curtain. The specimen of recita-

tive, or ^^ declamation after the manner of the ancients," quoted

by Sir John Hawkins, might have had some interest given to it

by a mode of performance the tradition of which is now lost;

but, as it stands on paper, it is insufferably tiresome. It con-

sists of a dialogue between Apollo and Orpheus who, besides

extending their observations to a length insupportable, it might

have seemed, to human patience, exhibit, in the music which

is the vehicle of them, a contempt for the laws of musical

grammar which, however consistent with their rank as heathen

* " History of Music," vol. iii. p. 430.

rr
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deities, is productive of results simply unendurable to human

ears. Nothinj]^ can show more clearly how thoroughly the

Academy at the Palazzo Yernio had possessed Monteverde with

one idea than the utter absence, not merely of musical rhythm,

but of musical form of any kind, in these specimens. That

which is called " air" is hardly distinguishable from that which

is called ^^ musica parlante^' or recitative. Yet at this time the

streets of Florence, the canals of Venice, and the vineyards of

Orvieto must have been ringing with clear, simple, sharply cut

tune, and every church in Italy must have echoed daily with

models of declamatory music of which the average execution

would probably have been, though not then at its very best,

still excellent. But history abounds with proofs of the difficulty

of bit-by-bit improvement, especially from within. But for the

efforts of the Florentine Academy, the progress of the musical

art, which perhaps had gone as far as it could in one direction,

might have been checked for centuries. Corsi and his friends

have been well compared by more than one modern historian to

the alchemists and the astrologers of the Middle Ages. They

found neither the philosopher's stone, nor the connexion

between human events and the courses of the stars, but they

did much for the real sciences of chemistry and astronomy.

So with the Florentine Academy. They proposed to call into

existence a new art. They failed in this inevitably. But they

called the attention of those who prized, because they under-

stood, music as then practised, to its deficiencies, and set them

in the right way to remove them. Wonderful is it, but not

less true, that in the efforts of a few superficial dilettanti^

incited rather by the love of literature than of music, we have

the origin of a movement which has given us the magnificent

unmixed music of the modern symphonic school. Equally

wonderful and equally true is it that without this movement,

in its origin, intention, and forms of expression, essentially

pagan, the world might still have wanted the grandest of all

productions of Christian art—the modern Oratorio.
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(Continued).
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SEBASTIAN BACH HIS " WOHL-TEMPORIRTE CLAVIER.*'
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THE THIRD, OR TRANSITION, PERIOD

{Co7itlnued).

Fkw thinnjs are more difficult to verify than the claims of

inventors. The more closely we look into the history of art or

science the more hesitation we feel in ascribinjij to this or that

individual this or that discovery. Certain it is that every great

name covers some other name that ought to be great ; and that

almost every discovery has been hinted at (if not more) by

some predecessor, or even contemporary, of him who has been

so fortunate as to associate himself with it in the public mind.

I have found so many instances of this in my own department

of history, that I feel sometimes very doubtful as to the fact of

anybody having really invented anything. Our work would be

easier were it otherwise. For example, a great deal of trouble

would be saved us could we honestly assign to Claudio

!Monteverde all the inventions which the makers and retailers

of musical memoirs attribute to him.

It must be admitted however that, though Monteverde did

not invent the perfect cadence, he was the first to appreciate its

importance, and to turn it to account in others beside the

natural scale. Several combinations and progressions proposed

by him have, it is true, neither been justified by modern theory

nor incorporated into modern practice. (See Figs. 30 and 31,

c, bj c, d.) Others, on the contrary, which he would seem to

have used for the first time have found universal acceptance.

(See Fig. 31, e,/.)
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EXAMPLES OF MONTEVEllDE'S NEW EFFECTS.

From tue Madhigal* " Stuaccia mi tub il Coue."

Fig. 30.
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It would be ungracious therefore, testing him however

severely, to deny Mouteverde^s right to be regarded as one

of the greatest benefactors of the musical art, or to consider his

epoch as anything short of the turning-point of the history of

modern music. Certainly during the career of no other musi-

cian that can be narned, of like reputation and influence, wer©

such great and important changes in musical practice made.

His life was prolonged beyond average duration ; he had

attained the age of at least eighty years when (in 1619) it was

brought to a close. But, as we sometimes find with men of

this class, the particular work which he seems to have been

sent into the world to do was begun late and finished early.

His Third Book of ^Madrigals, in which are found some of his

first innovations, was not published till 1598, when he must

have been at least thirty-five years of age, and he does not

appear to have made any important addition to his inventions

after the year 1624, when he was but sixty- three. So that his

career may be brought into the small compass of a quarter of a

century. Monteverde never carried out his own ideas to their

ultimate consequences. Perhaps it was impossible, within the

compass of one life, to do so ; more probably he was incom-

petent to the task under any circumstance. His career

therefore was that of a conqueror, not of a colonist ; of a
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pioneer, not of a settler. The territory of which he had for a

moment taken possession was to be brought under cultivation

by others ; among these by an artist born some twenty years

later than Monteverde, and destined to survive him by a still

larger number. This longest-lived of the long-lived fraternity

of musicians rejoiced in the tender and well-sounding name of

Carissimi ; and one of the few facts known about him is that he

well deserved it. It is much to be regretted that we have so

little information about the training and subsequent career of

so great a musician and so good a man ; especially as there is

reason to believe that a good deal more might be obtained from

certain memoirs relating to the masters of the Roman school

which are still in MS. in the Vatican Library.

Giacomo Carissimi was born at Padua about the year 1582,

and he is believed to have learnt the rudiments of music in that

strong and erudite city. His works contain evidence that

neither was his science obtained nor his taste formed in the

Koman school, but rather in that of Venice, where Zarlino in

the theory and Gabrieli in the practice of musical composition,

had long been pursuing a course as independent of that of the

rest of Italy as was the policy of the republic under which they

lived. But who, among the many excellent musicians then

living in Venice and the neighbouring towns, had the honour of

being the instructor of Carissimi has not yet been ascertained.

We are equally uninformed how or where he passed his early

manhood. Kircher, who printed his " Musurgia^' at Rome in

the year 1649, tells us that he had then been for many years the

esteemed musical director [prafectus dignissimus) of the church

of St. ApoUinaris, connected with the German college; andMatthe-

son, an eminent German musical critic who wrote in the early part

of the next (the eighteenth) century, ascertained that Carissimi

was still living in Rome in the year 1672, when he must have been

at least eighty-five. The precise year of his death is unknown.

Carissimi, it is believed, never wrote for the theatre^ and
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comparatively seldom even for the Church. A few Masses are the

only known specimens of his Service Music. He is the earliest

great master of the Sacred Cantata in its many and various

forms. He was the first musician, competent to turn the dis-

covery to account, who perceived the scope afforded for the new

musical resources opened up by Monteverde and his associates,

in the form of composition attempted in the preceding century

by Animuccia at the suggestion of St. Filippo Neri, the

Oratorio. Among the many examples of this, the noblest form

which modern art has taken, left by Carissimi, is his " Jephtha,''

of which I gave a public performance, some years since, at St.

Martin's Hall. The choruses in this Oratorio have been sur-

passed not unfrequeutly by composers who have been so for-

tunate as to have had Carissimi for their point of departure ; but

few even among these have surpassed his recitative, nor indeed

often equalled it. This kind of composition must have had a

particular fascination for Carissimi. For movements requiring

development he lived at an unfortunate epoch. The music of

the old masters had lost its hold on the public ear ; and the

time was not yet come for exhibiting their sustained grandeur

in anything so diff'erent from it in detail as the music of the

Transition Period inevitably was. But there was nothing to

prevent recitative, in the hands of any musician of genius who

had a feeling for language, reaching something very like per-

fection, at once. Such a musician was Carissimi; and his

recitative is, in point of musical construction, accent, and fitness

for the voice, as near perfection as may be.

These lectures have an oligcct with which practical illustra-

tions would in many ways seriously interfere. But I cannot

refrain from singing you (you are not likely to hear it on any

other occasion) a fragment of Carissimi's recitative, now at

least two centuries old, and about a century older than any similar

music of Handel, with whose compositions of this class we are

all of us familiar.
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It is singular that this Oratorio, which is not only interesting

historically and full of beautifully elaborated thoughts^ but very

short, should never have been printed. Extracts from it are to

be found in Rochlitz^s Sammlung vorsiiglicher Gesangst'dckcy^ but

the only complete copy to which I can refer you is among the

musical MSS. left by Dean Aldrich to the Library of Christ

Church, Ox ford,t

The passage I have selected forms part of the scene in which

Jephtha is met by his daughter on his return from victory. The

words (slightly altered from the " Vulgate'^jJ will tell the rest.

EECITATIVE, BY CAKISSIMI.

Fkom tue OiiATonio, " Jeputua."

Fig. 32.
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Before I speak of one service said to have been rendered to

music by Carissimi, I must direct your attention to a depart-

ment of musical practice which began to assume individual

importance only towards the end of the seventeenth century,

but which had become a valuable adjunct much earlier, and

which was both a cause and an effect of many of the changes

music underwent during the Second Period. I mean instru-

mental performance.

We have seen that even at the close of the sixteenth century

an orchestra of no less than thirty-six perfonnera was employed
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in Montcverdc's " Orfeo •** but that these were only used two

or three at a time, never en masse. This was not altogether a

matter of ehoice, for the nature of many of the instruments

forbad their being used in concert. It is obvious that there

must exist a certain balance in the intensity, and a certain

suitableness or sympathy in the quality, of different instruments,

before they can be used together effectively. To put an extreme

case, you can hardly conceive a quartet for a violin, a flute, a

viola, and a trombone. Nor would a mandolin, or even a

guitar, have much chance of obtaining a hearing accompanied

by an ordinary regimental band. Indeed, instruments far less

discrepant than these can only be efficiently combined under

particular conditions of musical composition. It has now been

ascertained that " bowed^^ stringed instruments of various capa-

cities are of immense antiquity, and it might be supposed there-

fore that the basis at least of the modern orchestra had been for

centuries past at the disposal of any musician who had genius

and enterprise enough to raise that splendid structure upon it.

This supposition, however, would be unjust towards the great

masters of the Second Period. In comparison with those of

later times, the powers of the instruments and of the players

upon them were alike insignificant ; and these reacted upon

each other.

The four forms to which bowed instruments are now restricted

were probably all known early in the seventeenth century ; but

they were lost among a crowd of others, varying, as it would

seem, according to the caprice of individual makers or players.

The varieties of the Tiol family, in dimension, shape, number of

strings, &c., were very numerous. Specimens enough, not to

speak of representations, of these old instruments, have come

down to us to enable us to form a fair estimate of their powers.

It is quite certain that their intensity and quality of sound

(technically, timlre) must have been altogether inferior to those

of the instruments now in use. An instrument not too large to

I
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be held like a violin (da braccia), which could bear the weij^ht

of eight or ten strings, must have been of too solid a fabric to

afford much resonance, or else the strings themselves must have

been too thin to make it vibrate to any considerable extent.

The same deficiency must have obtained in the graver instru-

ments of the same kind.

On the other hand, the wind instruments, with some excep-

tions, must have been as much too loud as the stringed were

too soft. All modern improvements have gone, not to diminish

the possible intensity of wind instruments, but to bring that

intensity under control. Thus the horn, now capable of such

delicate and various intonation, long bore the name cor-de-chasse,

which speaks for itself; while the quality both of the oboe and

the clarionet has been essentially refined, even in the course of

the present century. These two instruments may be regarded

as the highly polished descendants of a rustic progenitor—the

calaimis of the eclogue and the '^shalm" of the Bible. I am
reminded, while dealing with names, of a fact which is not

uninteresting, and would be indeed incredible, could anything

in respect to the origin or connexion of words be incredible or

even surprising to those who have looked into that vast subject.

It is that "violin^^ and " fiddle" are the same, or rather, closely

connected words.^ The Anglo-Saxon form is jithele, which,

involving a th, became, in An^o-Norman mouths, Jielle, whence

we get easily to vielle and viol, in Italian violaj of which

violino is the diminutive, and \io\one, the Italian double-bass,

the augmentative ; \io\oncello being, again, the diminutive of

this augmentative, and therefore representing in English a little

great-fiddle.

* Diez (" Etymologisches Worterbuch der Komanishen Sprachen'*)

affiliates these words to the Latin, vitulari, to leap like a calf. Certain

it is, however, that the bow and the fiddle are (so far as they can he
traced) ISortheru in origin, if not in name. Mr. Chappell has an
interesting passage on the subject. See *"' Popular Music of the Oluen
Time."
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Moreover, the tuning of all keyed instruments was at this

time impcrfcet, and liable to many arbitrary varieties of

impcrfcetion. The system of equal temperament, by which all

keys or scales are made alike, is not even yet universally

accepted ; and for ages the vast variety of relations with

one another in which musical sounds are of necessity

used, was the despair of instrumentalists and instrument

makers. An exhaustive history of the contrivances proposed

to meet this difficulty would be a large and very interest-

ing book. Examples of them are still presented on old

key-boards. The beautiful organ in the Temple Church (built

as late as 1687), '^ in addition to the common mimber of semi-

tones, possesses an A flat and a D sharp quite distinct from the

notes G sharp and E flat.""^ Similar attempts at what

centuries of failure might have shown to be an unattainable

and not very necessary perfection, have been and are still being

made, even in our own time ; but the evNs which they propose

to cure are so little felt, and the means proposed to cure them

would be attended with so much cost and inconvenience, that

they add another to the many instances in which " the remedy

is worse than the disease.^^

Of the keyed instruments the noblest, the organ, had

attained considerable perfection before the commencement of

the Third Period. Even in the fourteenth century there were

organists of repute, and of necessity (no performer being so

dependent on his instrument) large and fairly appointed organs.

In all essentials, the organ may be said to have been perfected

about the end of the fifteenth century, when Bernardo Tedesco,

a German musician resident at Venice, invented the pedal

board, the suggestion even of which, once made, opened out a

boundless field of improvement for mechanicians of any skill

and ingenuity.

Of the less complicated instruments, every one of which is an

* " The Organ." By Edward Hopkins, p. 448. Cocks, London.
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orchestra in itself, the most interesting, the pianoforte, had as

yet no existence, save in its embryo, the dulcimer, which is of

immense anticjuity, and not yet quite extinct. The domestic

instruments of the Third Period, as of the Second, were the

clavicytherium, the clavichord, the virginal, and the spinet

—

instruments differing in shape and size, in compass and power,

but essentially the same in principle ; the tone being produced

by some kind oiplectrum pulling the string out of its place, and

setting it in vibration. This class attained perfection in the

harpsichord, an instrument on which more than one venerable

musician still among us first practised his scales,^ but of which

specimens become every year more rare. A new harpsichord

has not perhaps been made for more than half a century ; but

clavichords, I believe, are still manufactured in considerable

numbers in Germany.

Music for these instruments has always been plentiful enough

in every country where they themselves were manufactured and

played upon. In Italy, in France, in Germany and in England,

composers innumerable, many of whose names and all of whose

works are forgotten, laboured then as now to meet that

appetite for ^' some new thing''' which, rest assured, is not

peculiar to this or any ascertained age. Nor, let me add, is the

passion for display, the taste for mere manual dexterity, at all

a sudden growth of this nineteenth century, or a necessary

consequence of anything essential to the music of the Fourth

Period. Music for the virginal and other varieties of the

harpsichord family has come down to us which is not merely

difficult for its dat/, but difficult for ani/ day ; demanding for its

execution much strength and elasticity and individuality of

finger.

Nor were the performers on what we now call orchestral

instruments without material on which to exercise their skill.

* Among them, by his own account, the great pianist and composer

Ignaz Moscheles (d. 1870).
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Instrumental Mime.

As vocal music became more difTicult of intonation, and more

various and intricate in its rhythmical forms, the aid of

instrumental accompaniment became first a luxury and after-

wards a necessity. And, as the variety of the instruments and

the skill of the performers on them increased, instrumental

concerted music as distinct from vocal, developed itself from a

moi'C adjunct to a great and independent power.

On Italy still our attention has to be turned to watch the

results of this development. To Italy, alike the mother of new

arts as the mistress of old, we owe the latest and not the least

noble of the foiTns which it has taken. As the birthplace

of inarticulate music, Rome was (even in the seventeenth

century) to show herself still "the Eternal City.'' In 1683

Archangelo Corelli, a native of Imola in the Papal States,

being then thirty years of age, published in Rome his first

work, a collection of sonatas for two violins and bass, with

accompaniment for the organ, or cembalo. It is needless to

describe compositions with which every lover of music is more

or less familiar; and it would be impertinent to praise that

which, at the distance of more than a century and a half, is not

merely tolerated but heard with pleasure. The progress of art

is not always made on an inclined plane ; it is checked from

time to time by barriers which present no obvious outlet, and

are, to the common eye, inaccessible. Some of the most

forbidding of these would seem to have been surmounted by

the genius of Corelli. He had certainly few if any models,

hardly even a point of departure ; he did not so much improve,

or correct, or mould, or transform, as create ; and his

creations were the earliest music, pure and simple, which is still

able to give pleasure.

I return now to Carissimi, of the greatest of whose great

services to modern music it becomes necessary to speak. He is

said to have been the teacher of Alessandro Scarlatti, another

example of a musician whose works never by any chance find
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their way into contemporary concert programmes or domestic

portfolios, and whose name even may be heard by some of you

now for the first time. Alessandro Scarlatti was, nevertheless,

not only an inventive and learned composer, but one of the

most popular composers that ever lived. More than that, he

was the founder of the Neapolitan School, in which were

trained the majority of the greatest musicians of the last

century, and which exercised an influence, imWrQct where not

direct, on every composer, with probably one exception, who

has nourished since. With the school of Naples begins modern

musical practice ; better methods of fingering keyed instru-

ments, better methods of bowing stringed instruments, and

better instruments of all kinds ; and, above all these in im-

portance and difficulty, the art of singing.

Three persons of the same family, known as musicians, have

borne the name of Scarlatti; Alessandro, Domenico his son,

and Giuseppe his grandson. The genius of the founder of the

family extended to the second, though not to the third genera-

tion. Giuseppe attained the rank of a respectable average

musician -, but Domenico became the greatest performer of his

day on the harpsichord, his compositions for which have had

the good fortune to keep a place in public estimation which

has been denied to any of the immeasurably superior and far

more numerous vocal productions of his father.

Alessandro Scarlatti was born at Trapani, in Sicily, in the

year 1659. It is not known how or from whom he learned

the elements of his art, but tradition has attributed his in-

struction in the higher bra,nches of it to Carissimi. Doubts

have been thrown on the relationship of these two illustrious

musicians, growing out of a comparison of dates. This com-

parison, however, simply shows that Carissimi must have been

very old, and Scarlatti very young, at the time they were

master and pupil ; no very exceptional case in the history of

music. The longevity and the precocity of musicians are alike

I
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remarkable ; they begin piol'essioiuil lite earlier, and end it

later, tban the majority of other men. Carissirai was, without

doubt, living- and practising his art in Rome in the year 1672,

when he must have been upwards of eighty-five years of age

;

and there is nothing improbable in the fact of Scarlatti's

having received instructions from him for a year or two before

this, when he (Scarlatti) would have been at least ten ; an age

at which many musicians have already attracted attention by

their compositions or performance.

Few passages in musical history could be more interesting than

this brief intercourse of Carissimi and Scarlatti. Look, for a

moment, at the chronological table marked " Italy .^^ At the

time of Carissimi^s birth the Roman School was in its zenith

;

its great type, Palestrina, still in the active exercise of his

matured powers. Scarlatti lived to know, and to appreciate,

Handel. The artistic lives of the two men nearly fill up the

hundred and fifty years which I have assigned to the Second

Period. Had Scarlatti^s career been a little extended, he might

have seen Haydn. Palestrina and Haydn ! The works of

Chaucer and Pope, of Orcagna and Titian, of William of Sens

and Sir Christopher Wren, do not present examples of more

striking contrast than does the music current when Carissimi

entered, and when Scarlatti quitted, the world.

In an early lecture I said that, in tracing the progress of

modern music, our attention would have to be directed to four

peoples ; and first, to the Belgians and French, whom I classed

together as one people. The frontier line of France has, in

modern times, been so often changed, that it has become very

difficult to determine the nationality of more than one illus-

trious musician. It cannot be denied that the word "Belgian^'

has been somewhat loosely applied in respect to the great

masters of the Second Period ; while, on the other hand, the

French themselves (who have recently succeeded in adding

Columbus, Francis de Sales, and Garibaldi to the list of their
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compatriots) have never for a moment hesitated to appropriate

anybody worth appropriating who, for ever so short a time, had

lived under French rule, or borne a Gallicized name. I have

therefore spoken always of those e^reat musicians who, whether

French or Belgian, are indispn; i)ly the founders of modern

music, as forming the Gallo- Belgian School. This, you will

remember, as an individual school, bee ime extinct, or absor})ed

into the Italian, in the course of the sixteenth centurv. Italy,

however, proved willing and able to repay with interest her

debt both to the Teuton and the Gaul. For the moment we

must deal only with the latter.

The history of the French School proper only begins in the

second half of the seventeenth century, early in which a charter

was granted by Louis XIV. to the Abbe Perrin, Robert

Cambert, and the Marquis de Sourdeac, for the presentation,

during ten years, of operas and dramas in French verse, after

the manner of the Italian. Of this association, the first-named

was the poet, the second the composer, and the last the

mechanist. During the preparations for turning this charter

to account, by the opening of the existing Academie, then

Royale and since by turns Nationale and Imper'iale, Perrin

and Cambert produced the first veritable French opera, the

'* Pastorale en ^Musique,^^ and two others, '^ Ariane" and

" Adonis/' The Academie was opened (in 1671) with

" Pomone,'' by the same author and composer. This found

such favour, that the performances of it occupied the theatre for

eight months successively. You may be interested to know

the number of persons engaged in the execution of a grand

opera in those days, in the best appointed theatre in Europe.

The company consisted of five male and four female principal

performers, of a chorus of fifteen, and an orchestra of thirteen !

The prosperity of the undertaking, despite its privileges and

the public support it found, was short-lived, and brought

suddenly to an end by the intrigues of a musician, then young

I 2
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but already hij!;li in court favour, Juhii Buptiste Lully, boru in

Florence in l()3'i.

LuUy's early removal to France, his introduction, in a very

humble capacity, to the household of Mdlle. de Montpensier,

and the accidental discovery of his musical talent by the Comte

de Nogent, are facts the most familiar of musical history and

biography. There are few musicians about whose life more

particulars have been recorded. One thing only is wanting to

the completeness of the record—any account of his musical

education. He left Italy too young to have profited by the

musical instruction of any one of the many excellent teachers

with whom that country could have provided him ; and musical

science and skill were alike non-existent in France at the time

when he must have needed most their example and help.

Nevertheless he became, if not one of the greatest, one of the

most successful composers that has ever lived, and (more ex-

traordinary in a self-taught man) one of the best instrumental

performers of his day. He added to these accomplishments

that of a talent, above even French average, for comic acting

and dancing, great tact in the management of business, and

prodigious industry. It is grievous to be obliged to complete

his portrait by some very odious traits. Lully was profligate

and penurious, insolent and cringing. In all that respects his

personnel, he may, it is to be hoped, be classed among the

" curiosities of musical experience.^^

The catalogue of Lully^s works, if we consider that almost

every one of them is a folio volume, is a long one. It is made

up of some twenty grand operas (''lyric tragedies'' they were

then called), of ballets carried on entirely by music, and of

"occasional music" in divertissements and other theatrical

pieces. The greater portion, if not the whole, of those

numerous entrees de ballets for which we find directions in

the comedies of Moliere, were originally Lully's. He wrote

also, though not so frequently, for the Church ; and his pieces

I
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of this kind were mostly on a large senile, both as respects their

design and detail.

No operatic music that has yet appeared has enjoyed so long

a lease of popularity as the music ol' LuUy,—in France; for it

has never obtained even a hearing elsewhere. This popularity

was undoubtedly aided by many accidental causes ; by the fact,

among others, that Lully, being the first modern composer who

largely occupied the French ear, was the means, to a great

extent, of forming the French taste. He was long comi)ared

only with himself, and tried only by canons of his own invention.

But his success in France was chiefly due to his dramatic genius,

which enabled him to give to the persons of bis " lyric tragedies''

a musical language fitted to their characters and expressive of

the situations in which they were placed. This faculty has

always been especially appreciated and cultivated by the French,

and to its exercise, in spite of certain conventionalities and

peculiarities of French music never quite relished by other

nations, the French lyric drama owes its present high position

in Europe.

Despite of the adverse criticism of three successive generations

—that of Rousseau being neither the least powerful nor the least

severe ; despite of the advent and acceptanceof a new French com-

poser, Rameau ; despite of the introduction to the PVench people

of the dramatic music of the Italian schools,— the operas of Lully

kept possession of the French stage for more than a century

;

his '^ Theseus,^' the longest lived, having been performed for the

last time in the year 1778; one hundred and three years after

its first production. Nor was the dynasty of the Lullian race

brought to an end ingloriously ; its deathblow was dealt by no

mean hands. In this same year (1778) were played in Paris the

" Armide,'' " Iphig(^nie,^' and "Orph^f^^ of Gluck, the " Roland''

and other works of Piccini, and some of the best operas of

Anfossi and Paesiello. " Nothing,'' says a French writer,

'Short of the sublime inspirations of Gluck, was able to bring
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to an end this lonp; existence of the works of the old Surln-

tendani de la Mi(,sique de Louis XIV.

Thoup^h, as I have said, the popularity of Lully's music never

extended beyond his adopted country, the same remark cannot

be applied to the influence of his instruction and example. He
formed several pupils, and one of these was an Englishman,

whose obligations to his master and whose influence on his con-

temporaries seem to me to have been hitherto strangely under-

rated or overlooked.

To understand this we must return to our own country, and

see what has happened since we left it. You will remember

that, contemporary with the Italian schools of the sixteenth

century, there was an English school, not only of great, but of

undisputed, excellence. No great change took place in the

higher styles of composition, among English musicians, during

the first part of the seventeenth century. Orlando Gibbons,

whose career was somewhat prematurely interrupted in 1625,

exhibits in his writings hardly a trace of the influences, so

active and so powerful, which were at work in Italy at this

time. He is the last, and to my mind the greatest, of our

ancients. The reigns of James I. and of Charles I. (from

widely different causes) were neither of them favourable to the

cultivation of music. Commonplace workers in the exhausted

field of the old tonality were plentiful here as elsewhere ; but

no musician, to be compared with Carissimi, appeared in

England, to work in the vein which Monteverde had opened up.

Two men only are in any degree exceptions to this ; one of

them now utterly unknown even by name, save to the curious

;

the other only just saved from oblivion by his connexion with

the poet Milton. Yet the former was a popular composer of

instrumental music fifty years before Corelli published his

Oj)2is Primum; and the latter

—

First taught our English mnsic how to span

Words with just note and accent

—
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nearly lialf a century before Alessandro Scarlatti entered ihe

world

.

I would willingly linger a little over the lives and works of

these two interesting persons, John Jenkins and Henry

Lawes -* but I have too little time left even to deal with

persons of superior claims on your attention. I must pass on

at once to the post-Restoration composers ; only stopping to

remark that, though during the Commonwealth church music

was of course never heard and perhaps rarely written and

public musical performances of every kind discouraged or

prohibited, the musical art appears to have been a good deal

cultivated in private.

On the restoration of Charles II., such musicians as were

still living, and had not forgotten their art, were drawn from

their retreats and placed in positions where their talents might

fmd exercise. Their training, tastes and habits however a\ ere

of another age., Modern illustrations of the legend of " The

Seven Sleepers,^^ they woke up in a world for whose ways they

had had no preparation ; old-fashioned people, learned in canon

and believing in the ecclesiastical modes, called upon to furnish

material for the Chapel, and the Chamber Royal,—Charles II.

being king.

" His Majesty, who,'' says an old musical editor, " was a

brisk and airy prince, coming to the crown in the flower and

vigour of his age, was soon, if I may say so, tired with the grave

and solemn way which had been established by Tallis, Byrd,

and others, ordered the composers of his chapel to add sym-

phonies, &c., with instruments, to their anthems, and thereupon

established a select number of his private musicians to play the

symphony and ritornelles which he had appointed. The old

masters of music. Dr. Child, Dr. Christopher Gibbons,t

and Mr. Low, organists to his Majesty, hardly knew how to

* There is a full account of the former in Roger North's " Memoirs of

Music." Loudon, 1846. f Son of Orlando.
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comport themselves with these new-fanf^led ways, hut proceeded

in their compositions according to the old style.

" In about lour or five years' time, some of the forwardcst

and brightest children of the Chapel began to be masters of a

faculty in composing ; this his Majesty greatly encouraged, by

indulging their youthful fancies, so that every month at least

they produced something new of this kind/^

The ^' children" more particvdarly alluded to in this extract

were Pelliam Humphrey, Michael Wise, and John Blow. In

the few works which have been preserved of the first of these

there seem to me to be indications of genius, unquestionably of

taste, of a very high order. Whether the development of a

great composer would have been possible, in England, at the

time Humphrey was a youth, is a question. In his case

assuredly the experiment cannot be said to have been fairly

tried. He died (in 1674<) at the early age of twenty-seven.

Humphrey was sent by Charles II. to Paris, that he might

receive instruction from Lully. The direct advantages .of his

visit were probably limited to frequent hearing of his master^s

compositions, with now and then a hint from the busy Superin-

tendent about his own The indirect advantages of it are most

manifest, not only in his own compositions but in those of his

fellow-students Wise and Blow and of their immediate suc-

cessors in the Chapel Koyal, the most distinguished of whom
was Henry Purcell.

I remember, when I first became acquainted with the works

of Lully, being much astonished to recognise many passages

and turns of expression which I had heretofore believed to be the

invention of Purcell, whose greater opportunities and possibly

greater genius have enabled him to shut out from the view of

posterity his immediate predecessors. Humphrey's connexion

w^ith Lully explains everything. The passages and turns in

question are in no respect indigenous ; they may be traced first
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to Lully, and then in many cases to Carissimi, on whom Lully

avowedly formed his style.

In Humphrey's anthem ''O Lord my God" is a passa^i^p

which will at once illustrate my meaning, and give you an

opportunity of judging whether my estimate of Humphrey's

genius is too high. Many of his modulations and turns of

melody have, since his day, been much hackneyed ; but they

must have been very striking when first heard. The plan of the

movement too, if not original, is at least uncommon.

FROM THE ANTHEM "O LORD MY GOD."

PeLHAM HUMPHllEY.

_^ Bass.
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But Humphrey, and every other English composer of his

epoch has, as I have said, been eclipsed by the nearer form of

Purcell; the musician who has been regarded by all musical

historians as the representative of English music, and the type

3f English composers. Though considerably more extended

than that of Humphrey, PurcelPs life likewise was a short one.

He lived only thirty-seven years; from 1658 to 1695. As with

most other great musicians, the powers of Purcell are as

remarkable for their variety as for their extent. Specimens of
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c\ iMT form })ractiscd in his day arc to be found in his numerous

works ; ('hurch Anthems and Services, Latin Motets, Operas,

Cantatas, dt'tachcd Songs, Duets and otlicr vocal pieces, and a

prodii2^ious quantity of instrumental music ; Sonatas for stringed

instruments, and what was then termed Curtain Music, played

in theatres between the acts of plays.

Purcell was the first Engli.4imau to demonstrate the possi-

bility of a national opera. His essays of this kind may still be

studied with advantage as models ; models which unfortunately

till of late years, have remained without imitaticm. No Enjrlish-

man of the last century succeeded in following Purcell's lead

into this domain of art; none indeed would seem even to have

understood in what his excellence consisted, or how his success

was attained. His dramatic music exhibits the same qualities

which had already made the success of LuUy
;

qualities which,

near a century later, made the success of Gluck, and in our own

time have made that of Meyerbeer,—more or less of musical

invention and musical science (as the case may be) but these

gifts and acquirements kept in subordination, and exclusively

devoted to one object, the carrying on and giving eflfect to the

business of the drama.

For some years after PurcelFs death (in 1695) his com-

positions, of whatever kind, were the chief, if not the only,

music heard in England. His reign might have lasted longer,

but for the advent of a musician who, though not perhaps more

highly gifted, had enjoyed immeasurably greater opportunities

of cultivating his gifts, and who (during this Period everything)

was born nearly thirty years later.

I speak of George Frederick Handel, so large a portion of

whose life was spent iu England, and so large a portion of whose

works owe their origin to English suggestion, that not only we

ourselves but foreigners, hardly excepting even his own country-

men, look upon him as more than half an Englishman.

Whatever good influences we may have had in giving a
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direction to Handel's genius, however much he may have owed

to his lon«^ residence among us, Handel was by birth a German,

aiyl by education a citizen of the world. Music (let us never

forget it) is a universal language, and Handel had the advantage

of studying it wherever, for the time being, it was most and best

spoken.

No musical biography is so generally known and so easily

accessible as that of Handel. I will not take up your time by

the recital of what many of you must know already, but content

myself with recalling a few particulars which bear immediately

on what I shall have to say about his writings.

He was born in the year 1685, at Halle, in Saxony. Having

exhibited the usual precocity of musical genius, he was placed

early under the instruction of Zachau, then organist of Halle

Cathedral. At the early age of fourteen, the death of his father,

a man of whom enough has been recorded to account for some

of Handel's subsequent success, threw him on his own resources.

He made his way to Hamburg, then at the height of its com-

mercial prosperity, and obtained a place as violinist in the opera

orchestra, at that time under the direction of Keiser, one of the

greatest musicians then living. In 1705 (setat. 20) he produced,

at Hamburg, his first opera, '^ Almira,'^ which he followed

shortly by three others; these four being the only operas

(almost the only works) with German words he ever set.

After three years' residence in Hamburg, Handel found

himself able to realize the object of every young musician's

ambition at this epoch, a visit to Italy.

A glance at the chronological tables will exhibit better than

any description, however complete, what temptations the warm
South was able to hold out, at the beginning of the last century,

to a young Saxon musician more conversant with the necessaries

than the luxuries of his art, and who, however conscious of his

strength, must have felt and known his weakness in respect to

that grace which, when not inborn, is rather a subtle
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essence to be unconsciously inhaled than matter directly com-

muiiical)le.

At Naples he would find Alessandro Scarlatti in the fullest

exercise of his ripened powers, busy with the organization of

that great school which sent forth, a little later, Vinci, Leo,

Durante, Pergolcsi, and the Saxon Hasse ; a little later still,

Jomelli, Siicchini, Gugliemi ; and, more recently, Paesiello and

Cimarosa. At Rome he might still catch some of the latest J

accents of the patriarch of modern instrumental music, Corelli

;

and study with reverend curiosity those grand musical forms

the fleshless skeletons of which still mock the past greatness of

the Sistine Chapel. At Venice again he would find one of the

most learned and inventive musicians of the Third Period,

Antonio Lotti, presiding over the music of the Republic ; with

fellow labourers like Marcello, Gasparini, and Stefi'ani

—

who, like Rubens, occasionally samusait d'etre amhassadeur.

More than all perhaps to one so thoroughly grounded in the

grammar of his art, Handel would hear for the first time the most

eminent of those practitioners of what even in Italy was then a

new, and everywhere else an unknown art, the art of singing.

To every one of these centres of civilization, however,

Handel was rich enough to give something in exchange for

what he took away from it. He wrote unceasingly both for

the theatre and the chamber. After between two or three

years' residence, or more properly locomotion, in Italy, he

turned his thoughts and his steps northward; and while de- J

liberating as to which of many offers of permanent homes he

should accept, he fell in at the court of the Elector of Hanover

(afterwards our George I.), with some English nobleman who

induced him to visit this country. Handel arrived in London

at the close of 1710 (setat. 25); and, with the exception of a

few flying visits to the Continent, the remainder of his life was

spent in England.

No one, musical or unmusical, need be told that Handel
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owes his place in the hearts of his countrymen by adoption, to

that matchless series of dramas and epics in which he has

illustrated the great facts and the great truths of Holy Writ.

Yet this series, long as it is, forms but a portion of his entire

works, and indeed was the occupation of those years in which

most men shrink from new undertakings. Over and above these

Oratorios (more than twenty in number), Handel is the com-

poser of a vast number of anthems, psalms, hymns and

motets ; odes, canticles, duets and trios ; of innumerable

organ concertos, oboe concertos, harpsichord lessons, con-

certantes, sonatas, trios, &c. &c., and of some forty operas.

Indeed, his introduction to this country was made as an opera

composer. For more than a quarter of a century Handel

struggled with every kind of difficulty and discouragement in

his connexion with the opera stage ; never but once attempting

the particular form of art in which he was destined at last to

make so grand aiid original a reputation. So long is it some-

times before a man finds out, or the world finds out for him,

the particular work which he has been sent into the world to

do. To Handel's failure, not as an opera composer but as an

opera manager, we owe " Israel in Egypt'' and the " Messiah."

He attained the ripe age of fifty-three, before he fairly began

that new career which has not only given him a place in the first

rank of musical inventors but has connected his name with the

loftiest and the most important subjects that can occupy the

thoughts and move the affections of men.

In the year 1737 Handel's career as an opera manager and

as it proved as an opera composer came to an end, so dis-

astrously that even his '' iron constitution," hitherto unscathed

by toil or trouble, broke down. His mental faculties were

temporarily disturbed, and he had an attack of paralysis. A
short sojourn at Aix-la-Chapelle, which, greatly against his

inclination, he was induced to make, set him up again, so far

as to enable him to return to London; and in Lent, 1739, he
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inauo^urated, in the old llaymarket Theatre, a series of per-

formaiices which Ironi that time he repeated auimally.

Tweuty years more of life and of work were still accorded to

him; and tweuty years of what noble work ! of work how precious

in its results to the world ! To this epoch we are indebted for

the oratorios '' Deborah/' " Athalia/' ''Saul/' "Israel in

Egypt/' " Messiah/' '' Samson/' '' Joseph/' '' Hercules/'

" Belshazzar/' the '' Occasional Oratorio/' " Judas Mac-

cabeus/' "Alexander Balus/' "Joshua/* "Solomon/'

"Susanna/' "Theodora/' " Jephtha/' and the "Triumph of

Time and Truth."

Some of these works are to a great extent either repetitions

of one another, or made up of pieces adapted from early com-

positions, often designed for very different purposes, and cast

originally in very different forms. Thus, his collection of

" Chamber Duets," published as early as 1711, in Hanover, was

called into requisition in the composition of the most esteemed,

if not the greatest, of his oratorios, the " Messiah." The

choruses, " For unto us a child is born," and " All we like

sheep," are based on movements in this collection which had

before done duty in " Acis and Galatea" and in " Alexander's

Feast," and were still to furnish raw material for " Judas

Maccabeus/' Moreover, there is no disputing the fact that

other people's thoughts, and even their ways of expressing them,

as well as his own, found their way into Handel's scores.

That hundreds of subjects, phrases of melody, forms of

harmony, points of imitation, sequences, and other musical

figures which, having been first introduced to the English public

by Handel, are and always will be called " Handelian," are to

be found in the works of his Italian predecessors, is indisputable

and undisputed. These however are but the " waifs and strays"

of music ; common property of which it would be hard to find

the rightful owner, and therefore best disposed of by annexation

to some great estate.
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But the charges against Ilandel do not end here. The
noble cliorus, " Hear, Jacob's God/' in '' Samson/' is rather a

transcript than an imitation of the "Plorate Filiaj Israel/' in

Carissinii's "Jcphtha/' from which I gave you an extract just

now. The chorus ''Egypt was glad at their departing/' in

'' Israel in Egypt/' is beyond doubt an adaptation of an organ

fugue by a German composer, Kerl, whose works it is certain

Handel had studied, while under the instruction of Zachau, at

Halle. A claim has been made recently on behalf of Stradclla

for the outline at least of the cliorus in the same oratorio,

" He spake the word /' and I suspect, from internal evidence,

that a claimant will some day be found for '' I will exalt Him/'
It is as difficult to believe, as it would be impossible to prove,

that these appropriations, quotations, loans, or whatever you

like to call them, were made consciously. A man of large

possessions may sometimes mistake the boundary line which

divides them from those of his neighbours. Certainly, as com-

pared with what is beyond doubt original in Handel's works,

these plagiarisms, if such they be, amount to next to nothing.

Nor could those from whom they were made reasonably complain

of them. Their ideas were attired by him as they had never

been before, and presented in companionship such as they could

never have found for themselves. For, be the appropriated

jewel what it might, Handel in every instance set it so that its

owner could not, for wonder and shame, have claimed it for his

own. Rather would he have regarded the form in which he

found his thought enshrined, as some old martyr or confessor

might the reliquary whose workmanship had saved from de-

struction some atom of his frame, and kept his name in the

memory of posterity.

I would willingly dwell a little on the personal character of

this great musician and, despite of some failings, good man ; on

the good and the ill fortune which accompanied his remaining

years, the intellectual energy spared to him to the last, and the

K
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physical infirmity, loss of sij^ht, of wliich he ^^ most complained,"

in notes at least equal in pathos to the words of the great poet

who was visited by tlie same aflliction ;—but time fails me, and

these things have been recorded again and again.

Handel died, in the seventy-fifth year of his age, on the 15th

of April, 1759 ; the day of his death being, as he is recorded to

have prayed that it might be. Good Friday.

Were it possible to excite the same interest in the minds of

Englishmen in the life and works of any other composer, it would

assuredly be in those of his countryman and contemporary, John

Sebastian Bach; a man resembling Handel in many particulars,

who, by a singular coincidence, was ])orn in the same year (1685),

and who, like Handel, though a writer in almost every style

practised in his day, owes his fame chiefly to his choral writings^

The story of the two lives, however, has no further resemblance.

The name Handel represents an individual sui generis; that

of Bach, if not a species, a race. There is no record of any one

of HandeVs ancestors or relatives having cultivated, or even cared

about, music; his father seems to have despised it. J. S. Bach was

one of a fifth generation of a race of musicians tracing back their

orisin to the besfinnincr of the sixteenth centurv. Handel left no

descendants; Bach was twice married, and became the father of

eleven sons and nine daughters. All of the former were

musicians by profession, and several of them attained to very

great eminence. Many of the relatives too of J. S. Bach

(uncles, cousins—first, second, and third; once, twice, and

thrice removed) were musicians. Up to about the middle of

the last century, annual gatherings—veritable confluentes—of

Bachs were made at Erfurt, Eisenach, or Arnstadt, at which

as many as a hundred and twenty of them, all musicians, have

been present.

The founder of the Bach family was a baker of Presburg

who, driven thence on account of his Protestant opinions, took

refuge in the village of Wechmar in ^axe Gotha, and set up as
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a miller. He was a lover of music and a performer; taste and

aeeomplishment which he succeeded in communicating to and

cultivating in two of his sons, John and Christopher. John

Sehastian Bach, the grandson of the latter, was born in 16S5,

at Eisenach. Left an orphan at the age of ten, his elder

brother, John Christopher, took charge of him and continued

his musical instruction till the time of his own death, when John

Sebastian was only fifteen. Thrown entirely on his own

resources, he made his way, in company with a schoolfellow, to

Luneburg, where both obtained places as choristers in the

church of St. Michael, and became students in the Gymnasium.

Eager for improvement as a performer on the organ and

harpsichord. Bach during his three years' stay at Luneburg

twice visited Hamburg to hear the celebrated organist lleincke,

then upwards of eighty years of age ; and once also the chapel of

the Duke of Celle, then chiefly composed of French artists.

From Luneburg he proceeded to Weimar, where he became one

of the Court musicians. His desire, however, to improve him-

self continually as an organist soon induced him to become a

candidate for the place of one at Arnstadt. This he obtained.

Here his vicinity to Lubeck brought him within easy access of

Buxtehude, one of the first musicians of his time. To Lubeck

he made many pilgrimages, remaining there on one occasion

three months, that he might profit by the indirect instruction

of its skilful and learned organist ; for it does not appear that

Bach became his pupil, or even made his acquaintance. At one-

and-twenty. Bach was already in considerable repute. Of several

positions offered to him, he accepted one at Miillhausen ; but at

the end of a year, in 1708, during a visit to Weimar, he sc

charmed the Duke by his performance on the organ, that he

made him organist to the Court, and subsequently his concert-

master.

On the death of Zachau (Handel's master), his place at

Hamburg was offered to Bach. He proceeded thither, and

K £
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performed in prcsenoo of the authorities who had made him the

offer ; but (why is not recorded) he did not accept it.

In the year 1717, Bach being then tliirty-two, Louis Mar-

chand, a Parisian organist of considerable repute, arrived at

Dresden and won great admiration at the Court of Augustus by

his performances, extemporaneous and other. Volumier, the

concert-master, well knowinj^ Bach's powers, and jealous for

the honour of his country, invited him to Dresden and made

arrangements for a musical '^ tournament" in which Marchand

and Bach Avere to be the opponents. The former, however,

never entered the field ; on inquiry it was found that he had

quitted Dresden the day before the proposed meeting without

taking leave of anybody.''^ The honours of the occasion of

course remained with Bach ; for though undisputed, none

could deny that they were deservedly his. That Marchand

should of his own free will have entered the lists against a

champion of such known strength and skill is inconceivable.

He was by all account a brilliant and tasteful clavecinist, but

his compositions which have come down to us show him to

have been a feeble and ill-taught musician.

Shortly after his return to Weimar, Prince Leopold of

Anhalt-Ccethen offered him the place of organist and musical

director to his chapel. This post he accepted and held during

thirteen years ;
years of peace and happiness during which he

was free from those pressing needs and anxieties which, though

they often stimulate the productiveness of the artist, as often

act injuriously on the quality of what he produces. One of the

pleasantest incidents of these pleasant years must have been a

second visit he made, in the plenitude of his genius and skill,

to Hamburg, to see once again that same Beincke at whose

feet he had sat as a youth many years before. This time Bach

was the performer, and Reincke, then nearly a hundred years

of age (he was born in 1623), the listener. After a sublime

* This story is effectively told in the novel "Friedemann Bach."
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extemporization on the choral "An Wasserflusseu Babylons/'

the patriarch exclaimed, " I thought this art was lost, but I see

that you have found it.'^

In 1733 Bach succeeded Kuhnau as " Cantor'^ or director of

the Thomas School of Leipzig, from which town he never

migrated, nor indeed, save on one occasion, made even an

excursion. This however was an interesting one. In 1740 his

second son, Carl Philip Emmanuel, took office under the King

of Prussia, Frederick II., at whose desire John Sebastian,

accompanied by his eldest son Friedemann, paid a visit to

Berlin. It was the king's habit—in the intervals of fighting

—

to hold concerts every evening, the most striking if not

pleasing incidents of which were his own performances on the

flute. One of these he was about to begin when, according to

custom, the list of strangers who had reached Potsdam in the

course of the day was put into his hand. After a glance at

this, he turned to the musicians who were waiting to ac-

company him, and said, '* Gentlemen, old Bach is come," and

gave orders that the great master should be conducted to the

palace forthwith. The king, whose flute was for once silenced

for the evening, then proceeded to conduct his travel-stained

guest, followed by the entire musical party, through various

rooms furnished with pianofortes by Silbermann—a maker for

whom some of the earliest improvements in, and even the in-

vention of, the instrument are claimed by his countrymen.

On one after another of these Bach played compositions of his

own, or extemporized on themes given him by the king or those

about him ; making them " discourse,"" as we may well believe,

more " excellent music''' than they had ever discoursed before.

This was Bach's last journey. The closing years of his life

were darkened by the same cloud which overspread those of his

great contemporary and only rival, Handel. He recovered his

sight suddenly a few days before his death, but was seized with

apoplexy almost immediately after. He died on the 30th of
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July, 1750, nine years before Handel. Nine years fewer there-

fore were allotted to him.

During his lifetime, and indeed for many years after his death,

Bach's name was far more widely known than were his eom-

positions. Many causes contributed to this. He worked always

rather for himself than for others ; to relieve an irrepressible

productive power rather than to please or, as Handel would

have said, to " improve'^ others. Of his compositions it is

probable a vast number were never performed in his hearing

;

and of those that were, the mnjority, it is equally probable,

were never performed but once. Communication too in the

first half of the last century was everywhere difficult. The

report of a great work performed in Leipzig might be months

in reaching Dresden ; the work itself years. Certain it is that

in 1788, thirty-eight years after Bach's death, Mozart, in

passing through Leipzig, heard for the first time one of his

church cantatas. From him, probably acquainted with more

music than any musician of his age, its performance called

forth the. exclamation, ^^ Heaven be praised, here is something

new j from this something is to be learnt." No score of the

work being accessible, or perhaps extant, he had the separate

parts spread out before him, and spent many hours in their

study, only interrupted by expressions of wonder and delight at

the originality, learning, vigour and beauty of this " new'' music.

Since this time Leipzig has been honourably distinguished as

pre-eminently the custodian of Bach's reputation. In the

Thomas School his works have been, and are still, the object

of the most careful study and practice ; and it is to Leipzig we

owe the projection of the first complete collection of his

compositions ; a collection which has already reached thirty

folio volumes and is still in course of publication.

The influence of Bach's indisputable and undisputed genius

has certainly been checked or restricted in its operation by a

technical cause; the diflSculty, or shall I say ungraciousness, of
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his vocal writing? To speak of tliis great musician as wanting

in melody, would be to speak of him as wanting in a quality

wanting which no musician can be great. But he would seem

never to have felt, though he must have known, a very elemen-

tary truth ; that the voice has peculiarities which take it out of

the category of musical instruments " made with hands." In this

respect, more perliaps than in any other, he differs from

Handel ; and the cause of the difference is revealed in the story

of the two lives. Handel, at the time when the mind is most

apt to receive and to retain impressions, good or bad, travelled

into many lands, and so to speak mastered the musical idioms of

all Europe. The travels of Bach, like those of the " family of

Wakefield," were " from the blue bed to the brown •/' he never

quitted Germany. Not only so, he would seem to have

resisted even the influences brought home to him, which might

in some degree have made amends for this. He must have

heard, or have had the opportunity of hearing, other than the

German singers of his time. Many an Italian Opera Company

must have come within his reach. Is it possible that the

flimsiness of a good deal of the music sung by a Faustina or a

Senesino can have altogether withdrawn his attention from

—

made him altogether insensible to—the exquisite art with which

it was presented ? There is a story of Bach, admiringly told

by some of his biographers, that at Dresden, where the opera

was always open to him, he was wont to say mockingly to his

son Friedemann, " Let us go and hear the little songs (chan-

sonnettes) of Dresden." If he could only have tolerated those

" little songs !" Handel not only tolerated them, but turned

his toleration to account, in learning how to write not only what

is heard but what is sung with pleasure.

Of no composer so great have such widely different opinions

been held as of John Sebastian Bach. There can, of course, be

but one opinion as to his science or invention ; but in regard to

every other qualification of a great K^usician—sentiment, ex-
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prcssion, versatility, tasto— opinions vary to the extent of

assigning to liim, on the one hand, all these in a larger measure

than to any other composer, and, on the other, of denying him

the possession of a single one of them. Neither of these

extreme views can be maintained. J. S. ]5ach was beyond all

question a great and original genius ; one of those men born

but at rare intervals, and to be reared only in particular con-

ditions of the world. Yet it is impossible to deny that his

music is deficient in some element necessary to make it in-

telligible, and therefore acceptable, to the unlearned hearer.

And, wanting this element, whatever it may be, ought any

work of art to be regarded as completely great ? Should we

not at least distrust those works of which artists alone can see the

merit ? Doubtless to fathom the " deepest deeps^^ of a great

mind requires a plummet that few can handle ; but the beauties

of form and colour which adorn its surface are not always the

worst evidences of its profundity.

That the '^Passions Musik'^ and other cognate works of

Bach have hitherto had but a small congregation^ in England,

proves nothing. The place he might have claimed in our affec-

tions was already filled by Handel. But is Bach the Handel

even of Germany ? Does he enter into the musical life of his

countrymen as Handel does into ours? Surely not. HandePs

music is an oak which has struck its roots deep into English

soil, and spread its " hundred arms so strong ^^ to the sun and

the storm of a hundred English summers and winters. Baches

is, so to speak, an exotic, even in Germany ; blooming no

doubt in the Conservatorium and the Akademie, but unfit, as yet

at least, for open-air life. Whether many specimens of it will

ever be acclimatized anywhere remains to be proved.

Be this as it may, some of the productions of this altogether

exceptional master will probably outlive all existing music.

* It has largely increased among us since this was written—whether

permanently time will show. So indeed has Handel's in Germany.
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His forty-eight Fugues Avliicli, with as many Prchulcs, consti-

tute tlie work originally entitled " Das wohl-temperirte

Clavier/^ are the best examples of their class ; and their clasfj

is of all others the least susceptible to the influences of poi)ular

taste. Fugue is the concentrated essence of what we now call

music. It derives nothing from any association with temporal

things; it expresses no human emotion, still less does it describe

or suggest the actual or even the possible in their relations to

ourselves. It has its own aims, and it reaches them in its own

way. One can conceive a time—and rejoice in not living in

it—when the Preludes to these incomparable productions shall

have ceased to have an interest for mankind. That the Fuirues

which follow them should know the same fortune is incon-

ceivable. It is hard to picture them as having ever been new

;

harder as ever becoming old. They are Immortals, incognoscent

alike of youth or age. We rarely think of a composer, of a

2Joet—in the prirtiary or secondary sense of the word—in con-

nexion with them ; never that any one of them, given its

initiatory motif, could be other than what it is—the necessary

deductions from a given premiss. They are not so much works

of an individual, as things long })rc-existent, with which we

have somehow been made acquainted. One would as soon

think of criticiswg these impersonal, passionless, inevitable

entities as of criticising the earth, the air, or the sea. One

hesitates equally to apply to or withhold from them the epithets

"sublime" or ^' beautiful ;''^ and the single-minded old

Cantor who " found ""^ them would doubtless have wondered at

anybody applying either. But they give to those who master

them a sense of satisfaction which, viewing the limits of

human power, works of different—possibly higher—aim never

can give, save to students able to discern, through the obvious

and imperfect accomplishment of the artist, his occult and

possibly perfect intention.
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THE FOURTH PERIOD.

\Vk have seen how, in the course of three centuries, music has,

so to speak, made the tour of Europe ; first Belgium and

Northern France, then Italy, and then Germany becoming

successively its head-quarters and its home.

It was in the early part of the last century only that

Germany began to make for herself a distinct place among the

musical nations of Europe ; but from about the middle of that

century, when the career of J. S. Bach ended, that place has

been indisputably the first. In every department of the

musical art but one, singing, the German School has equalled,

if not surpassed, all others. Even in opera, wherein the

element of nationality obtains so largely, Germany has been

able to lend two composers, Gluck and Meyerbeer, to the most

national of all nations, the French; while under her hands

instrumental music has been so unprecedentedly developed, has

taken forms so extensive and so various, that she may be fairly

said to have opened up a new world to musical Europe.

It would be very much easier to exhibit the progress of

music, or indeed the progress of anything, had its steps in all

cases been taken at easily ascertained periods, or could they

always be attributed to easily ascertained persons. In fact,

narrative would be very much less troublesome if the materials

for it lay in strata, like the formation of the earth's crust.

But events are very indiff'ercnt to the convenience of those who

have to narrate them ; and they frequently compel us to dis-
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appoint our hearers, by carryinj^ their thouglits back to times

and to facts which have already received what might have been

thoutrht their full share of attention.

Thus, with this new world of German art all before us, we

must pause for a moment to look back on the old one we are

about to leave, and to consider what it has given to this new

one we are about to enter.

A glance at the Chronological Table will remind you that

from very early times there have been musicians in Germany.

Of these the Table does not present anything like a complete

catalogue ; it does not do so in relation even to Belgium, so

important in the Second Period. Long lists of German musi-

cians who flourished in the early part of the sixteenth century

appear in the works of native musical historians, who are

obliged however to admit that their compositions never, like

those of their Belgian contemporaries, found their way into

Italy nor, strange to say, attained any success even in the great

capitals and courts of Germany. Of these masters Senfl and

Walther have been rescued from the catalogue of mere names

bv their connexion with Luther and the Reformation. In

Forkel's '^Allgemeine Gesehichte der Musik,^'^ among other

contemporary native works, is a composition by Stephen Mahu

which gives a high idea of the science and (what in his day was

much more rare) even the taste of that master. It is written

in five parts, in a grandiose and flowing style, and might be

termed a moteij but that it is set to some words evidently

intended to be humorous but of which the humour is not very

obvious.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, again, appear the

names of other musicians whose works attained not much

circulation even in Germany, and none elsewhere. Attention

has lately been drawn to one of these, Gumpelzheimer, by a

distinguished French critic, M. Fetis, who speaks of him as a

* Vol. ii. p. 6S6.
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composer far in advance of his contemporaries, and whose

works even present examples of some of the effects claimed as

the subsequent invention of Monteverde. It is singular that

Gumpclzheimer^s compositions, many of them in print, should

have been before the world for nearly three centuries without

ever having excited like notice or admiration till now.

These and other musicians, however, if not men of genius,

were at least men of culture, cognisant of the theory, and well

trained in the practice of their art—of one branch of the latter

especially, and that requiring, beyond all others, the pro-

foundest acquaintance with, and the readiest use of all the

resources of, musical science, organ-playing. Germany has long

been pre-eminently the land of organs and of organ-players.

Of the two greatest advances possible in the instrument itself,

the formation of the finger-board and the addition of pedals,

the latter certainly, as has been already shown, was the inven-

tion of a German, known as Bernardo Tedesco. Much as this

noble instrument has been improved in modern times, espe-

cially in those nearest to us, no improvement has been made,

perhaps none could be made, to be compared in importance

with that of Bernardo. For the inventor of pedals, in adding

to the resources of the performer, added to the resources of

music ; calling into existence of necessity notes of depth and

volume unknown before.

Strange to say, the German School of Music does not seem

to have been seriously affected even by the intense and pro-

tracted misery brought on Germany by the Thirty Years' ^Var.

The acts of that fearful tragedy range from the year 1618 to the

middle of the seventeenth century ; and it was during those and

the years immediately following, that innumerable musicians

about whose ability there can be no reasonable doubt (among

them were the teachers of Handel and Bach) received their

education. No reader of history need be told that times of

politi'^'^1 perturbation have been mostly favourable to the pro-
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duction of men of genius. In such times public events follow

one anotlicr with unusual rapidity, private life becomes more

varied and adventurous, and the imagination is nourislied from

a thousand sources which are closed to it when things take their

ordinary course. But it is altogether exceptional, surely, to

find a country emerging from a struggle which cost her,

according to some historians, two-thirds of her population, with

a large staff—not of inventive, undisciplined musicians of genius,

but—of uninventive, well-informed, well-trained contrapuntists.

That such was the case in Germany after the Thirty Years'

War is certain ; and nothing could have been niore fortunate,

so far as the modern German school was concerned. To this

cause, in a very great degree at least, must the pre-eminence of

that school be attributed. The English composers of the six-

teenth century, as we have already seen, rivalled in number and

in excellence even their Italian contemporaries. Those of Ger-

many hold no place beside them. Yet our civil wars of the

seventeenth century, followed by the Commonwealth, annihilated

the old English school of music, and left the post-Restoration

composers with that " too much liberty/' the weight of which

impedes the action of the most original minds. That Pelham

Humphrey, Blow, and more especially Purcell, were persons

richly endowed by nature with musical genius, is certain ; and

that the evidence of this genius is to be sought in their intention

rather than their execution, is as much so.

And here I cannot refrain from pressing on your attention a

fact, in respect to music, not often noticed, and more rarely

appreciated,—that no lasting musical reputation has been

erected on any but a deep and solid foundation of musical

science. The shallowest and least-instructed hearer soon loses

his interest in an ill-constructed composition. A well-con-

structed composition may be dull ; every scholar is not a man

of genius. But an ill-constructed one induces something worse

than weariness, disgust.
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The most popular composers the worhl has yet seen have

been also the most learned ; and the decline in reputation of

many a man of genius is due, not so mueli to change of fashion

or improvement in the resources of his art since he practised it,

as to some deficiency in his training, put out for a moment even

from his own sight by the brilliancy of his invention.

If I add that the most original works of every great musician

have been produced towards the close of his career, let his

career have been long or short, I shall only confirm my asser-

tion that the music most pleasing, even to the common auditor,

is also the most scientific.

The German musicians of the Second, and the first years of

the Third, Period exhibited little, perhaps no, genius or in-

dividuality; but they were, I repeat, musicians—scholars in

music. And the traditions of their scholarship were unbroken,

even by the Thirty Years' War. J. Amboise Bach, the father

of J. Sebastian Bach, was an accomplished musician; so were

his grandfather J. Christopher, and his great-grandfather

Hans Bach. HandePs master, Zachau, was but an average

example of a very numerous body of thoroughly well-trained

Qiasters of the musical art and science of their day. Such men

make the best of teachers ; and it is only when original genius

has had the advantage of the severe discipline, the sobering in-

fluence, which they are able to bring to bear upon it, that it has

escaped the perils which always threaten, and the disgraces

which so often have overtaken, it.

Science however, it need not be said, will not make a

complete artist; not even with invention superadded to it.

There is a grace "beyond the reach of art,'' but with which

art must somehow become imbued, in the absence of wliich the

most original and well-ordered ideas will be wanting in charm,

and will fail in obtaining acceptance with the world. Doubtless

the business of a great artist is to touch the heart ; but he can

only get at the heart thronj^h the ear or the eye; fastidious

L
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members, wliich do not take easily to those wliosc appearance is

against thera.

The German School of the seventeenth century was, to a

great extent, wanting in this grace ; and there is every likeli-

hood that it would have continued to want it till now, but fur

the Italians. Look ap;ain at the Chronological Table. Of the

German composers of the eighteenth century whose names you

see there, and of .many others of less note whose names are

omitted, the majority were directly affected by Italian teaching

and Italian example. Of Handel I have already spoken. Hassc^

whose deficiencies were revealed to hira by the very means

which would have concealed them from an inferior man, the

production of a successful opera, set off immediately afterwards

for Italy, where he remained seven years; long enough indeed

to acquire an Italian sobriquet, " II Sassone.'' Graun, his con-

temporary, and like him a singer as well as a composer, owed

the foundation of his style to the happy accident of a residence

in early life at Dresden, where he had frequent opportunities of

hearing the operas of the Venetian Lotti, performed by Tesi,

Senesino, and other Italian singers. Gluck, of whom more

hereafter, spent four years of his early manhood in Italy. So

with many others.

On the other hand, both the Scarlattis, father and son, spent

many years in Germany, whither indeed most of the pupils of

the School of Naples, founded, you will remember, by the

former, made their way at some time of their lives. Of these

the most influential, perhaps, was Nicolo Porpora, the best

years of whose long and laborious life were passed in Germany.

He had the honour, as we shall see presently, to become one of

the teachers of Joseph Haydn.

Up to the close of the last century the only operas performed

in Germany were the works of Italians or, in some few

instances, operas in the Italian language, set by German

composers (Winter, for example) who strove in every way to
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form tlicmsclvcs on the Italian model. The majority of the

works of Graun arc Italian operas, in which he himself, like his

contemporary Hasse, acted and sung. The greater part of

Handel's life, you will rememher, was spent in the setting of

Italian opera books; and he came to England avowedly as an

'* eminent Italian master," a designation often api)lied to him

at the time. The only thoroughly German opera composer

worthy especial mention belongs to an earlier epoch than that of

which I am now speaking. This was Reinhard Keyser, a man

doubtless of great genius and even greater industry. He is said

to have produced no less than a hundred and eighteen musical

dramas, besides innumerable divertissements, serenades, cantatas,

and other pieces. He combined with the occupation afforded

by the composition of these, the office (never a sinecure) of

Managing Director of the Opera-house at Hamburg. Assuredly

as his operas were shorter, so his opera singers must have been

more manageable, than those of later times. Keyser''s school

died with him. Gluck, who might have breathed new life into

it, was as unresisting to the influence of Italian taste, in the

early part of his career, as the most commonplace of his

contemporaries.

But perhaps the recent music of northern Europe owes more

of its fancy and refinement to the influence of the singers, than

even of the composers, of Italy. No form of the musical art

has such charm for learned and unlearned ; none appeals to so

large a public ; none exercises the same amount of influence

—

inlluence not confined to musical practice, but reacting, usefully

and gratefully, on that to which it owes its existence, com-

position. The last century is pre-eminently the age of great

Italian singers. The name of more than one has come down to

us from the preceding century ; more especially that of

Stradclla, whose romantic story is perhaps more widely known

tlian anything else in musical history. Stradclla, however, was

also a composer of great merit, and should be regarded

L t
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rather as a modern representative of the old Troiirfire than as a

mere singer, in our sense of the term. There have been

singers, doubtless, time immemorial. A beautiful voice giving

expression to real sentiment is, in a certain sense, singing.

But the art first taught in the schools of Italy, about the end

of the seventeenth century, was something as much greater

than this as the whole is greater than its part.

The achievements of the modern German school are so

numerous, so splendid and, more than all, so recent, that those

even who are most familiar with musical history reckon up,

with a kind of unwilling surprise, the obligations of that school

to the Italian ; and those who know nothing of musical history

are absolutely incredulous as to the extent of those obligations.

Let us see what they amount to.

(1.) The Italians are the inventors of some, and the perfecters

or at least improvers of most^ of the instruments used in the

modern orchestra.

(2.) The resources of these instruments were first developed

in Italy, and the earliest great performers on them were Italians.

(3.) Not only were the Oratorio and the Opera born and

bred in Italy, but every distinct form of musical composition,

instrumental as well as vocal, is the invention of Italians.

The demonstration of this will not take us long.

(IJ Instrumental performance is only possible and tolerable

under certain conditions. Without approximate mechanical

perfection its means and appliances are useless, or worse

than useless; from instruments of music they become in-

struments of torture. In respect to a great and complex

machine like an organ, with its multitudinous array of pipes,

pallets, feeders, and trackers—its animal, vegetable, and mineral

being—this will be obvious. It will be within everybody's ex-

perience or observation too that even a pianoforte, so much less

intricate than an organ, is useless unless it will keep in tune a

leasonaljle time, and answer always to the touch. But it is not
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so evident that a performer on the violin or violoncello, com-

paratively so simple in form and construction, is just as much

at the mercy of his instrument. Yet this is certainly the case.

The proverb, " Good workmen do not quarrel with their tools/'

has no application to musical performance.

Without perfect instruments perfect execution is impossible;

and, failing this, instrumental music itself could never have

reached any high degree of excellence. The judicious composer

will abstain from demanding impossibilities of his executants,

but he is justified in taxing their skill to the utmost, when the

utmost skill is needed for the interpretation of his thoughts.

An average full orchestra consists (1) of violins, violas,

violoncellos, and double-basses; and (2) of flutes, oboes,

clarionets, bassoons, horns, trumpets, trombones, and kettle-

drums. Other instruments are, exceptionally, added. Of these

instruments, the first-named class outnumbers the pthers

greatly. We rarely, for instance, admit more than two flutes,

two oboes, two clarionets, or two bassoons, into the same

orchestra; and we frequently have as many as twenty-four

violins, eight violas, and as many violoncellos and double-

basses ;—in all, fifty stringed instruments. Till the beginning

of the Fourth Period the orchestra consisted chiefly, and often

wholly, of this latter class. Its importance is still paramount.

The undoubted ignorance of the cultivated nations of an-

tiquity of bowed instruments, is one of the strongest arguments

against the possibility of their having had anything worthy to

be called orchestral music. That the bow is a very ancient in-

vention is now ascertained beyond doubt ; but it was long used

only by very rude nations, and its latent powers have only been

recognised in modern times, aad developed quite recently. The

viols of our ancestors, even of the seventeenth century, were, it

is certain, utterly inadequate to the force, rapidity and, above

all, expression attainable through modern stringed instru-

ments,—without which, I repeat, modern instrumental music
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could not 1)0 ])( rformed, and would, therefore, never have been

written.

The rapid development of the viol family into the viola,

violino, violone (or contrabasso), and violoncello, may be fairly

called an invention, and an invention the honour of which is

due to the Italians. That of the violin has been claimed for,

or rather hu, the French, on, I believe, one single plea; that in

some early Italian scores (e.f/.y Monteverde's Orfco) are found

the words '^ Piccoli violini alia Francese.'^ There is good

reason for believing that these "Piccoli violini'^ were instru-

ments analogous to the " kits^^ used to this day by dancing-

masters. But granting them to have been violins proper, their

appearance in Monteverde^s score, published as lo.te as 1615,

proves nothing. Yincenzo Galilei asserts in his " Dialogues ^^

(printed at Venice in 1568), that the violino and the violoncello

were both invented by the Neapolitans. Montaigne has re-

corded that he heard violins in the great church (St. Zeno ?) at

Verona, in 1578. Corelli possessed a violin which had been

decorated by the Bolognese painter Annibale Caracci, who died

in 1609 ; and, to complete the case of the Italians, the first

great performer on the violin of whom we have any account was

an Italian, Baltazarini, who was brought or sent for into

France by Catherine de^ Medici, in 1577. No specimen of a

French violin, no record of a French violinist, has come down

to us of anything like these early dates. The invention of the

violoncello, again, has been claimed on behalf of a certain Abbe

Tardieu, of Provence, who lived in the beginning of the last

century. It is certain, however, that Battistini, a Florentine,

had brought the instrument into France at the end of the pre-

ceding century. Specimens both of the violoncello and of the

contrabasso, of Italian fabrication of the beginning of the

seventeenth century, are not rare. A representation of one of

the latter appears in the well-known picture of Paul Veronese,

•"The Marriage at Cana/' painted c, ] 060. The figure in the
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foreground, near the centre (a portrait of Titian), plays

upon it.

I may add tliat tlic present form of bow used for the violin,

viola, iind violoncello is the invention of Viotti, that for the

double-bass, of Dragonetti ; both Italians.

The origin of the reed, like that of the bow, is lost in an-

tiquity : the oboe, however, was greatly improved about the end

of the last century by the brothers Besozzi, natives of Parma.

The bassoon is the invention of a Canon of Pavia, Afranio,

dating as early as 1539.

So much for the orchestral instruments. The catalogue of

Italian inventions is not yet, however, exhausted ; for I have to

add to it one more interesting perhaps than any to which I

have yet referred—that of the pianoforte, which was invented

by Bartolomeo Cristofali, a native of Padua, about the year

1710. The priority of his claim, not uncontested, has been

established beyond doubt by an article in the '' Giornale dci

Litterati d'ltalia,^^"^ written by the celebrated antiquary

Scipione Maffei.t

(3.) As might be expected, the first great performers on

these instruments were compatriots of their first great factors.

I might add that tlie line has been unbroken, and that the last,

as well as the first, eminent performers on most of them have

been Italians. We have seen Baltazarini in France, in the

sixteenth century. A little later we hear of Bassani, the

teacher of Corelli, then of Corelli^s pupil Geminiani ; of Tartini,

renowned also for his discoveries in acoustics, of Giardini and

Viotti ; and later still, in our own day, of Paganini. Not to

multiply instances, in the last century the most eminent players

on the violoncello, were the Cervettos, father and son; while

the powers of the contrabasso owe their development to a

* Vol. V. p. 14i.

t See *' The Pianoforte, its Origin," A,c. By Edw. Rimbault,
Cluip. vii.
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musician only recently taken from among us, Dragonctti, whom
doubtless many here present remember perfectly well.

(3.) For these instruments, siniijly or combined, every

description of music was first written by Italians.

The earliest quartet for stringed instruments of which we

have any account, was the work of Gregorio Allcgri who died

in 1652. The trios and concertos of Corelli, which range from

1683 to 1713, present the only examples of instrumental music

of this date which is still able to give pleasure. Without dis-

paragement to the claims of Iladyn as an inventor, it must be

admitted that his Italian contemporary, Boccherini, published

excellent chamber music, which attained great circulation,

while Iladyn was still comparatively unknown.

The invention of the overture is generally attributed to

J. B. Lully, whose life and works were assuredly French, but

who was born at Florence.

The earliest writer for the keyed instruments which pre-

ceded the pianoforte, who attained European fame, was Fresco-

baldi, a native of Ferrara, whose first publication is dated 1615.

The most distinguished of the founders of the modern piano-

forte school was Clementi, whose long residence in our own

country does not alter the fact that he was born (in 1755) at

Rome.

I need not repeat that unaccompanied vocal music attained

high perfection in Italy even in the sixteenth century, and that

all those grand forms which result from the combination of

instruments with voices were at least outlined by Italian hands.

The names oratorio, opera (seria e buffa), cantata,, serenata—

I

will not add to the list—tell their own story and proclaim their

origin.

If, then, we consider the relative conditions of Italian and

German music in the first half of the last century, our surprise

at the influence of the former on the latter will be considerably

lessened. Musical Germany was in the only condition which
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can enable a nation or an inclividual to derive advantage from

association with its elders. It liad natural strength developed

by a certain amount of judicious training—energy, freshness,

aptitude. It lacked refinement, ease, grace—all those products

of old civilization in which Italy had become so rich. To

know these was to appreciate them ; and once appreciated

they were easy to turn to account in new directions and in

new forms. The results of this achievement were first com-

pletely exhibited in the works of Joseph Haydn. Not but that

very meritorious attempts at grafting Italian sweetness on

German strength had been made by his predecessors. To one

of them especially modern music owes a large debt of grati-

tude. From no account of this, however rapid or however

slight, should the name of Carl Philip Emmanuel Bach be

omitted. This composer, sometimes called Bach of Berlin, was

the second son of the great John Sebastian Bach. To say that

he was his fathef^s pupil is to say that he was well instructed

in all the musical science of his time. He was a youth when

the flood of Italian art spread over Germany was still

rising. It has left its impress on his works which, without

ceasing to be national or individual, have an ease and sweetness

that only southern sympathies could have given them. After

some years of comparative neglect, attention has recently been

recalled to this very elegant writer, whose pianoforte or, more

properly, clavichord music* is within the reach of very

moderate mechanical powers. There are two beautiful speci-

mens of it in Dr. Rimbault^s ^'^ Origin of the Pianoforte ;" and

a small collection has recently been published in Paris, edited

by M. Fetis.

In an interesting account of a visit to C. P. Emmanuel Bach, Dr,

Buriiey says, " In the pathetic and slow movements, wherever he had a

long note to express, he absolutely contrived to produce, from his instru-

ment, a cry of sorrow and complaint, such as can only be eflected upoi
the clavichord, and perhaps by himself."—*' Present State of Music ic

Germanv," vol. ii. 270.
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I must return, liowcvcr, to llaydn, whose epoch—for it

includes that of Mozart—demands all the time and attention

we have to spare for it.

Of the facts of Haydn's outer life, which arc accessible in

many popular forms, I shall content myself with mentioning

that he was born at Rohrau, near Vienna, in 17-^2, and that

liis first instructor was his father, who combined with the trade

of a wheelwright the somewhat incompatible professions of

magistrate, sacristan, and organist. As a child he was brought

early under the notice of Reiiter, Chapel-master of St.

Stephen's, Vienna, in the choir of which he remained till the

loss of his (treble) voice threw him on the world without

friends or calling ; his sole possessions a worm-eaten clavecin,

two treatises on the theory of music (the '^ Gradus ad Par-

nassum'' of Fux, and the " Vollkomene Kapellmeister" oi

Mattheson), and the first six sonatas of C. P. Emmanuel Bach.

A very poor hair-dresser named Keller—his name deserves to

be recorded—wlio had formerly admired Haydn's singing when

he had a voice, offered him a home and a garret mi sixieme, in

which, having installed himself, he set to work, unaided, to

fathom the mysteries of harmony and counterpoint, and to

make himself a clavecinist. After a time, a few engagements

just prevented his being a burden to his good host, the locality

of whose dwelling had a singular influence on Haydn's fortunes.

In the same Jiotel lived the poet Metastasio, through whose

introduction he was made known to the Venetian ambassador,

in whose service was the eminent composer and singing-master

Porpora, at this time upwards of seventy years of age.

Perhaps it would have been impossible to have found, in all

Europe, two persons more likely to be of use at this time to a

young German musician of genius, industry, and modesty such

as Haydn's, than Metastasio and Porpora. Though not a pro-

found musician, Metastasio possessed considerable knowledge of

the art; and the particular direction his poetical genius had
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taken, and his manner of life, must have made him one of the

best of musical critics. Porpora, on tlie other liand, was

steeped in the musical science of his time, and his taste, both

in music and in musical execution, had been formed and

polished by long familiarity with the finest models.

The counsels of Metastasio were given with unhesitating

kindness ; but those of Porpora had to be earned by somewhat

lunniliating services, and the endurance of continual ill- humour.

During a visit he made, in the ambassador's suite, to the baths

of Manensdorf, Haydn descended every morning to the old

Maestro's room, brushed his clothes, cleaned his shoes, and

powdered his wig,—not pleasant offices for the young artist,

but amply indemnified to him by some precious bit of knowledge

or morsel of criticism thrown at, rather than given to him, from

time to time, in part payment for them. Haydn's amiability

md aptitude, however, at length found their way to some weak

place in old Porpora's heart, and fairly opened the stores of his

[earning to his volunteer valet de chambre. How long he

jnjoyed the advantage of these instructions has not been

•ecorded. Porpora is supposed to have died about the year

L758, when Haydn must have been four-and-twenty. From

ibout this time, almost to the day of his death, a period of fifty

>^ears, Haydn continued without intermission the exercise of his

nvention ; letting no day pass without a line, and growing from

^ear to year in skill, facility, and reputation.

The number of his compositions is said to amount to about

light hundred. Some of these were, of course, short if not

ilight productions : but not a few are works of* great extent and

ligh finish. For example, Haydn is the composer of four

)ratorios, of twenty-two operas, of nineteen masses, of eighty-

hree instrumental quartets, and of a hundred and eighteen

)rohcstral symphonies. Many of his minor works have perished,

i^^hile in the service of the Prince Nicolas Esterhazy he wrote a

mndred and sixty-three pieces for the baryton, an instrument
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of the now extinct family of viols, on Avhicli the Prince was 2

l)erformer. Nearly all of these were destroyed by fire. II

would be unreasonal)le, however, to regard their composition as

lost labour. The process must have added to the composer's

facility of expression ; and it is probable, as in the case o]

Handel, that many ideas first called into existence in connexior

with i\\e^e pieces de circoiisiance, were afterwards reproduced, in

more developed and more permanent forms. Some of Haydn'j

greater works too maintain their places only in the libraries ol

the curious, and are disturbed only at rare intervals. It maj

be safe to say, that no one of his operas will ever be performed

entire again. But, all these compositions deducted, then

remains, of the work of Haydn, a quantity alike amazing for its

amount, and precious for its invention, science, and beauty.

Of his oratorios, "The lleturn of Tobias,'' ''The Seven Lasi

Words," '^ The Creation,'' and " The Seasons," the second is.

perhaps, that which displays the greatest genius, as the third is

beyond doubt, the most popular. "The Seven Last Words''

was, in its original form, a purely instrumental work ; a series

of symphonies intended to follow immediately on as many shorl

sermons on each of the sentences uttered by our Lord on the

cross. The text was added subsequently, it is said, by Haydn's

younger brother, Michael. It therefore in no way answers tc

the common conditions of an oratorio, and might, with raon

propriety, be called, like some of Bach's works, " Passions

Musik." Some of the individual movements of this work have

perhaps, never been surpassed, in respect whether to sweetness

or energy. They abound in passages which have since become

very common, but which no repetition out of their place car

make less interesting in it—Haydn's score. But the genius o]

the composer can only be fully estimated by regarding the worl

as a whole, and in this respect it is, I believe, altogethei

unique; a succession of nine unconnected movements, all x/^/«^/of

but so various in their subjects and treatment, that they have
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notliing ill common but their solemn pace and tlicir unspeak-

able beauty.

Who shall undertake to say anything that has not been said

before, in praise of the ^^ Creation*' ?—of its fresh and lovely

songs, its bright choruses, its picturesque recitatives?— of the

variety and felicity of its instrumentation ? If the English of

the last century were not very productive of fine music themselves,

they were certainly the cause of productiveness in others. The
" Creation" owes its origin to a visit made by Haydn, in J 791,

to London, where he first heard some of the oratorios of Handel

—themselves English inspirations. These mighty works were

scarcely known, even by name, and assuredly had never been

heard, in Germany, up to this time. It would be easy to

imagine the impression they must have made on Haydn, had

we no evidence of it in the result, which was the production of

something of the same class, but altogether unlike them in

kind. The modesty, judgment, and, let me add, the self-

respect of Haydn, show themselves to great advantage in this

circumstance. A man morally and musically inferior would

have tried to do something like that vvhich he admired, as the

frog tried to be an ox ; and he would have failed, respectably or

ridiculously, as the case might be, but inevitably. Haydn set

to work to do his best, in his own way ; and the result was not

a second-hand, and of necessity second-rate, ^^ Israel in Egypt,*'

but a '^ Creation*'—so different from the works which had

suggested it, that comparison between it and them would be

absurd or impossible.

To bring out at all fully the obligations of modern music to

Haydn, it is necessary to enter for a moment on a matter of

musical technicality—plan, or form, in composition. By either

of these terms is generally understood the order in which the

musical ideas {motifs) of a movement are presented and de-

veloped ; and, in necessary connexion with this, the succession of

scales or keys into and out of which the music passes in its course.
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I liavc already called your attention to the fact that musical

composition involves— I might say, means—the presentation of

one or more passages at not unfrcqucnt intervals, and under

different circumstances.

Now, the old masters practised this art of presenting a given

musical figure iu diflcrent lights, to borrow an expression from

another art, with much skill ; and, from a fancied analogy

which explains itself, they called the passage of a subject in

and out of the various parts of a movement, " fugue /^ iroxnfuga,

flight. But the nature of the old tonality forbade the syste-

matic modulation which is one of the conditions of moderai

musical form. Indeed, modulation, in our sense of the word,

was with them impossible; for no two of the old scales werej

precisely alike. Their modulation only survives in our change

of mode, from the major to the minor, and vice versa. All

modern scales, in the same mode, are alike ; and not only so,,

but every modern scale is intimately connected with several

others.

Thus the scales of C, G, and F have five notes, C, D, E, G,

and A, common to all three ; B being natural in the scale of C,

and flat in that of F ; and F being natural in the scale of C,

and sharp in that of G. Moreover, the chord of C is common

to all three scales : it is the tonic of C, the dominant of F, and

th€ sub-dominant of G. (See ^j Figs. 34, 35, and 36.)

Fiff. 35. Tier. 36.

iE^£El=^=i --:^=p-~f^
eiE Bit: i-inzd:

-&~-

Modulation therefore, among scales thus related, would be one

of the first things suggested by their use; but it has been
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Bserved for modern musicians to discover, and to settle, the

rdcr which sucli modulation should take in an entire move-

lent.

The easiest and most simple and obvious modulation is made

y adding a minor seventh to any individual tonic chord, which

bus instantly becomes the dominant of a scale requiring a flat

jorc or a sharp less.

Fig. 37.

^=z!ti^!Lz|_2g;—
[^
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uch modulation, however, is like rolling down hill, which

ntails the penalty of elimbiug up again ; it is too '' easy, and

imple, and obvious^^' for introduction at the beginning of a

omposition, and is usually reserved till a point has been

eached whence it may be made with safety. In fact^ the very

Bverse process is that adopted by modern composers, which is

3 make their way as soon as possible to a scale or key having

sharp more, or a flat less, than the original scale, and to give

ut their subject or subjects for the first time in the scale of its

ominant. For instance, if a movement begins in C, the aim

f the modern composer will be to get soon into G ; then to

ive out his subject or subjects in that key, and after certain

pisodes, in which these subjects will probably play some part,

3 repeat them in the key in which he originally started, that

f C. The consistency of this succession of keys with their

atural relations one to another, and with innumerable facts

xplicable by the science of harmony, is incontestable ; and the

)rm which is the result of its observance is so gratifying to

!ie ear, and so satisfactory to the musical sense, that it has

ever yet been abandoned by any composer who had once
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learnt how to work in it. Of course, there are many ways of

doing this, and every composer of genius has a way of liis own.

But examine for yourselves the first movement, in which it is

generally most clearly traceable, of any sonata, symphony, or

quartet, or the allegro of any overture by any modern master of

repute, and you will find it constructed on this plan ; or, if it be

in a minor key, on a somewhat different plan, having a similai

'' basis in nature."

Now, it cannot be pretended that Haydn, or any other

individual composer, invented this form. It was the necessary

complement of modern tonality, the result of many an un-

successful experiment, the tardy fruit of a long course of

cultivation. But Haydn was the first man of great genius who

appreciated it thoroughly; and some of the first beautiful

music in which its influence is clearly perceptible was from his

pen.

It is a fortunate and convenient circumstance for me that

the greater, the more recent, and the more popular a composer

may be, the less necessity there is for my saying very much

about him. As you have seen, I have striven to awaken your

interest in more than one great musician who I might reason-

ably suppose was, from his date or the inaccessibility of his

works, a mere name to you, if so much. But the lives of the

great modern masters are easily accessible; and their works

are, in this great age, and (let me say) this great country, of

musical performance, living things. Otherwise, I might indeed

shrink from mentioning, at the close of a lecture like this, even

the name of Mozart.

I shall confine myself to the mention of a few dates which

may perhaps enable you to estimate him more justly, and

therefore more highly, if that be possible, than you have

hitherto done, and to a few facts which will in some degree

account for some of his unprecedented and possibly still un-

equalled greatness.
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First, you will notice his position chronoloj^ically in reference

to Haydn; that he was born, in 1751), twenty-four years after

Haydn, but tliat Haydn survived him no less than eighteen

years : the career of Haydn being extended to seventy-seven

years, that of Mozart limited to thirty-five, less than half the

number. The obligations of Mozart to Haydn, Mozart himself

was always the first to acknowledge; those of Haydn to Mozart,

though equally admitted by the elder musician, have not been

quite so readily understood, or so freely acknowledged by the

world. Yet could nothing be more easy of demonstration.

The majority of Haydn's greatest works were written after the

death of Mozart. Of Haydn's twelve grand symphonies (known

as the Saloman set), six were composed in 1791, the year in

which Mozart died, and the remaining six two years after, in

1793. The ''Creation,'' only begun in 1795, was not finished

till 1798. The " Seasons'^ was of still later date, the last great

musical work of the eighteenth century.

If Mozart was, as I think he was, the greatest musical

genius the world had yet seen, the circumstances of his birth

and early training were the best fitted to develope that genius

that could possibly be conceived. If there was never such a

pupil as Mozart, surely there was never such a teacher as

Mozart's father,—an admirable musician, and a man richly

endowed with that precious commodity, common sense ; who at

the earliest possible moment appreciated the wonderful faculties

of his son; and who, from that moment, made their culture the

one object and business of his life. Musical prodigies are by

no means rare, but the instances in which they have ripened

into great or even good musicians are but few. We should not

perhaps have been talking about Mozart just now% but for the

teaching of his learned, judicious and self-denying father.

Moreover, Mozart had the additional advantage of a companion

in his studies, a sister, five years his senior, who, as a child,

showed hardly less promise than he.

M
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It must be admitted, however, that these inestimable ad-

vantagjos were broiiglit to bear on a subject siuiijularly apt to

profit by them. All juvenile prodigies sink into insignifieance

in comparison with ^lozart. Instances without number have

been recorded of children whose happy organization enabled

them to do with ease what many a well-trained artist does with

difficulty,—analyse any number of simultaneous sounds, or

recognise any individual one ; detect mistakes in the perfor-

mance of the most intricate and elaborate music ; and so on.

But !Mozart played the clavecin in the presence of innumerable

witnesses at the age of four, and between that age and six

dictated to his father a number of minuets and other little

pieces, some of which have been preserved. At the age of six

he played a concerto at Munich, in the presence of the then

Elector of Bavaria, and in the same year at Vienna, in that of

the Emperor Francis I. At seven he astounded a party of

musicians, including his own father, who had never lost sight

of him for a single day, by taking part, at sight, in a trio for

stringed instruments ; having never r.^ceived a lesson on the

violin, nor had any practice save on a small one which had

been given to him as a plaything.

In the year 1763 Mozart, being then nine, was taken to

Paris, where his first publications, two sonatas for the clavecin,

were made known ; and in the following year the Mozart family

visited London, where they resided fifteen months ; AVolfgang

exciting always and everywhere the same admiration. On their

way back to Salzburg they appeared at the principal cities of

the Netherlands; at one of which, the Hague, both the children

were brought to the very brink of the grave by a malignant

fever. Restored at last to health, they made a second visit to

Paris, and finally returned, through Switzerland, to Salzburg,

after an absence of three years.

Mozart's visit to London, like Haydn's, made some thirty

vears later, had a most important effect on his subsequent
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career. He there became acquainted with the works of

Handel, tlicn only recently dead, which were of course objects

of veneration in England almost amounting to idolatry. He is

said to have taken copies of many of these back to Salzburg,

and, together with some of the instrumental works of C. P.

Emmanuel Bach, then in the zenith of his fame, to have

made them subjects of the closest study. The Mozart family

remained for some time in their native city ; and during this,

almost the only period of tranquillity Wolfgang ever enjoyed,

he made acquaintance with some of the best works of the

Italian masters of the sixteenth century.

In 1767 the family set out again on another journey, to

Vienna. Here, having played in the presence of the Emperor

Joseph II., he made, by imperial desire, his first attempt at

dramatic composition in '^ La Finta Semplice.'*'' During this

journey both he and his sister had a second narrow escape

;

this time from smallpox, of so serious a character that the boy

lost his sight from the effects of it for nine days. On his

return to Salzburg, at the end of 17G8, he applied himself

diligently again to his studies for a year, during which he

learned the Italian language. This accomplishment was made

with an especial object. In the last days of 1769 his father

and he, without his sister, set off on a journey into Italy.

They visited Verona, Mantua, Milan, Florence, Rome, and

Naples. The majority of the first generation of great masters

of the Neapolitan School had, at this time (1769), been

gathered to their fathers : the second were in the full exercise

of their ripened powers ; more often, as I have already shown,

abroad than at home. But the works of the former wei'e still

current ; and every church, academy, and theatre echoed to

the strains of a Scarlatti, a Leo, a Durante, or a Pergolesi.

Mozart, however, like Handel, who had trodden the same

road more than half a century earlier (in 1706-9), could pay

back, even the Italians of this epoch in their own coin. He
M 2
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was received everywhere with enthusiasm, siicli enthusiasm as

is never exliibited save among Transalpine people. Poems

were written, medals were struek, in his honour; academies

opened their doors to him ; and the most learned and skilled

musicians did amazed homage to a youth of fourteen who

played the most intricate compositions at sight, with a force and

delicacy altogether without precedent or parallel ; who poured

forth extemporaneously magnificent music in every style, from

a fugue on three subjects to a one-fingered waltz ; who built

motets on a plain song like a Roman of the sixteenth century

;

and who wrote concertos, sonatas, fantasias, and capriccios, as

none had written before him.

In 1772 the Mozarts, father and son, were recalled to Salz-

burg by the installation of a new Prince-Bishop, one of the last

of his race. Wolfgang returned, in the autumn of the same

year, to Italy ; and, not long after, back again to Salzburg.

It is usual to take account of the work done during the lives

even of the greatest men, when they are ended. In Mozart's

case it becomes convenient, and indeed necessary, to reckon up

the achievements of his boyhood. At the age of sixteen he was

the finest Clavechnst in the world. He had produced two

'^ Requiems,'^ a '^ Stabat Mater,^' various Offertories, Hymns, and

Motets, two Cantatas, four Operas, thirteen Symphonies, twenty-

four pianoforte Sonatas, besides many Quartets, Trios, and

Concertos for individual instruments, military Divertimentos,

Marches, &c. &c. All this the work of a youth, half of whose

life had been spent in travelling and public exhibition !

But neither Mozart's prodigious talents nor reputation pro-

duced the slightest effect on his immediate fortunes. The aim

and object in life of every German artist, great or small, of the

last century, seems to have been a jjlace. Mozart presented no

exception to this rule ; for his earnings, like those of most of

his contempories, were not only small but precarious. The

Prince-Bishop of Salzburg would have nothing to say to him.
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'i'hc Elector of Bavaria found liini too young. The Elector

Palatine had nothing fit for him vacant. He visited Paris

again, in the hopes of getting an opera-book to set, but without

success. At length he returned once more to his old quarters

at Salzburg, where (in 1779) he was made Organist of the

Court, and soon after of the Cathedral.

The following year is an epoch in his life, and in the history

of modern music. In 1780 the composition of a grand opera,

'^ Idomcneo,^^ was confided to him by the new Elector of

Bavaria, Charles Theodore. It was produced at Munich, in

January, 1781, with a success altogether extraordinary, con-

sidering the dulness of the libretto and—the originality of the

music ; for, works of art may be too much in advance, as well

as in arrear, of public taste. The judgment of no audience was

ever more severely tested than of that which assisted at the

first representation of " Idomcneo.^^ No such a step in advance

of all preceding music of the same kind had ever been taken

before. Construction, detail, instrumentation—everything in

it was unprecedented. It was a work in which the best

qualities of the music of all nations and of all ages, were found

aggregated and made homogeneous. The painter Tintoret

wrote over the door of his studio *' the drawing of Michael

Angelo and the colouring of Titian.^^ Mozart might have

written on the score of his ^^ Idomeneo," " the majesty of Pales-

trina, the sweetness of Pcrgolesi, the science of Bach, the

clearness of Handel, and more things of my own than were

ever dreamt of, even in the philosophy of these great men.^^

I must ask your leave still farther to prolong this already

prolonged session by introducing to you a passage, suggested by

this first performance, from one of the most delightful and now

one of the scarcest of books about music, Oulibicheff^s " Nou-

velle Biographic de Mozart/'^

The elder Mozart did not wait for an account of the first pei»

* Mocicow, 1813. Vol. ii. 142.
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forniancc of " Idomenco'^ to be brought to liim. To have

denied himself the pleasure of hearing the work itself would

have been to have denied liimself some of the reeompense of

his twenty years of devotion and self-denial. Accompanied by

his daughter^ he reached Munich on the 2r)th of January, the

eve of his son^s birthday and of the production of his opera . , .

The success was co'^^nlete. The audience was enthusiastic, and

demonstrated its enthusiasm unrestrainedly with voice, hand,

and foot. But who will venture to describe the condition of

the old man who, ensconced in a corner of the orchestra, might

have been observed, doubtful of the evidence even of his own

well-trained ears, as they conveyed to his inner sense, one after

another, the melody, the harmony, and the orchestration of

'^ Idomeneo.^^ Let us figure to ourselves a man at upwards of

sixty years of age finding the greatest pleasure he had ever

known ; a learned and appreciative musician in the ecstasy only

to be created by music of which neither he nor any one else

had ever formed even an approximate conception. Mozart^s

master assisting at the first universal lesson given by his pupil

to the world ; the pupil whose little fingers he had guided on

the key-board while they were as yet too feeble to express on

paper the ideas which a brain of only five years had been able

to conceive ; that pupil whom God himself had confided to his

charge ; the end of his existence, his glory, his happiness, his

all, his only son. Then and there the task of the old man was

done ; then and there came to an end the relations of authority

and dependence between father and son which "Idomeneo''

rather than manhood had in a moment brought to an end. We
take leave here of Leopold Mozart, the wise, the good, the self-

denying ; who with admirable perseverance, sagacity and

devotion, had consecrated the faculties with which Heaven had

,

endowed him to the cultivation of faculties greater than his

own. So the lapidary reduces to powder the common diamonds

that lie about him, to cut and polish the single jewel, priceless
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and uncquulled, with which he is about to decorate an imperial

crown.

From tliis time tlie greatness of Mozart^s genius was admitted

by all the world— even by the Prince-Bishop of Salzburg. I

have but time to give the dates of some of his greatest sub-

sequent productions.

" II Seraglio" followed soon on '' Idomcneo/' The ^' Six

Quartets" dedicated to Haydn appeared in 1785. In 1786 he

wrote and produced " Le Nozze di Figaro," and in the following

year, *' Don Giovanni." To 1788 we owe " Cosi fan Tutte,"

and to '91 (his last year), ''Die Zauberilote" and the stupen-

dous " Requiem/' the crowning glory of his marvellous

career.

In the intervals of these large and exquisitely finished pro-

ductions he extemporized rather than composed the majority of

those great symphonies without one or more of which no series

of orchestral concerts ever passes over ; the majority of those

masses, hardly less familiar even in Protestant England, than

the most favourite oratorios of Handel; the majority of those

quintets and quartets for stringed instruments whicli are house-

hold words with every virtuoso great or small ; concertos and

sonatas innumerable for the piano
;
pieces for all instruments,

and all combinations of instruments ; single offertorios, motets,

songs, duets—it is useless continuing the list. If we add to all

this that Mozart was, from infancy a public performer, and

from early manhood a musical director and a not inactive

teacher, we must admit that in thirty -five years he did the work

of a long life. The least acquainted with the results of this

work will know how complete, how finished they are. It can

hardly be said that he spared no pains, for he did all things as

easily as he did them well.

I shall not trouble you with any formal summing-up or

presentation of ray own opinions as to the place Mozart holds

among composers. One musician— I hesitate to put even the
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possibility of tins before you—one musician, a successor, may

nave exhibited greater jj^enius ; he now and then perhaps has

surpassed Mozart ; his means were greater, for he began life

when Mozart ended it. One other, a j)redeeessor, may have

excelled Mozart in learning ; he had time to do so, for he lived

to the age of sixty-five. But surely no composer has combined

genius and learning in such perfect proportions, none has been

able to dignify the lightest and the tritest forms by such pro-

found scholarship, or, at the moment when he was drawing most

largely on the resources of musical science, to appear so natural,

so spontaneous, and so thorouglily at ease
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THE FOURTH PERIOD

{Cou tinned).

My division of musical history into periods has been dictated,

not by the accidental and external forms of the music written

during the centuries, half-centuries, decades or even single

years of which I have had to speak, but by the internal

structure of this music, and the principles on wliich it is

certain its composers worked. The musicians of the Second

Period (it has been my principal object in this course to bring

this out) took a wholly different view of the nature of the scale

from those of the Fourth ; and the inevitable results of this

were melody, harmony, and a mode of developing musical

thoughts essentially unlike.

Traces of this old ^' tonality^' or theory of the scale, may be

found in the works of almost every composer, of whatever

nation, down to about the middle of the last century ; in those

of the first generation of the Neapolitan School, and of their

contemporaries in other parts of Italy, in Germany, France,

and England. It is possible even that some of these—echoes

of echoes of voices themselves long silent—might be visible to

a keen eye, or audible to a delicate ear, in the earlier works of

Haydn. In those of his manhood and later life there are none

whatever. Many of Haydn^s musical expressions (I say it

with all possible reverence) have become old-fashioned ; but I

do not know one which could with propriety be called ancient.

Haydn therefore is justly regarded as the founder, or father,
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of modern music. Original and elegant as were the com-

positions of his predecessor, C. P. Emmanuel Bach, to whom

both lie and Mozart avowedly owed so much, the influence of

his great father and teacher, J. Sebastian Bach, is continually

discernible in them ; and though the modern sonata, quartet,

and symphony are there clearly enough foreshadowed, that

forniy which is now the inalienable characteristic, nay even

the condition of existence, of such pieces, was never fully

developed in them.

The works of Mozart arc essentially modern, in plan as in

detail ; those of the last ten years of his life may be regarded

as types of the Fourth Period. In them he is never even old-

fashioned. He uses now and then an "old and antique^^

figure, but always consciously and always finely. Barring

these occasional tributes of respect to the memory of the

sixteenth century, he is, in melody, harmony, treatment, and

instrumentation, modern in thought, note, and deed.

Mozart died before he had attained his thirty-sixth year

—

prematurely, if life be measured by time only ; but surely not

so, if it be measured by labour. Nevertheless it is difficult to

resist speculating on the future which might have been but

was never to be his ; and impossible not to feel regret that at

least a few more years had not been accorded to one so able

and so eager to turn them to account. But the additional

steps which we picture him to ourselves as making in these

possible years would probably have proved beyond the strength

of one who had already travelled so far. The efforts of no single

man, whether crowded into the shortest or spread over the

longest life, could have been equal to the exploration or

exhaustion of the enormous world of thought which Mozart's

genius had opened up. The work however has not been

unattempted, nor unachieved—though by another hand. A

few days after Mozart's death Beethoven entered his twenty-

first year.
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Ludwig van Beethoven was born, in 1770, at Bonn, on the

Rhine. His father, a tenor singer in the service of the Elector

of Cologne, taught him the elements of music, for which, very

unlike Mozart, he is said to have shown, in his boyhood, but

little inclination. Subsequently however after having received

some lessons from Vander Eden, Organist of the Court, he

began to exhibit both liking and aptitude for the art. On the

death of Vander Eden, being then twelve years of age, he

became the pupil of his successor, Neefe,—an excellent

musician, and a man whose discernment was justified in the

subsequent career of Beethoven, of whose already remarkable

faculty he became early cognizant. Another and a greater, at

a later epoch, appreciated his power, and even foretold his

future eminence. In the year 1790, Beethoven, being then

twenty, extemporized on the pianoforte in the presence of

Mozart, who for some time listened to him with indifierence,

thinking that his so-called " extemporization^^ had been

prepared and that he was playing from memory. Mortified at

this indiiference, and still more at the cause of it, Beethoven

insisted on Mozart himself giving him a subject. This, though

chosen for the purpose of testing his powers to the utmost, he

treated with such skill and felicity, that Mozart rose from his

seat, and walking on tiptoe and holding his breath, for fear of

troubling the rich stream of music which was winding about

him, passed into another room where some friends were seated,

and said, *' Listen to this young man
;
you^U hear him talked

about some of these days.^^

Shortly after this (in 1793) he left Bonn for Vienna, in order

to put himself under the instruction of Haydn, who, it is said,

at once appreciated his genius, and understood with what sort

of pupil he should have to deal. Haydn was however at that

time in the act of preparation for his second visit to London,

and he handed over Beethoven to the care of his friend

Albrechtsberger, a musician whose learning was in inverse ralio
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to his invention, and who mip:ht therefore have been tliought

likely to prove a much better teaeher than Ilaydn himself.

There is however such a thiui^ as a genius for teaching, as well

as for composing ; and with this Albrechtsbcrger seems to have

been but poorly endowed. A good master for a docile, easy-

going pupil, he found himself altogether unable to deal with a

young man of genius and very strong will, entering life in the

fourth year of the French Revolution, and very decidedly

averse to taking anything for granted.

Beethoven, whose mechanical skill as well as inventive faculty

were much in advance of his science, soon drew attention on him-

self by his extempore pianoforte playing which, by all accounts,

was at this time truly marvellous. In this kind of performance

a certain amount of preparation theoretical and practical being

assumed, audacity is^ like action to the orator, the first, second,

and third requisite. The In/provisatore who hesitates is lost.

He may fail in this or that, but before all things he must dare.

In self-reliance Beethoven was, from youth to age, the strongest

of human creatures ; and with reason. For, into the nature of

those forces through which he was destined to move the affec-

tions of men, he saw deeper than it had ever been given before

to man to see ; and he knew it. Yet in this most resolute and

gifted youth was there no deficiency of that good sense which,

however often it may be dissociated from mere fancy, is a

necessary complement of imagination. At the very moment

that Beethoven was astounding his Viennese audiences by the

originality, and perhaps very often the strangeness and even un-

couthness of his extemporaneous inspirations, his compositions,

destined to remain in written notes, to be tested by readers and

hearers unwarmed by the personal influence of their author,

were as regularly planned as the dullest exercise that ever came

out of the best-regulated conseivatory in Europe. It is true

that certain pieces, composed in his boyhood, of which this

would not be true, had found their way, through the indiscreet
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zeal of friends, into print; but these Beethoven always re-

pudiated and ignored, never allowing them even to be mentioned

in his presence. In his acknowledged first works the infiuencc

of Mozart may be clearly traced; not in a parrot-like imitation

of mere manner, but in the sentiment of which that manner is

but the expression, and in the adoption of that form of com-

position which, though not the invention of Mozart, nor even of

Haydn, was first perfectly carried out in the works of those

great masters.

The events of Beethoven's external life are few, and of course

altog-ether inferior in interest to the story, only to be read in his

works, of the development of his genius. The tremendous

conflicts and the prodigious changes of which the French

Revolution was the immediate cause, threw the whole artist race

on their own resources, during the last years of the last century.

The innumerable "places" which had afforded at least bread

and peace, on conditions however humiliating, more especially

to the musicians of Germany, fell one after another with the

small Principalities, to many of which they had long furnished

the best excuse for existence. The death of the Elector of

Cologne, who had been a kind and judicious patron to Beethoven,

anticipated in his case the loss of help to which political causes

would a little later have inevitably subjected him. At this time

(1801) he was thirty-one years of age; and though the eyes

and ears of the judicious few had been long watchful of his pro-

gress, his reputation, from a variety of causes, personal perhaps

no less than political, was in no degree so extended as that of

most of his great predecessors, at the same age. His existence

was ignored at the Imperial Court, and his Public, however

"judicious,'^ remained comparatively small. In 1809 he had

determined to accept the office of Chapel-master to the then

King of Westphalia, Jerome Bonaparte, when the Archduke

Rodolph and two other noble amateurs resolved to save him to

Austria by insuring him a means of living. Deejdy moved by
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tliis tribute to his jijcnius, he abandoned liis j)roject of emigra-

tion and remained, for life as it proved, at Vienna. Beethoven

died in the year 1827, at tlie age of fifty-seven.

The biographers of Beethoven have generally agreed to divide

liis life into three ''periods,^' and his works into three eorre-

sponding ^'manners/' The first period extends from 1795, the

year of his first aeknowledged publication, to 180i; the seeond

from 1804 to 1814; and the third from 1814 to 1827, the year

of his death.

To the second of these periods belong the majority of the

works of Beethoven whieh have attained the greatest favour, as

yet ; his one Oratorio, " The Mount of Olives ;" his one Opera,

*' Pidelio '," the first of his two Masses, that in C ; most of his

single songs, e.g. "Ah ! Perfido,'' and " Adelaida;'' the Choral

Fantasia, the Overture and other music to Goethe's " Egmont/'

Some of his best pieees of instrumental chamber-musie, among

them the majority of his Sonatas for the pianoforte, were pro-

duets of these ten years ; and to these must be added the still

more preeious results of a still higher aim. Beethoven is the

eomposer of nine Orchestral Symphonies, every one richer in

detail and larger in outline than the one before it. Of these

no less than six, all but the first two and the last, belong to

this second period.

On Beethoven's only attempt at Oratorio, the best criticism

that can be made is that it is the only attempt. Of what may

be not improperly styled the epic in music, Beethoven is the

greatest master the world has yet seen. In the dramatic also

he exhibited a faculty Avhich, exercised more frequently, would

without doubt have attained to something like the same per-

fection and pre-eminence. But to that mixture of the dramatic

and the epic which is needed for the oratorio of modern times,

Beethoven, from whatever cause, failed in giving the proper

proportions. There is no reticence about the ^^ Mount of

Olives :*' everything in it is made out, nothing suggested or
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implied ; and we shudder to find persons and events, never to

l)c contemplated without awe or mentioned above breath, thrust

into the full blaze of day, and subjected to the same treatment

as liuman actors, their feelings and concerns. There is no

reason why the '^ Mount of Olives^' should not serve for the

next miracle play at Ammergau. Who would think of turning

HandeFs " Messiah'^ or Mendelssohn's " Elijah" to such an

account ? There is reason to believe that Beethoven planned,

but he certainly never executed, another oratorio.

Nor can the Mass in C, abounding as it does in beautiful

detail, be regarded as a work in its class of the highest order.

The Christian world, whose taste, formed on models which,

though varying from age to age in external form, have all an

internal structure highly artificial and exquisitely elaborate, is

not yet prepared for an altogether new style of Church music.

This indeed Beethoven did not attempt; and his training had

not prepared him, to work in the old and accepted style. The

Church music of Haydn and Mozart is often open to the charge

of secularity ; but the charge is no sooner made than it has to

be abandoned. The learning, more especially of the latter

master, makes itself felt at every instant ; and some profound

musical artifice soon redeems the momentary lapse into which

a too gay humour or, it may have been, carelessness had be-

trayed him. Beethoven never appears to so little advantage as

when, or I would rather say, never appears to any disadvantage

save when, he attempts contrapuntal artifice. In this he had

no sufficient training as a youth, and it was not likely, perhaps

not possible, that he should undergo it as a man. Contrapuntal

skill is equally wanting to the first Mass, composed in 1807,

and to the second, finished in 1822. Compare the fugue in the

former, so pompously begun and so soon abandoned, on the

words ^^ Cum Sancto Spiritu,^' with any of the many similar

movements in the masses of Haydn or Mozart. Perhaps it will

be replied that this was, on Beethoven's part, a matter of choice,
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not of necessity; tliat lie worked in and for the nineteenth

century; that the chikl of tlie French Revohition had no con-

cern with the effete forms of the Ancieu Regime. Not so.

Bcetlioven has more than once measured himself as a contra-

puntist v/ith the greatest of his predecessors. Turn to the

instrumental prelude to the last movement of the Mass in D,

one of his latest works, here surely he has avowedly "rushed

on" to the track trodden by Mozart in the " Reeordare'' of his

" Requiem/' Compare the two. See how in Mozart the

themes appear and reappear, subject to every kind of inversion

;

observe the sparse yet sufficient modulation, the boldness of the

combinations, in which transitory harshness relieves average

suavity. Turn then to Beethoven; study his too evident

attempt to do something of the same kind. Dwell for a

moment, if your ear can bear it, on some of the combinations

;

listen to the vain repetitions ; follow out the restless modu-

lation;—you will then understand the difference between the

" ripe scholar" whose training betrays itself in the slightest

expression, and the incomplete practitioner, whose every attempt

at seeming learned is too apt to result in being clumsy and

unmeamng.

Happily however these attempts, on the part of Beethoven,

were few and far between. If he knew his strength, he knew

his weakness : possibly indeed caring too little about it to try

to overcome it, and content, as well he might be, to do what he

did best, better than it had ever been done before.

If the estimation in which a work of art should be held has

any relation to the difficulty of producing it, and to its con-

sequent rarity, then assuredly the Orchestral Symphony must

be regarded as holding, beyond all comparison, the first place

among musical works. Of the composers of the Fourth Period

whose names are in the Chronological Tables,"^ the majority

liave not even attempted this form of composition, and the

* See the end of this volume.
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number of tliosc who have sueceeded indisputably in it may be

told on tlic fiujijcrs :—it amounts to five, or at the utmost, to

seven. Even of those who have done so in the analogous form

of the Overture, many have failed in, or have judiciously

abstained from attempting, the more sustained labour of the

Symphony. Nor, again, is success in Opera any guarantee for

the satisfactory exercise of that unaided strength which a well-

developed series of instrumental movements demands. In

opera, even in oratorio, the composer is helped at every step by

the incidents with which he has to deal, and by the sentiment,

and even the changing metre, of the words he has to set. Add
to this tlie fact that, in addition to all the means of expression

whicli are at the command of the symphony writer—artificial

pipes and strings in any number—the opera composer has at his

one more powerful still than any of these—the human voice.

The composition of an instrumental Quartet might seem a still

greater achievement than that of a Symphony; seeing that the

means and appliances of the composer are even fewer. But the

same development, though in some instances attained, is not

looked for in the former as in the latter. The quartet too

affords no scope for the exercise of one of the most difficult

parts of a composer's art, the successive presentation to the

best advantage, and the blending into a perfect whole, of the

instruments, so many and so various in their quality and force,

which form the modern orchestra.

No work of art is so thoroughly abstract, so completely cut

off from the support of extraneous interest, as an orchestral

symphony. Half our interest in a building grows out of our

knowledge of its purposes and use ; half the charm of a picture

or a statue is due to its resemblance to some existing natural

type. But a piece of instrumental music serves no obvious

purpose, has no obvious use; nor can it, save imperfectly or

ridiculously, imitate anything. It addresses itself to the ear,

but the impression it makes may vary infinitely with the humour
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of him who receives it. The instant it attempts to be praetical

—to present definitely this or that scene, or to make out this

or that sentiment—it becomes another and an inferior thing.

Of the first eight symphonies of Beethoven the favourite, among

persons of small musical culture, is that known as the "Pastoral."

And the very things in it which give them the most pleasure

are just those which the cultured hearer would most like to

strike out of it. He will follow the composer, in his saunter

along the brookside, with complacency and something more, so

long as what he hears suggests to him the same frame of mind

as the brookside has suggested to the composer ; but the instant

the cuckoo and the nightingale appear upon the scene, and

suggestion gives place to imitation, as in this Pastoral Sym-

phony, he feels that Art has overstepped its limits. The figures

on the canvas swell into relief; the cheeks of the statue glow

under the action of the rouge-pot. We know not what may

be coming next ; and we prick up our ears for the bark of the

cur, the bray of the jackass, or any other of the cacophonies of

the field and the farmyard. " Sonate,^' said a witty eighteenth-

century Frenchman, with no music in his soul, " Sonate, que

veux-tu ?—What do you mean ?—what do you want ?—what

have you to say to me V The answer would inevitably be as

useless as is the question ; for Wits and Sonatas speak different

languages, and are ignorant of one another's. Do not inquire

too curiously what this or that passage of music, pure and simple,

means. Be assured it has a meaning ; and a meaning which

we shall get at through our sensibilities, not our intelligences.

Now, of this form of art—for a symphony is but a sonata

lengthened and widened, not always deepened—of this most

difficult form of art, Beethoven is beyond question the greatest

master that has yet appeared. In it he has exceeded his pre-

decessors; and what is more extraordinary still, he remains

unequalled, perhaps unapproached, by any of his successors.

One overture, '' Die Zauberflote,^' and one movement, the last
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of the Symphony in C of Mozart (the Jupiter), remain unrivalled

monuments of the eelectic in music. In them is combined with

the contrapuntal science of the Second and Third Periods, the

passion, energy, power of expression and form of the Fourtli.

This combination Beethoven rarely attempted and never suc-

ceeded in making. Like all great geniuses, he worked out his

own purposes in his own way.

Not to waste time on mere eulogy, it may be said that

Beethoven's symphonies exhibit an enlarged, and as they get

later a continually enlarging, plan, in comparison with those of

any foregoing master. The richness of his invention in detail

is inexhaustible, yet never drawn upon to excess. His manner

of working illustrates this very happily. He is said to have

spent hours, days, weeks, or it might be months, in the elabora-

tion of his scores ; but his process of elaboration w^as the reverse

of that of most artists. It consisted, not in putting in, but in

cutting out, effects often beautiful in themselves, but which he

thought, or knew, would come into mischievous contact with

others. To this is due, no doubt, to some extent, the grand

siniplicity, the breadth of the majority of his creations. If

Beethoven is ever obscure (I speak now of the works of his

second period), it is because his thought is hard to penetrate.

All that lucid exposition can do to make it intelligible he does.

The plan of his works exhibits an original peculiarity; the

introduction of episodes, in the course of which thoughts which

in the main are principal, become subordinate. The practice he

sometimes adopts of linking his movements together, passing

almost insensibly from the one to the other, was, though un-

common when he adopted it, not original. The earliest instance

of it with which I am acquainted, is in one of the works of C. P.

Emmanuel Bach, who introduces the slow movement of his

Sonata in A,"^ by a modulation at the end of the movement

* SeeFetis'e "CEuvres Choisies de E. Bach," pp. 57-8. Puris: Scho-

rl enbcrger.
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imracdiatcly prcccdinj^. The works of liccthovcn present

tiany cxarni)les of startling; liariiionic progression ; so many

indeed that, in inferior hands they would soon cease to startle

ind still sooner to please. But his variety in these, as in cvery-

\liing else, is inexhaustible. Even when one of his figures re-

appears in another part of the same movement, the effeet of it,

from its new position or some fresb arrangement of its com-

ponent parts, has all the charm of perfect novelty. Perhaps,

more than in any other individual peculiarity, Beethoven is

most decidedly original in his rhythm. No conceivable length

of phrase, no variety in the distribution of the notes of it, seems

unmanageable or uncouth, with him. In his works this

resource has become almost a new art, of which he is at once

the inventor, and so far the greatest master.

Nothing that could be said in praise of the majority of the

works composed by Beethoven before the year 1814, or there-

abouts, especially of his symphonies, would be likely to meet with

dissent at the present day. The originality of his conceptions, and

still more, I am certain, the mechanical difficulties of realizing

them in performance, presented formidable barriers to their full ap-

preciation, even by a very recent generation of musicians. Musical

knowledge and musical skill have however become so much

commoner and greater among the present generation, especially

of English artists, that many a performance which w ould have

been a rare Solennite five-and-twenty years since, is now a thing

of everyday occurrence. Opportunities for studying these works

through the ear are now neither few nor far to seek.

But, in respect to the later productions of Beethoven, opinions

are by no means so accordant. On the one hand, it is held

that the great poet of sound went " from strength to strength,^'

always at an increasing ratio ; and that the true measure of the

excellence of his works is to the last their chronology. On
the other hand, it is said that this rule only holds good

up to a certain point of time 3 and that those of his soi

1
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called third period, though of course prcsouting more or less

matter for admiratiou, are extravagant or altogether wanting in

design, very deficient in melody^ and disligured by absurd and

even hideous effects.

This extraordinary and indeed altogetlior exceptional termi-

nation to the career of a great musician is accounted for, by

those who assume it, in the growing influence of that awful

visitation which overshadowed so large a portion of the life oi

Beethoven; his loss of hearing, with all its possible con-

sequences, unusually aggravated with him—isolation, distrust,

and eventually misanthropy. But this visitation, alas ! was not

exclusively reserved for the last years of this ' most unhappy

man of men / the consciousness of it dawned upon him before

he had reached his thirtieth year, as early indeed as 1796; and

the calamity, in its full proportions, made its horrible presence

felt only four years later—i.e., before the commencement even

of that second period during wdiich what are commonly thought

to be his best works were written. That the farther years

removed the deaf musician from concrete music, the more

difficult he would find it to realize his own conceptions, is

possible, if not certain ; but that any space of time could have

power altogether to incapacitate so great a genius from hearing

with his mind^s ear better than ordinary men with their

body's, it is impossible to believe. Increasing gloom and

growing irritability might deepen the sadness of his concep-

tions, and occasionally contort the forms in which he sought to

express them ; but I cannot see why the conceptions themselves

should ever cease to be noble, or the forms intelligible, to those

who have patience and humility to make them out.

With some of the later works of Beethoven I cannot pretend

to an intimate acquaintance; but there are others, among them

tlie great work of his last years, the Ninth or ^' ChoraP^ Sym-

[)hony, which I have had occasion to study with profound

attention. If the remaining works of Beethoven^s third period
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have any analogy witli this (wliicli for the present I must take

leave to assume they have), I wouUl say to those who do not

understand and, therefore, do not like them ; study them, look

at them, and listen to them till you do.

I will not apologize for occupying so mucli of our last hour

together in ihe contemplation of this gigantic figure, which

assuredly "doth bestride" not merely my lecture, but the first

half of the nineteenth century, " like a Colossus." It is time,

however, for me to pass on to his all but contemporary, Spohr,

whose lot it was to survive him bv more than thirty years ; to

Mendelssohn, so much the junior of both; and to those very

few who have worked at all successfully in the same high class

of composition.

The life of Louis Spohr has been given to the world in an

autobiography,* very recently published, wliich I heartily com-

mend to your notice and perusal. Musicalliterature is so poor

in this class that, even if from this cause only, Spohr^s account of

himself should be read. It is, however, worth reading for its

own sake. Spohr^s career was not deficient in adventure ; he

travelled much, and heard music wherever music at all special

was to be heard. But the book is, I think, chiefly remarkable

as a study of self-contemplation, and as a revelation of self-

contentment, without parallel in literature ; except, perhaps, in

the autobiography of an artist very unlike Spohr in every other

respect, Benveniito Cellini.

Spohr, who was born in 17 S4, when Beethoven was fourteen

years of a^e, and who died as recently as 1S60, a^ed seventy-

six, was undoubtedly a man of genius, and a great musician
;

but if, as is not impossible, posterity should come to the con-

clusion that his works are, on the whole, the least great which

have come from the pens of the greatest composers of the

Fourth Period, the result will inevitably be attributable to his

having adopted a oeuus in music, the ''chromatic," which, how-

* An English translation of it has since api)eared.
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ever valuiiljle us a (iccoratioii and a resource, can never serve

for the substance of that which is to stand the wear and tear of

everyday use.

His music hohls the same rcL'ition to that of Mozart and

Haydn that FLimboyant Gothic docs to the Second Pointed

style. The traditions of a good and beautiful thing arc in it,

but with its accidents exaggerated, and its essentials weakened.

What Mozart and Haydn, and even Handel and J5ach, do

sometimes, Spohr docs always. His manifest dread of harsh-

ness has seriously impaired the vigour, and his fondness for

intricate construction the clearness, of his music. No great

composer seems to repeat himself so often ; for the simple

reason that his principal means are just those which other

great composers use only as subordinate. However various

may be his designs, he has but one manner of carrying them

out. Strangely enough too Spohr carries his manner into

every kind of composition ; for he has essayed every kind. Be

his subject grave or gay, lively or severe, he never, if he can

help it, leaves a tone undivided, never uses an essential note

when he can put an altered one in its place.

The favour with which even the earliest compositions of Felix

Mendelssohn were received, and the great and increasing estima-

tion in which they are held, are due mainly of course to their

intrinsic excellence, but incidentally to the contrast which they

present to the works of Spohr who, for any influence he

exercised on his younger contemporary, might never have

existed. In the works of Mendelssohn traces enough may be

found of his familiarity with Beethoven, with Mozart, and, more

than all perhaps, with J. Sebastian Bach, of whose spirit he has

caught much, and of whom he is, in a certain sense, the re-

presentative in this Fourth Period; of Spohr there are none

whatever.

Mendelssohn was the most learned musician of genius that

had appeared since the death of ^Nlozart, with whom, indeed, he
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presents so many points of resemblance, in his outer as well as

his inner life, that no reader of musical history can fail to be

struck by them. Like Mozart's, Mendelssohn's career began,

and alas ! ended, early ; he barely passed the middle of the way

of our life, and was lost to the world at the moment when his

ripened genius and fascinating character made him most precious

to those who were at all familiar with his works or his person.

In the fecundity of his invention he was certainly inferior to his

antitype ; but more propitious times and circumstances enabled

him to exercise it at his will, and put within his reach the

greatest privilege of life, the power of choosing his work.

Happily his inclinations and his aspirations, like his powers,

were of the noblest order. Mendelssohn^s compositions, always

of high excellence, arc also in the highest class of excellence.

The symphony, the concert overture, the cantata, and more

especially the oratorio, by turns claimed the exercise of his

noble imagination or elegant fancy, of his pure taste and pro-

found scholarship. In one style only, the dramatic, his power

was unproved—though not altogether untried.

I said just now that the number of composers who have

succeeded indisputably in the symphony is five, or at the utmost

seven. The two whom many, perhaps all German, musical

students would add to it are Schubert and Schumann.

I must restrict myself to very narrow limits in respect to the

outer lives of these two composers, about whom much has

wdthin the last few years been written which is easily ac-

cessible.

Franz Schubert was born at Vienna in 1797. His musical

education was begun early, and among his first instructors was

Salieri, once regarded as a formidable rival of Mozart ! Schubert

had the good fortune to belong to a family passionately given to

the study and practice of music, in association with whom he

became betimes familiar with the best chamber music of the

best masters. The greater part of his short life was spent in
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Vienna, in unaccountable obscurity; and it is only since his

dcatli, in J82!r>, at the age of tliirty-one, that his reputation, even

as a song-writer, lias been at all commensurate with his merits

;

and only witiiin comparatively few years that even the existence

of his more extended works has become known.

Robert Schumann was born at Zwickau in Saxony, in ISIO.

Though, like Schubert, he began music early, he exhiliited

neither liking nor talent for it till his ninth year, when the one

was awakened, and the other brought to light by the performance

of the great pianist and musician, Moschcles, then entering on

the splendid career only recently brought to a close. The im-

petus thus received was not however maintained by judicious dis-

cipline, and Schumann^s attention if not his affection, was whiled

away from music by the charms of her sister, poetry. He became

an ardent devotee of the school of which Jean Paul in Germany

and Byron in England were the most prominent representatives.

After passing some time as a student, nominally at least, of

Law, at the Universities of Leipzig and Heidelberg, he deter-

mined, at the age of twenty, to devote himself entirely to the

art which he had never ceased to love and, though immethodi-

cally, to cultivate, and was received among the pupils of Friedrick

Wieck, one of the most eminent and successful pianoforte

teachers of his time, whose daughter and pupil, the illustrious

Clara Schumann, he subsequently married. A foolish attempt

to accelerate his progress as a pianist by an unnatural treatment

of one of his fingers brought his progress as an executant

to a premature close ; a circumstance the less to be regretted as

it threw him seriously, for the first time, on the study and

practice of composition and orchestration. These he varied by

the exercise of his pen in criticism, an exercise for which his

general culture singularly qualified him. It is sad to have to

record that Schumann^s last years were darkened by the most

grievous, because the most hopeless, of afflictions. From this

ue was relieved in lh57, at the early age of forty-seven.
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Of tbcsc two composers the former must, T tliink, be

regarded as the more inventive, the latter as the more skilful.

The isolated songs of Schubert, from their beauty, fitness,

freshness and number, place him in general estimation, and

deservedly, at the head of all song-writers, of whatever age or

country. As a practitioner on a more extended scale, a com-

poser of symphonies, and of chamber music symphonic in its scope

and character, his place is lower. He is rich in, nay replete

with, ideas of which he is rather the slave than the master.

His ^' form^^ is often, and is obviously generally meant to be, that

of his great predecessors and contemporaries ; laid his principal

themes are always worthy of their position. But subordinate

figures crowd into his work in such force and number as often

to obliterate the one and disturb the proportions of the other.

True, these same subordinate figures are many of them un-

speakably beautiful ; but like ones in equal numbers must have

prayed for admission to the works of other artists who, better

disciplined, have had the self-denial to keep them out. As a

consequence, Schubert never seems to have known when his

work was done. He is diffuse to an extent far beyond the

practice of any other composer of like power. There is music

enough in any one of his symphonies to set up a musician, of

inferior invention but superior skill, with two or three better

ones. If ever Schubert^s reputation as a symphony writer dies,

it will be of the plethora of invention exhibited in them.

In these respects Schumann presents the most complete con-

trast to Schubert that any so considerable an artist could do to

another often regarded as his equal. His extended movements

are admirably planned, sufficiently and not too richly decorated

with subordinate ideas ; and they leave on the mind a sense of

proportion which is of itself a source of pleasure. His power of

pursuing a musical idea to its utmost consequences—and never

beyond thom^is on a par with that of the greatest masters.

But it cannot be said that the idea is ahvays worth the pursuit
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He is tuneful; but his tune is often queer, odd, h'i:arre ; seldom

graceful, liardly ever seemingly spontaneous.

To the names of these seven masters of the symphonic style,

all long silent, I must now, alas ! add another, that of a com-

patriot quite recently taken from us, William Sterndale Bennett.

Whether a national style of instrumental music is a possibility

is a question. Instrumental music doubtless owes its origin to

the dance ; and so long as it retained traces of this origin its

nationality might still have been discernible. Little by little,

however, these traces have faded ; and music pure and simple,

music unconnected with the acted or unacted drama, has

assumed more and more decidedly the character of a universal

language. It would be difficult or impossible, were the

nationality of Bennett unknown, to pronounce upon it from

the unsupported evidence of his music. That it should present

indications of German influence was inevitable. In the works

of German masters alone could the principles of the symphonic

school be found exemplified, and Bennett profited by them, as

did Milton by those of his predecessors of Greece and Italy, or

Pope by those of his French contemporaries. But there is

enough and more than enough in the works of Bennett to dis-

tinguish them from those of any of his predecessors or con-

temporaries of whatever nationality, among the greatest of

whom he is assuredly entitled to a place,—what place time,

which has hardly yet determined that of his friend Mendelssohn,

can alone determine.
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THE P^OURTH PERIOD

(Continued),

Of the great masters of the Symphonic School, nine in all,

with whom my last lecture was exclusively occupied, only one,

Mozart, can be said to have succeeded in the Lyric Drama;

and the instances in which even he has done so perfectly must

be reduced to two, perhaps even to one, " Don Giovanni /^ so

many conditions, over and above and beside musical genius

and culture, must be fulfilled to make a successful opera ; not

the least of these being that most despised and most rare

literary product, a good libretto. The absence of this no

amount of genius, science, or tact in a composer has ever been

found able to supply. A thousand failures could be brought in

evidence of this truth, which however is better and more easily

proved by one fact ; that the history of Opera centres itself,

neither in Italy, nor in Germany,—but in France. Not

that the best or most popular operas of modern times are

all the works of Frenchmen, though some of them assuredly

are, but that of those which are the works even of Italians or

Germans the majority have been set to French librettos, and pro-

duced on the French stage. Of the last century of Italian

opera one single composer survives, Cimarosa ; and he in one

single work, " II ^Matrimonio Segreto.^' Tliis survival of a

single production, out of eighty by the same master, would be

unaccountable did we not know that the music is happily

married, possibly to very mortal verse, but to verse which is

o
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made to unfold interesting events in an orderly and intelligible

manner. I believe ^'11 Matrimonio Segreto" was adapted

directly from our Colman and Garrick^s " Clandestine

Marriage/' Its Italian costume sits as easily upon it as

though it had never worn another. Perhaps, after all, its bib

and tucker were Italian. Let me, in passing, direct your

attention to the fact that this opera, generally regarded and

spoken of as an antiquated work, was composed and produced

in Vienna in the year 1793—two years after the death of

Mozart. Cimarosa died (aetat. 47) in ISOl.

But of Cimarosa's immediate predecessors, Guglielmi,

Sacchini, Salieri; of his contemporaries, Paisiello, Zingarelli,

Sartij who, in the present generation, knows anything?

Fragments from the structures they raised, to contemporary

eyes so substantial and enduring, are exhumed from time to J

time, for the gratification of the curious ; but the Elgin

marbles are as little likely to look down again on the worship

of Minerva, as these fragments to be restored to their places,

within the walls of any existing theatre.

Let us see what has been done on the lyric stage of these

three peoples, the Italian, the German, and the French, since

we last quitted it.

Italian opera in the Fourth Period begins with Piccinni, of

whom I shall have to speak presently in his connexion with

the French stage. I will only note for the moment that in his |
opera '^ La buona Figliuola'^ is to be found the first example and

subsequent type ofthemodernFinale of more than one movement.

Of his contemporaries and immediate successors, those at least

who attained the greatest success, I have already mentioned

some of the most distinguished, as being utteriy forgotten.

Of the numerous and generally successful operas of Fernando

Paer (an Italian, his name notwithstanding) one, ^^Agnese,'' lives

in the recollection of aged amateurs through the transcendent

presentation of the principal character by tK^ eminent singer
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and actor Ambrosjetti. Another, ^' I Fuorusciti/^ may also be

remembered through an English adaptation given in London not

many years ago. For the rest, they and their author, whose

" Laodicea^' was not brought to au end^ on the night of its first

production, because of the numerous encores, live only in the

speech made to the latter by Beethoven, in relation to one of

them, '^ Fidelio/^ ^' I like your opera very much, and I mean to

set it to music,'^ said the truculent master; which he did, as we

all know. Italian opera still lives, but lives only through four

composers, Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini, and Verdi.

The early works of Rossini, born at Pesaro in 1792, notwith-

standing their enticing tunefulness, the variety and strength of

their orchestration and a vivacity too enjoyable in itself to

allow the hearer to question its fitness for the situation, have

already, in many instances been relegated to the limbo of

forgotten things. Of upwards of forty, the first bearing date

1810, the last 1829, how few have kept the stage! "II

Barbiere^' (1816), "Otello^^ (181G), "La Gazza Ladra^' (1817),

and " Semiramide^' (1823), are the only ones, I think, that

can fairly be called current. And the permanent success of

the first in this short list is not altogether due to the music,

fresh and captivating as it still is. The libretto is based on a

French comedy, the scheme and development of which rank it

among the masterpieces of dramatic construction. Admirable

and admired as these and perhaps others of his works un-

questionably are, Europe is gradually accepting the decision of

Paris, and accustoming itself to look upon Rossini as " The

composer of Guillaume Tell ;^^ and this notwithstanding the

amazing want of interest, and the loose construction of the

poet^s share in that great work. Strange that the most skilful

theatrical artificers in Europe should have found nothing better

than this inane production for the greatest composer they have

ever sought to naturalize to employ his talents upon. More

strangCj if true, that the composer himself should have chosen

0%
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tliis libretto, out of several offered to him ; araonj^ thera

Scribe's "La Juive/' afterwards set by Ilalcvy ; a drama so

interesting and so well eonstrueted, that a translation of it was

played in London, some years since, with prodigious success,

without Halevy's, or any other music.

Gaetano Donizetti, born at Bergamo in 1798, only four years

after Rossini, was rather the consequence, or reflex, than the 1

rival of that gifted master. He has exhibited taste, facility,

intelligence, and orchestral skill. Of his numerous dramatic

productions, by far the greater number will, it is certain, never

again see the light. On the other hand, his " L'Elisir

d'Amore,'' " Lucrezia Borgia,^' and " Lucia di Lammermoor,"

are, after thirty years, still in the repertory of every existing lyric

theatre. Donizetti however has been heard, like most contempo-

rary dramatic composers of whatever nation, to the best advan-

tage on the French stage. His grand opera " La Favorite,''

and his " opera comique" " La Fille du Regiment," would of

themselves have established a high reputation for him in both

departments of the lyric drama.

If unequal in vigour or versatility to either of his fore-named

compatriots, the Sicilian, Yincenzo Bellini, born 1 802, rivals 1

even the first in the sweetness and spontaneity of his melody,

and surpasses both in refinement. In fecundity he was

assuredly their inferior; but, on the other hand, of the very

small number of his productions, two at least have outlived the

great lyric artists for whom they were written, and to whom

they were long said to be chiefly indebted for their success.

Pasta, Grisi, Rubini, Tamburini, and Lablache, have all passed

from the scene ; but " La Sonnambula," and ^' Norma,'' keep

their hold on public favour. Even the weaker " Puritani,'^

when interpreted by competent artists, is still able to give pleasure.

Bellini died in 1835, in his thirty-fourth year, regretted as

much for the sweetness of his disposition and manners, as for

the refined simplicity of his musical genius.
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The successful example of Reinhard Keyser as a composer of

Gcrinau operas, in the beginning of the last century, did not,

as I have already said, find many imitators among his country-

men. Graun and Hasse wrote and sang in scarcely any but

Italian operas. Winter^s name is never mentioned but in con-

nexion with his " Ratto di Proserpina/' Gluck's celebrity is

exclusively due to his connexion with the French stage.

Mozart indeed, the versatile Mozart, recommenced, though he

did not carry on, the work which had been in abeyance since

the death of Keyser, and in ^'Die Enthfiirung aus dem Serail/'and

" Die Zauberflote,'' proved that it might be made attractive still.

But the majority of his librettos were Italian, set for and first

interpreted by, Italian singers. Beethoven, in a single essay,

gave proof of the versatility of his gigantic powers, but not with

such success as to encourage him in making another. Spohr and

Hummel added little to their great reputations by their con-

nexion with the operatic stage, though the operas of the former

master contain some of the most beautiful and popular of his

vocal productions. Not till the present century had nearly

completed its first quarter, did a German composer find for a

musical drama, German in its subject, diction and musical

treatment, success instantaneous, unequivocal and universal*

In the year 1822 Carl Maria von Weber, born in 1786, pro-

duced at Berlin his opera '' Der Freischiitz/' But this success,

as it had been its composer's first, so it proved to be his

last. The magna, or major, pars of every lyric drama,

a libretto at once interesting in its subject and effec-

tively planned, never again fell to the share of this gifted

genius, who combined, perhaps in more perfect proportions

than any other whom the world has yet known, the musical and

the dramatic faculty. " Der Freischiitz^' may be a somewhat

incoherent drama, but its subject is in the highest degree

stimulating, its personages are sharply contrasted, and it

presents several situations of commanding interest. But of
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" Euryantlic*^ the leading idea is unpleasing and the treatment

clumsy. Why the librettist did not adhere more closely to the

conduct of his obvious model '' Cymbcline'' is hard to under-

stand. The English " Oberon*^ is elegantly written and, like

'^ Der Freischiitz," presents some striking situations, which

Weber has not failed to turn to account. But the subject

wants human interest ; and the work, despite its wealth of

musical idea, set off by orchestration as varied, tender or

gorgeous as the hues of an ]!]astcrn sunset, cannot be said to

have attained more than a " succes d'estime."

Whether from the irregularity of his early training, or that

his musical genius was of that kind which requires the stimulus

of external circumstances, Weber was less successful in the

symphonic than in the operatic style. His best instrumental

pieces—his Concert- Stiicke for example—are not so much

concertos, sonatas, rondos or the like, as operas, or operatic

scenes, without words. He has, however, raised to the dignity

of a great w'ork of art, a class of musical productions which,

under inferior hands, had deserved no better name than that of

pot-^ooiirri. The overture to " Der Freischiitz^^ is largely, and

that of " Oberon'^ all but entirely, made up of passages from the

operas which follow them -, so welded together however, that in

the result we have two of the most consequent and coherent

compositions in existence. The career of this great genius was

prematurely brought to an end in 1826. He died, in London,

at the early age of thirty-nine.

The French musical drama owes its origin to Italian genius,

jts consolidation to German. Lully, as we have seen, a native

of Florence, was not only its founder, but, even after a career

of average duration, its ruler and its type. His immediate

successor was Rameau, now chiefly remembered as a theorist,

whose first attempt at opera was made in 1732, when he had

attained the ripe age of forty-nine. His subsequent career, in

spite of an inauspicious as well as a late commencement, was
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both prosperous and long. He lived till 1764, eii;Iity-one

years.

The niusie of Rameau, not less dramatic than that of Lully,

more maseuline in its design, and more interesting in its details,

succeeded, with much difficulty, first in pleasing and subse-

quently in improving the French taste in music ; which indeed

was, not many years after, to be operated upon by a much

stronger hand, that of Christopher Gluck. The success of this

composer in Paris was in some degree prepared by some per-

formances of Italian operas given there by Italians in 1752.

In the course of these the dramatic music of Leo, Pergolesi,

and other masters of the Neapolitan school was heard for the

first time in the French capital. Though these performances

met with little apparent success, for the sojourn in Paris of " les

Italiens" was very short, the large melody and pure harmony to

which they had been introduced by them was not without its effect

both on French musicians and the French public. The develop-

ment of the so-called " opera comique,'' a class of production in

which the musicians of France have for nearly a century past

worked with unequalled success, is attributed by all the his-

torians of the French stage to the impetus given by these per-

formances.

The repertory of the '^ opera coraique'^ is the result of the

felicitous co-operation, altogether exceptional out of France, of

dramatists and musicians of equal skill in their several depart-

ments. Their combined products have also resulted in the forma-

tion of a class of performer altogether unique. The Italian singer

does not speak; his utterance is essentially musical. The German

actor in rare instances only has shown himself able to sing. The

singer who can speak and the actor who can sing is to be found

only, as one of a class, on the French stage. From the year

1747, in which " Les Italiens^' visited Paris, an unbroken line of

native composers presents itself who, always interpreted by native

performers, have made the French ''opera comique'^ iudepen-
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dent of, though it has not rejected, all extraneous aid. Mon-

donvillc, J. J. Rousseau, P. M. Herton, Philidor, Monsigny,

Gretry, Dalayrac, Gaveaux, Leseuer, Mehul, R. Kreutzer,

H. M. Berton, Catel, Isouard, Boieldieu, Auber, Ilerold, A.

Adam, the majority of whom have written operas whicli still

keep the stage, are with one exception, (i retry (a Belgian),

Frenchmen by birth, education and life.

But in the higher walks of the musical drama France has not

been so independent. From the middle of the last century to

our own time, French Grand Opera has often been the work of

foreigners.

In the year 1774 the "Iphigenic" of Christopher Gluek, a

German composer of Italian operas now utterly forgotten, and

who had then attained his sixty-fourth year, was produced in

Paris at the Grand Opera, or " Academic Royale de Musique,^'

Nvith extraordinary success. This opera was rapidly followed by

others from the same hand, all characterized by excellence in

one respect of the same kind—a direct application of musical

form and colour to dramatic expression, heretofore unknown to

the French or any other theatre. The arrival shortly after of

Nioolo Piccinni, an Italian composer of deservedly great repu-

tation (then in his forty-sixth year), brought about what has

been subsequently known as "the war of the Gluckists and

Piccinnists •/' a war in which much ink, but happily no blood,

was freely shed. In this war, the musical science and taste of

the combatants in which were in inverse ratio to their literary

jkill, the victory fell to Gluck ; and fell to him at least

as much through his skill in diplomacy as in music. This

however I cannot now follow up. Of the two composers the

Italian was, I think, the greater scholar, the German the greater

genius. Both however exercised a prodigious influence on

French musical taste, and made possible subsequently the pro-

duction of that magnificent series of operas which France owes

to the later Italians, Cherubini^ Spontini, Rossini and Donizetti

;
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to the German, Meyerbeer; and to her own children, the

accomplished Halevy and the gifted Auber.

Of some of these I have already spoken. To one more I

must, before we part, call your special attention ; a musician,

the number and excellence of whose works entitle him to a

very high place among the masters of his art, and from whose

instructions, indirectly if not directly, all contemporary artists

have in some degree profited ; the last great master of the once

great school of Italy, Maria Luigi Carlo Zenobi Salvador

Cherubini.

The life of this musician was prolonged beyond even musical

average, to eighty-two years. He was born at Florence in the

year 1760, and died, at Paris, in 1842. His musical education

was begun, and very well begun, by his father, and completed

by the celebrated Sarti (1730-1802), under whose care he was

placed at the age of eighteen, and whose pupil he remained

during four years. His first opera, " Quinto Fabio,^^ was pro-

duced at Milan in 1780, and followed in rapid succession by

others, the majority of which obtained great success. In

1 785-6 he visited London, where he wrote and produced two

operas at the theatre in the Haymarket. Shortly after this he

made his first visit to Paris, where he was received with great

favour by the Court, and whither, after another trip to Italy, he

returned in 1788. From this time France became his adopted

country, and Paris his home. For more than fifty subsequent

years, by his compositions, his theoretical works, and his per*

sonal influence and instruction, Cherubini was the musical

autocrat of France, almost of Europe ; his autocracy surviving

changes of dynasty of another kind, numerous without precedent

in political history.

An autobiographical and chronological catalogue of the works

of Cherubini was published in Paris in 1845. It is assuredly

the most singular production of its kind in existence. As a mere

record of the labours of an individual it is sufficiently remark-
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able; though instances of longevity and fecundity are numerous

enough among musicians. It extends over sixty-six years ; for

Chcrubini was a composer at thirteen^ and did not cease to

write till he was seventy-nine. It contains the titles of twenty-

eight operas, eighteen grand masses, several oratorios, and an

enormous number of minor works of every kind. But the

catalogue is not so remarkable musically as politically. It

presents a sort of abstract of the history of France during the

most eventful period in history. Cherubini took up his resi-

dence in Paris in 1788, one year before the meeting of the

States- General at Versailles.

In 1790 he began an opera, "Marguerite d'Anjou/^ for

the theatre at the Tuileries. This he never finished. One of

the most remarkable facts connected with the history of the

French Revolution is that, during its most tremendous excesses,

the public theatres, sixty-three in number, were never closed,

and never empty, for a single night. Cherubini continued,

therefore, the practice of his art as a dramatic composer with-

out cessation. One of his best works, " Lodoiska,^^ was pro-

duced in 1791 ; and in the same year he made his first essay as

a political composer, by the contribution of three choruses to a

piece called "La Mort de Mirabeau.'^ During the years 1792 and

1793 he resided out of Paris, but contributed music to the majority

of the national fetes. In the catalogue appear the following

titles of compositions of this time :
—" Hymne du Pantheon,'^

" Hymne a la Fraternite,'' " Chant pour le Dix Aout,"

" Hymne et Marche Funebre pour la Mort du General Hoche,^'

" Ode sur la Dix-huit Fructidor,^' " Le Salpetre Eepublicain,^^

" Hymne pour la Fete de la Reconnaissance.^^

Cherubini's music was never relished by Napoleon, one of

(vhose peculiarities was a nervous horror of loud or even

animated music. His favourite composer was Paisiello, whose

sweet but feeble strains presented perhaps the greatest contrast

to anything in his own nature and pursuits that the world
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could furnish. The name of the First Consul does not appear

in the Catalogue of Cherubini^s works; but an '^ Ode pour le

Mariage de VEmpereur^^ just indicates the moment when the

sun was in its zenith. A few pages more bring us to 1814.

Certain " morceaux militaires, composes pour TUsage de la

Musique du Regiment Prussien commande par le Colonel

Witzleben/' mark the occupation of Paris by the Allies ; and a

cantata composed for a fete, ^' donnee par MM. les Officiers

Superieurs de la Garnison de Paris a la Garde Nationale et

il MM. les Gardes-du-corps de sa Majeste, le 20 Juillet/'

followed by another, ''execulee devant sa Majeste pendant la

Fete donnee par la Ville de Paris, le 29 Aout," tell their own

story. The Hundred Days could hardly, with decency, call

Cherubini's talents into requisition. But in August, 1815,

royalty is again welcomed in certain '^Couplets ;" and a "Messe

Solennelle^^ is begun in January, 1816, "pour la Chapelle du

Roi.^^ In the same year the marria^je of "Monseio^neur le Due

de Berri'^ is marked by a cantata; and from this time the

frequent appearance of the words " Service de la Chapelle"

records the continuance of political tranquillity or torpor. The

last of these entries is of a motet for Quiuquagesima Sunday,

1829. The revolution of 1830 left him his most important

post, that of Director of the Conservatoire ; and shortly before

his death he was named "Commandeur de la Legion d'Honneur,"

by Louis Philippe. But he does not appear to have composed

for the new dynasty, which, though itself not very long-lived,

survived him,

I have now, so far as time has permitted, completed my out-

lines of the musical history oi the past ; it only remains for me
to say a few words about the music of the future. I am not

going to indulge myself, at the expense of your time and

patience, in prophecy, nor even in speculation. But many of

you will know that, in the classic land of modern music,

Germany, a school of poets and prophets has sprung up which
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lias undertaken to tell us what the music of the future is to be.

Not only so. This school is so impatient for the realization of

its own prognostications, that it has actually brought a good

deal of this music into the world, as it might seem, considerably

before its time. Some of it too is already, and a good deal of it

seems likely soon to be, forgotten. So that it would seem to

combine the somewhat impossible conditions of being past and

present, as well as future. Leaving its progenitors, however, to

reconcile this confusion of tenses, I will endeavour to explain

their theory, so far as I understand it.

To say the truth, there is not much in this at which anybody

will be likely seriously to take exception. It amounts to this;

that the world has not yet seen a work of art to the production

of which the poet, the painter, the musician, and the stage-

manager have contributed with equal energy and success ; that

such a work is possible ; and that, being achieved, it would at

once restore poetry to its ancient influence on the feelings and

the actions of mankind, turn painting to a thoroughly practical

account, and transform music, from the mere amusement of an

idle hour, into a vehicle for communicating the noblest im-

pulses and exciting to the noblest deeds. The chief preacher

of this philosophy, Herr Richard Wagner, repudiates, or till

lately repudiated, for himself and his disciples, the term '^ music

of the future,'' as a misrepresentation both of his words and

his views ; which latter are more properly and fully rendered, J

he says, by the more comprehensive term '* work of art of the

future.'' J

Now, had the theory of a " work of art of the future" been
*

put before the world as a simple proposition, it would have

been received with a good deal of respectful consideration

;

•especially from those who knew little of the history of 'music,

and the limits or conditions of the musical art. The proposition

is bv no means a new one, and the idea of which it is the ex- \

pression is as old as the drama, of whatever species, of modern

i
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times. It is the idea which governed the *' mysteries^' of the

Middle Ages ; it is the idea which haunted the Florentine

Academy in their search after the musical declamation of the

ancients; it is tlic idea which tormented the composers of tlie

Third Period, one and all ; and the idea, the one idea, of Gluck.

It is impossible to deny that it is a good idea. But there is a

condition connected with it, sometimes avowed, sometimes held

in reserve, against which the instincts of humanity have so

far rebelled; that its realization would involve the calling

into existence of a new kind of music, and the interruption of

that process of gradual development to which the musical art

has submitted for the past five hundred and fifty years, certainly

with results not unsatisfactory to mankind.

This it might have been difficult to prove, had the musicians

" of the futifre" abstained from carrying their theories into

practice, and presenting abstract ideas in the concrete form of

musical composition. I have never had an opportunity of wit-

nessing the performance of one of Herr Wagner^s operas. I

made a great effort, a few weeks since,^ to be present when one

of them, " Tannhauser/^ was produced in Paris, with all the

care, and cost, and forethought which so eminently distinguish

productions of this kind in the Academic Imperiale. It was

withdrawn after a third performance, for which I did not arrive

in time. But I have the same acquaintance with this work

that every musician has with nineteen-twentieths of the music

with which he is acquainted ; that which is derived from study

and perusal. I find in the pieces of which " Tannhauser" is

composed, an entire absence of musical construction and co-

herence ; little melody, and that of a most unoriginal and

mesqnm kind ; and harmony chiefly remarkable for its restless,

purposeless, and seemingly helpless modulation. Lully, the

founder of French opera, was complained of, even in the height

of his popularity, for the extent to which he carried recitative

* In 1862.
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and " aria parlante ;" forms, in good hands, capable of agreeable

effect in tliem selves, and allowing opportunity to the ear to

repose from the fatigue engendered by too long continued, or

too strongly accentuated, rhythm. Wagner oul-Lullies LuUy,

and allows the persons of his drama " of the future^' to disconrise

about the past, at a length and in a language which show a

wonderful want of understanding of the patience of any but a

Wagnerian auditory. Were these things found in an ordinary

opera, one would simply dismiss it as a very indifferent and a

very tiresome opera. But they are matters of faith and of

principle with the new school. Dulness, ugliness and want of

form are justified by all sorts of analogies which, true or false,

are no consolation to those who suffer under them. Nature,

we are told, is not always interesting, lovely or symmetrical

;

she is very often dull ; ergo, art should not be always lively,
i

The answer to all this is almost too obvious to be given. We
endure dulness as best we can, when there is no escape from it

;

but no one seeks it or tolerates it, that can choose his occupation

or his company.

Music—I mean the music of the present—as compared with

every other fine art, is yet young : it is possible and probable
*

that she has powers yet undeveloped, yet even untried. The

type of what we now understand by, and expect to find in,

Opera is hardly a century old ; and perhaps no example of that

" work of art^^ is yet before the world which, in some respect, is

not open to exception. It would be impertinent and unsafe to J

dogmatize about any ^' work of art^^ which shall be accepted as

perfect by a more critical generation than our own ; but I will

venture to say that it will present no such evidences of contempt

for the Music of the Past as are presented in that of the Future

of which we have been favoured with specimens, at the present

time. The connexion between one age and another is no more

to be suddenly broken off with impunity in art than in anything

else. Change, whether by aggregation, rejection or growth^ ia
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no doubt a condition of life ; but it is itself subject to another

condition_, that it be gradual, gentle, and unostentatious.

The music of the future may be safely left to grow out of the

music of the present, as the music of the present has grown out

of the music of the past. An altogether new kind of music may

not be an impossibility ; it will be long ere it need become a

necessity. I most firmly believe that the resources of the art,

as we understand it, are not only unexhausted but inex-

haustible.

POSTSCRIPT.

London, June, 1875.

Wagner's opera, " Lohengrin,^' long promised and long waited

for, has, years after this course of lectures was brought to an

end, been performed in London at both our great lyric theatres.

I subjoin a paper which embodies my impression of the result

of these performances, from which I omit only a few passages

of altogether temporary interest.

Such frequent and pressing calls have been made of late on the

attention of musical amateurs by the disciples of Wagner, his intentions

have been so thoroughly expounded, and his performances so widely

advertised, that there can now be no necessity for even the briefest

exposition of a theory which some hold to be new and not true, others

true and not new, and others neither new nor true. That any kind of

art characterised neither by freshness nor beauty should, as the art of

Wagner has assuredly for some time past done, engage the attention

and largely win the admiration of musical Europe would be incredible,

did we not know to what extent, and with what unerring certainty,

success may be won for any cause or for anything, the advocacy of

which is sufficiently loud and long continued. Such advocacy too, it

is fair to say, as the Wagnerian theory has found, not merely in its

birthplace but among ourselves, and even in the south of Europe, has

been both honest and intelligent ; nor is it possible to deny that the

Wagnerian sect—for such it may now be iairly called—has drawjj
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within its pale many who, both by their musical science and their

general intelligence, have a right to hold an opinion on a musical ques-

tion and to express it. But advocacy, like opposition, is, after all,

limited in its action on groat artists or great art. Either may incline

opinion, especially in the direction it would have taken for itself. But

it can only do even this for a season. Sooner or later—too often later

than can be pleasant or profitable to the artist—the ultimate court of

appeal, the great public, takes the pending cause out of the hands of

pleaders on both sides, and settles it for ever. How it will settle the

*' cause "VVagnerienne" in its entirety remains to be seen. This much

is certain that, with whatever amount of intemperance the Wagnerian

idea may have been advocated, the germ of truth which it contains

wiU
" Live and act and serve the future hour."

The art against which its advocates wage war may not deserve all the

hard usage it has met with at their hands ; but it is not impeccable

;

and its practitioners are more likely to ascertain in what its peccability

consists from its enemies than from its friends. The opera of Wagner
may not take the place of the opera of Mozart, of Rossini, of Meyer-

beer, or of Verdi, but the opera of the next musician of genius will be

very different from what it would have been had AVagner never

lived.

" Lohengrin" may be said to belong to its composer's second period
;

and its products, like those of another very different composer's second

period, have so far proved the most acceptable to the world. " Rienzi"

and even "Der Fliegende Hollander," are avowedly the work of a '"pren-

tice hand ;" and his more recent productions, whatever their inherent

merit or attractiveness, are on too great a scale to be practicable, save

in a few places, and even in these on rare occasions. But in " Lohen-

grin" the Wagnerian type is sufficiently developed to admit of fair

investigation ; and in assisting at its performance we are in a condition

to judge how far in opera what has hitherto been regarded as Music

can to a large extent be dispensed with, and action carried on by means

of one only, and that the least delightful kind of music—" aria par-

lante." Aria parlante, it should be observed, attained to an approxi-

mately perfect form long before every other kind of music. Specimens

of it, which for just expression and even musical beauty it would be

hard even now to equal, abound in the writings of many musicians of

the seventeenth century whose views of melody, harmony, and form

ivere limited and uncertain. And this from the simple cause that its
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production demands rather .susceptibility to poetical impressions than

musical science or even musical feeling. Large use of" "aria parlante" in

an opera, therefore, is not now-a-days progress, but regress ; and the

composer who uses it to the exclusion of other kinds of music lays

himself open to the charge of want of ability to turn them to account.

Whether tliis charge can fairly be laid to ^V'agner is not, however, the

question before us. This is rather, whether in " Lohengrin" he has

produced a work which, when the passions which have been raised

about it and its author have subsided, will continue to give such

})leasure as it seems to give at the present moment.*******
The '' poem" Lohengrin is the work of the composer, whose

powers as a master of language are at least as highly esteemed by

many of his countrymen as his music. Every opera loses, and a

Wagnerian opera more than any other, by translation ; and the

" poet" of that before us must not be judged by the Italian words

which are made the interpreters of his thoughts, and the " vehicle" of

his music. But the subject and plan of " Lohengrin" are revealed to

us in the performances at Drury Lane intact ; and to both of these we
have to make serious objection. Whether " the old Teutonic myths,"

about which we have heard so much lately, and to which AVagner

seems now to be exclusively devoted, can ever excite more than a

national interest is a question. Whether any myth can may be

doubted. A great poet, also an admirable critic—Lord Byron—has

laid down a law that the basis of drama must be history. " There

should always be," says he, " some foundation for the most airy

fabric
;
pure invention is but the talent of a liar." Then the plan or

construction of " Lohengrin" violates the first law of dramatic con-

struction. Things are told which ought to be done ; and things are

done which ought to be told. The long explanation, in the last scene,

of Lohengrin's antecedents might have been made imnecessary by a

prelude, in which the audience, though not the dramatis personcBy

would have made acquaintance with Parcival and his peers, Mon-
salvato and the Sangraal—personages, a place, and a thing of which

they know nothing, and in which they cannot possibly have any

interest. On the other hand, the arrival of the hero, via the Scheldt

—usually much encumbered with craft—in a boat just large enough
to contain him, and drawn by a swan, is an incident which skilful

treatment might make interesting in narrative, but which no treatment

could have made otherwise Uiau ridiculous in dramatic action. With
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tlio music of *' Lohengrin" wo did not ol' courwu make first acquaiii-

tance on Saturday night ; but we have always liesitated even to form,

still more to express, an o})inion of its merits, aj^art from the drama

to which it belongs, and of which avowedly it is but one element. Of

this drama, " Lolicngrin," presented in music, we are constrained to

say that, in sj)ite of a power of realizing to himself dramatic situation,

in which perhaps Wagner is unprecedented ; in spite of individual

passages, here of energy, there of sweetness ; in spite of orchestral

effects as astonishing for their beauty as lor their freshness and

variety, we find " Lohengrin"—dull. It will attract for a time. The

curiosity raised in respect to it makes it natural and to be desired that

it should do so. But that works after the manner of " Lohengrin,''

which—accepting the word "music" in the sense for some centuries

past given to it—may be described as operas idtliout music, should

take any permanent hold on the human soul, is to us simply incon-

ceivable.
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M.A. ; and short Introductory Essays by
A. Lang, M.A Crown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

The Politics : Introductory Essays.
By Andrew Lang. (From Bolland and
Lang's 'Politics'.) Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essays and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
. der Grant, Bart., M.A., LL.D. 2 vols.

8vO. T,2S.

The Nicomachean Ethics: Newly
Translated into English. By Robert
Williams, Barrister-at-Law. Crown
8vo. 75. 6d.

ARMSTRONG (G. F. " Savage-)—

j

Works by.

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.
8vi). ('.r.

King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part 1.) Fcj). 8vo. 5J.

King David. (The Tragedy of
Israel, I':iit II.) Fcp. 8vo. 65.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part HI.) Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Ugone : A Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo. 6j-.

A Garland from Greece ; Poems.
Fcp. 8vo. 9^.

Stories of Wicklow ; Poems.
Fcp. 8vo. 9^.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth

:

a Satire. Fcp. Hvo. 4^.

The Life and Letters ofEdmund
J. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo. ^s. 6d.

ARMSTRONG (E. J.)— WORKS BY.
Poetical Works. Fcp. 8vo. 5.^.

Essays and Sketches. Fcp. Svo.
55-

ARMSTRONG. — Elizabeth Far-
nese : the Termagant of Spain.
By Edward Armstrong, Queen's Col-
lege, Oxford. [In the press.

ARNOLD (Sir Ediow, K.C.I.E.)—
Works by.

The Light of the World ; or,

the Great Consummation. A Poem.
Crown Svo. "js. 6d. net.

Seas and Lands. Reprinted letters

from the ' Daily Telegraph ". With
numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 2is.

ARNOLD {Dr. T.)— WORKS BY.

Introductory Lectures on Mo-
dern History. Svo. 7^. 6d.

MiscellaneousWorks. 8vo. js.6d.

ASHIuEY.—Rnglish EconomicHis-
tory and Theory. By W. J.
Ashley, M.A. Part I. The Middle
Ages. 55.

Atelier (The) du Lys; or, An Art
Student in the Reign of Terror. By the

Author of ' Mademoiselle Mori '. Crown
8vo. 2s. 6d.

BY THE SAME AuTHOR.

Mademoiselle Mori : a Tale of
Modern Rome. Crown 8vo. 25. 6d.

That Child. Illustrated byGordon
Browne. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

[Continued on next page.
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Atelier (The) du Lys—JToRKS by
THE AilHOR OF~co7itinued.

Under a Cloud. O. <Sv(). 2s. 6d.

The Fiddler of Lugau. With
Illustrations

8vo. 2s. 6<L

bv W. Ralston. Crown

A Child of the Revolution.
With Illustrations by C. J. .Siamland.
Crown 8vo. 2s. bt/.

Hester's Venture : a Novel. Cr.
8v<;. 2S. Uil.

In the Olden Time : a Tale of the
Peasant War in Germany. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6//.

BACON.- The Works axd Life
OF.

Complete Works. Edited by R.
L. Ellis, J. Speuding, and I). D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo. £^ 13s. 6(/.

Letters and Life, including all

his Occasional Works. Edited
by J. Speddlnc;. 7 vols. 8vo. £4 4J.

The Kssays ;
N^th Annotations.

By RiciL\RU Whately, D.D., 8vo.

IOJ-. 6(/.

The Essays ;
with Introduction,

Notes, and Inde.x. By E. A. Abbott,
D.D. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 6s. Text
and Index only, without Introduction

and Notes, in i vol. P'cp. 8vo. 2s. 6J.

The BADMINTON LIBRARY,
Edited by the Duke OF Beaufort, K.G.,
assisted by ALFRED E. T. Watson.

Hunting:.
fort,
With 53 lUus. by J. Sturgess, J. Charlton,

and A. M. Biddulph. Cr. 8vo. lOJ. €</.

Fishing. By H. Cholmondeley-
Pennell.

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.

With 158 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. los. 6d.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish.

With 132 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. \os. 6</.

Racing and Steeplechasing. By
the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,
W, G. Craven, &c. With 56 Illustra-

tions by J. .Sturgess. Cr. 8vo. loj. (>d.

Shooting. By Lord Walsingham
and Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwev, Bart.

Vol. I. Field and Covert. With 105
Illustrations. Cr. 8vu. ioj-. 6d.

Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. With 65 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo. lOJ". bd.

Cycling. By Viscount Bury
(Earl of Albemarle), K.C.M.G., and G.
L.\CY Hillier. With 19 Plates and 70
Woodcuts, &c., by Viscount Bury, Joseph
Pennell, »S:c. Crown Svo. I05. 6d.

.^. By the Duke of Beau-
K.G., and Mowbray Morris.

The BADMINTON LIBRARY—
continual.

Athletics and Football. By
Mon'iac.uk Shearman. With 6 full-

page Iliustrati()nsand45 Woodcuts, &c., by
Stanley Berkeley, antl from Photographs
by Ci. Mitchell. Crown 8vo. lOJ. iid.

Boating. By W B. Woodgate.
W all lofull-page Illustrationsand39wood-
cuts, &c., in the Text. Cr. Svo. loj. dd.

Cricket. By A. G. Steel and the
Hon. R. H. Lyttelton, With 1 1 full-page

Illustrations and 52 Woodcuts, &c., in the

Text, by Lucien Davis. Cr. Svo. \os. 6d.

Driving. By the Duke of Beau-
fort. With 1 1 Plates and 54 Woodcuts,
See, by J. Sturgess and (j. D. Giles.

Crown 8vo. \0s. dd.

Fencing, Boxing, and Wrest-
ling. V>\ ^\'ALTi-:R H. Pollock,
F. C. Grove. C. Prevost, E. B. Mi-
chell, and Walter Armstrong. With
18 Plates and 24 Woodcuts, &c. Crown
Svo. lOS. 6d.

Golf. By Horace Hutchinson, the
Rt. Hon. A.J. Balfolr, M.P., Andrew
Lang, Sir W. G. Simps x, Bart., &c.
With 19 Plates and 69 Woodcuts, &c.
Crown 8vo. igj-. 6d.

Tennis, Lawn Tennis, Rackets,
and Fives. By J. M. and C G.
Heathcote, E. O. Pleydei l-Bou-
VERIF, and A. C Ainger. With 12

Plates and 67 Woodcuts, &c. Crown
Svo. lOJ. 6d.

Riding and Polo. By Captain
Robert Weir, Riding Master, R.H.G.,
and J. Moray Bkown. With Contri-

butions by the Duke of Beaufort, K.G.

,

the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, the Earl

of Onslow, E. L. Anderson, and Alfred

E. T. Watson. With 18 Plates and 41
W^oodcuts, &c. Crown Svo. ioj. 6d.

BAGEHOT (Wnlhr).— IVORKS BY.

Biographical Studies. 8vo. 12^.

Economic Studies. Syo. \os. 6d.

Literary Studies. 2 vols. 8vo. 2Zs.

The Postulates of English Po-
litical Economy, ("r. Svo. 2s. 6d.

A Practical Plan for Assimilat-
ing the English and American
Money as a Step towards a
Universal Money. Cr. Svo.

2 jr. 6d.
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BAGWELL.— IvtXdiniSL under the
Tudors, with a Succinct Accountof
the Earlier History. Hy RiCHARD Bag-
WF.LL, M.A. (3 vols.) Vols. I. and II.

From the first invasion of the Northmen
to the year 1578. 8vo. t,2s. Vol. III.

1578-1603. 8vo. i8j.

BAIN {Alexander).— Works BY.

Mental and Moral Science. Cr.

Svo. JO.r. (•>(/.

Senses and the Intellect. 8vo. 15^.

Emotions and the Will. Svo. 15^.

Logic, Deductive, and Inductive.
PARr I. Deduction, 4.?. Part II. In-

duction^ ds. 6d.

Practical Essays. Cr. 8vo. is.

BAKER.—By the Western Sea: a
Summer Idyll. By James Baker,
F.R.G.S. Author of ' John Westacott '.

Crown Svo. 3^. 6d.

BAKER {Sir S. W.).— JVORKS BY.

Eight Years in Ceylon. With 6
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3^". 6d.

The Rifle and the Hound in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. t,s. 6d.

WORKSBALL {The Rt. Hon. J. T.).

BY.

The Reformed Church of Ire-

land. (1537-1889). 8vo. 7^. 6d.

Historical Review of the Legis-
lative Systems Operative in

Ireland, from the Invasion of
Henry the Second to the Union (1172-

1800). Svo. 6.f.

BEACONSFIELD {The Earl of).—
WORKS BY.

Novels and Tales. The Hughen-
den Edition. With 2 Portraits and 1

1

Vignettes. 1

1

vols. Crown Svo. 42J'.

Endymion. Henrietta Temple.
Lothiar. Contarini, Fleming-, &c.

Coningsby. Alroy, Ixion, &c.

Tancred. Sybil. The Young- Duke, &c.

Venetia. Vivian Grey.

Novels and Tales. Cheap Edition.
Complete in 1 1 vols. Crovvn 8vo. is.

each, boards ; I5. 6d. each, cloth.

BECKER {Professor).— WORKS BY.

Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Post Svo. 75. 6d.

Charicles ; or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks. Post

Svo. 75. 6d.

BELL {Mrs. IIlujh).- WORKS BY.

Will o' the Wisp : a Story. Illus-

trated by E. L. Shute. Crown Svo. 3J. 6rf.

Chamber Comedies : a Collection
of Plays and .Monologues fcjr the Drawinj^
Room. Crown 8vo. ds.

BLAKE.—Tdih\^s for the Conver-
sion of 5 per Cent. Interest
from iV to 7 per Cent. By J.
Blake, of the London Joint Stock Bank,
Limited. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Book (The) of Wedding Days.
Arranged on the Plan of a Birthday Book.
With 96 Illustrated Borders, Frontispiece,

and Title-page by Walter Crane; and
Quotations for each Day. Compiled and
Arranged by K. E. J. Reid, May Ro.ss,

and ^L•^BEL Bamfield. 4to. 215.

BRASSEY {Lady).- WORKS BY.

A Voyage in the * Sunbeam,' our
Home on the Ocean for

Eleven Months.

.

Library Edition. With 8 Maps and
Charts, and 118 Illustrations, Svo. 21 5.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66
Illustrations, Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

'Silver Library' Edition. With 66
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s. td.

Popular Edition. With 60 Illustrations,

4to. 6d. sewed, I5. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations,

Fcp. 25. cloth, or 35. white parchment.

Sunshine and Storm in the East.
Library Edition. With 2 Maps and

114 Illustrations, Svo. 21s.

Cabinet Edition. With 2 Maps and
114 Illustrations, Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 103 Illustra-

tions, 4to. 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
the ' Roaring Forties '.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations, Crovvn $vo. 75. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 183 Illustra-

tions, 4to. bd. sewed, 15. cloth.

The Last Voyage to India and
Australia in the * Sunbeam '.

With Charts and Maps, and 40 Illustrations

in Monotone (20 full-page), and nearly 2CXD

Illustrations in the Text from Drawings
by R. T. Pritchett. Svo. 215.

Three Voyages in the 'Sun- Jj

beam'. Popular Edition. AVith '
346 Illustrations, 4to. 25. 6d.

BRAY.—Jh^ Philosophy of Ne-
cessity ; or, Law in Mind as in

Matter. Bv Charles Bray. Crown
Svo. 55.
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inUiiHT.—h History of England.
\\y the Rev. J. ! uanck J5kit.Hi, JJ.U.,

Master of University College, Oxford.

4 vols. Crown 8vo.

Period I.— Medireval Monarchy: The De-
parture of the Romans to Richard III.

From A.D. 449 to 1485. 45. 6d.

Period II.—Personal Monarchy : ITcnry VII.

to James II. From 1485 to 1688. 5s.

Period III. — Constitutional Monarchy:
William and Mary to William IV'. P>om
1689 to 1837. 7s. 6d.

Period IV. —The Growth of Democracy

:

Victoria. From 1S37 to 1880. 6j-.

BROKE.—With Sack and Stock
in Alaska. By George Broke,
A.C., F.R.C.S. With 2 Maps. Crown
Svo. 55.

lUiVDEN.—Kloof and Karroo:
Sport, Legend, and Natural History in

Cape Colony. By H. A. Brvden. With
17 Illustrations. 8vo. I05. 6(f.

BUCKLE.—History of Civilisation

in England and France,
Spain and Scotland. By Henry
Thomas Buckle. 3 vols. Cr. Svo. 245.

BUI.L {Thomas).— WORKS BY.

Hints to Mothers on the
Management of their Health
during the Period of Pregnancy. Fcp. Svo.

IS. ()d.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Dis-

ease. Fcp. Svo. li". ()d.

BUTLER {Samuel).— WORKS BY.

Op. I. Erewhon. Crown Svo. 5^.

Op. 2. The Fair Haven. A Work
in defence of the Miraculous Element in

our Lord's Ministry. Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

Op. 3. Life and Habit. An Essay
after a Completer View of Evolution.

Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Op. 4. Evolution, Old and New.
Crown Svo. los. 6d.

Op. 5. Unconscious Memory.
Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

Op. 6. Alps and Sanctuaries of

Piedmont and the Canton
. Ticino. Illustrated. Pott 4to.

10s. 6d.

Op. 7. Selections from Ops. i-6.

With Remarks on Mr. C. J. Romanes'
' Mental Evolution in Animals '. Cr. Svo.

75. 6d.

BUTLER {Samuel).— Works BY.—
amtinued.

Op. 8. Luck, or Cunning, as the
Main Means of Organic
Modification ? Cr. 8vo. yj-. dd.

Op. 9. Ex Voto. An Account of
the Sacrcj Monte or New Jerusalem at

Varaiio-Sesia. los. 6r/.

Holbein's * La Danse *. ANoteor>
a Drawing called ' La iJanse '. 35.

CARLYLE.-i:\iomd.s Carlyle : a
History of His Life, liy J. A. FrolIjL.

1795-1835, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 7s.

1834-1881, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 75.

C^liS'^.—Physical Realism : being
an Analytical Philosophy from the Physical

Objects of Science to the Physical Data
of Sense. By Thomas Case, M.A.,
Fellow and Senior Tutor, C.C.C. Svo. 155.

CHETWYND.— Racing Remini-
scences and Experiences of
the Turf. By Sir (George Chp:t-
WYNI), Bart. 2 vols. 8vf). 21s.

CHILD.—Church and State under
the Tudors. By Gilbert W.
Ciiii.i), M.A. Svo. 15s.

(7///>S//0/.3/.—Handbook of Com-
mercial Geography. By G. G.
Chisiiolm. With 29 Majis. Svo. 165.

CHURCH.—Sir Richard Church,
C.B., G.C.H. Commander-in-
Chief of the Greeks in the War of Inde-

pendence : a Memoir. By Stanley
Lanf.-Poole. With 2 Plans. Svo. 5s.

GLIVE.—Poems. By V. (Mrs.
Archer Clive), Author of ' Paul

FerroU '. Including the IX. Poems.
Fcp. Svo. 65.

CLODD.—The Story of Creation :

a Plain Account of Evolution. By Ed-
ward Clodd. With 77 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

C*LUTTERBUCK {W. J.).— JFORKS
BY.

The Skipper in Arctic Seas.
With 39 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. los. 6d.

About Ceylon and Borneo

:

being an Account of Two Visits to Ceylon,

one to Borneo, and How we Fell Out on
our Homeward Journey. With 47 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo.

COLENSO.—The Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua Critically

Examined. By J. W. Colenso,
D.D., late Bishop of Natal. Cr. Svo. 65.
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aOA/yiV^.—Atherstone Priory: a
Tale. \\\ L. X. Iomyn. Cr. Svd. 2s. 6</.

CONINGTON (John).— Works by.

The -^neid of Virgil. Translated
into l.iiL;li>h \ crsc. Crown 8vo. 65.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English I'rose. Crown 8vo. 65.

COX. — A General History of
Greece, from the Earliest Period
U) ilie Death of Alexander the Great

;

with a sketch of the subsequent History
to the Present 'lime. Bv the Rev. Sir
Vj. W. Cox, Bart., M.A. ' With 11 Maps
and Plans. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

CURZOX. Russia in Central Asia
in 1889, and the Anglo-
Russian Question. By the Hon.
(iKnk«,K .\. Cl k/oN, .M.P WO. 2 IS.

CRAKE {Rer. A. D.).~

Historical Tales.
vols. 25. 6(7. each.

IForks by.

Crown Svo. 5

Edwythe Fair; or. The First Chronicle of
-Kscendune.

Alfg-ar the Dane; or, the Second Chronicle
of .Ejcendune.

The Rival Heirs : being the Third and
Last Chronicle of .Escendune.

The House of Walderne. A Tale of the

Cloister and the Forest in the Days of
the Barons' Wars.

Brian Fitz-Count. A Story of Wallingford
Castle and Dorchester Abbey.

History of the Church under
the Roman Empire, A.D.
30-476. Crown Svo. ys. 6d.

CREIGHTON. — History of the
Papacy during the Reforma-
tion. By Maxdell Creighton,
D.D., LL.D., Bishop of Peterborough.
Svo. Vols. I. and II., 1378-1464, 32s.

;

Vols. III. and IV., 1464-15 18, 245.

CRUMP (A.).— WORKS BY.

A Short Enquiry into the For-
mation of Political Opinion,
from the reigii of the Great Families to

the Advent of Democracy. Svo. 75. (yd.

An Investigation into the Causes
of the Great Fall in Prices
which took place coincidently with the

Demonetisation of Silver by Germany.
Svo. 65.

CUDWORTH.—An I ntroduction
to Cudworth's Treatise con-
cerning Eternal and Immu-
table Morality. By W. R.
Scott. CroAn Svo. 2)^.

' DAA IE.— 'La Commedia di Dante.
1 A New 'iVxt, curcluliy Kcviacd with

I

the aid of the most recent Editions and
Collations. .Small Svo. 65.

DAVIDSOX (W. L.).— Jf0RKS BY.

The Logic of Definition Ex-
plainedand Applied. Cr. 8vo. 6^.

Leading and Important English
Words Explained and Ex-
emplified. Icp. Svo. y. 6d.

DELAXD {Mr,:).— WORKS BY.

John Ward, Preacher : a Stor).
Crown Svo. 25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

Sidney : a Novel. Crown Svo. 6j-.

The Old Garden, and other Verses.
Fcp. Svo. 55.

DE LA SAUSSAYE.—A Manual of
the Science of Religion. By
Professor Chantepie de la Salss.we.
Translated by Mrs. COLYER Fergisson
{nee Ma.x ]\Iuller). Revised by the

Author. Crown Svo. 12s. 6d

.

DE REDCLIFFE.—The Life of the
Right Hon. Stratford Can-
ning: Viscount Stratford De
Redcliffe. By Stanley Lane-
Poole. Cabinet Edition, abridged, with

3 Portraits, I vol. Crown Svo. 75. 6</.

DE SALTS {Mrs.).— Works by.

Cakes and Confections a la

Mode. Fcp. Svo. IS. 6d. boards.

Dressed Game and Poultry a
la Mode. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d. bds.

Dressed Vegetables a la Mode.
i-cp. Svo. i.s. cd. boards.

Drinks a la Mode. Fcp. Svo. is.

6d. boards.

Entrees a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.

15. 6c/. boards.

Floral Decorations. Suggestions
and descriptions. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Oysters a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.

15. 6d. boards.

[Co)iti)imd on next page.
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DE SA LLS{Mrs.).^-^ Works uy.- out.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo. \s. Gd. boards.

Savouries a la Mode. l*'cp. 8vo.
15. bd. l)(>arils.

Soups and Dressed Fish a la

Mode. Fcp. 8vo. i^. 6d. l)oards.

Sweets and Supper Dishes a la

Mode. V(\). 8v(). \s. (id. l)C)ards.

Tempting Dishes for Small
Incomes. Kcp. 8vo. is. Gd.

Wrinkles and Notions for every
Household, down 8\o. 2^. 6d.

DE T()CaUE]ILLE.—Democracy
in America. By Alexis de
TOCQUEVILLF. 2 vols. ClOWll 8vo. l6s.

DOUGALL.—Beggars AW: a Novel.
I5y L. DoUGAi.L. Crown 8vo. 6s.

DOWELL.—A History of Taxa-
tion and Taxes in England
from the Earliest Times to the Year 1885.

By STP:riiEN 'Dow ell. (4 vols. 8vo.)

Vols. I. and II. The History of Taxation,
215. Vols. III. and IV. The History of

Taxes, 215.

DOYLE {A. Coivin).— WORKS BY.

Micah Clarke. A tale of Mon-
mouth's Rebellion. With Frontispiece

and Vignette. Crown Svo. 3s. 6(7.

The Captain of the Polestar;
and other Tales. Crown Svo. 65.

DRANE.—The
Dominic.
DORA DraNE.

History of St.

By Augusta Theo-
32 Illustrations. Svo. 155.

Dublin University Press Series
(The) : a Series of ^\^orks under-
taken by the Provost and Senior Fellows
of Trinity College, Dublin.

Abbott's (T. K.) Codex Rescriptus Dub-
linensis of St. Matthew. 410. 215.

Evang^eliorum Versio Ante-
hieronymiana ex Codice Usseriano
(Dublinensi). 2 vols. Crown Svo. 215.

Allman's (G. J.) Greek Geometry from
Thales to Euclid. Svo. 105. 6d.

Burnside (W. S.) and Panton's (A. W.)
Theory of Equations. Svo. 125. 6(/.

Casey's (John) Sequel to Euclid's Ele-
ments. Crown Svo. ^5. 6d.

Analytical Geometry of the
Conic Sections. Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

Dublin University Press Series
(The).-- continued.

Davies' (J. F.) Eumenides of iEschylus.

With Metrical linj^lish 'Iranslation. Svo.

75.

Dublin Translations into Greek and
Latin Verse, jjiiicd by k. \ . Tyrrell.

Svo. 65.

Graves' (R. P.) Life of Sir William
Hamilton. 3 vols. 155. each.

Griffin (R. W. ) on Parabola, Ellipse,

and Hyperbola. Crown Svo. 65.

Hobart's (W. K.) Medical Language of

St. Luke. Svo. I ('5.

Leslie's (T. E. Cliffe) Essays in Politi-

cal Economy. Svo. 105. ini.

Macalister's (A.) Zoology and Mor-
phology of Vertebrata. Svo. I05. (id.

MacCullagh's (James) Mathematical
and other Tracts. Svo. 155.

Maguire's (T.) Parmenides of Plato,

Text, with Introduction, Analysis, &c.

Svo. 75. dd.

. Monck's (W. H. S.) Introduction to

Logic. Crown Svo. 55.

Roberts' (R. A.) Examples on the Ana-
lytic Geometry of Plane Conies. Cr.

Svo. 55.

Southey's (R.) Correspondence with
Caroline Bowles. Edited by E. Dow-
den. Svo. 14s.

Stubbs' (J. W.) History of the University
of Dublin, from its Foundation to the End
of the Eighteenth Century. Svo. 125. 6^/.

Thornhill's (W. J.) The^neid of Virgil,

freely translated into English Blank
Verse. Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

Tyrrell's (R. Y.) Cicero's Correspon-
dence. Vols. I. II. III. Svo. each 125.

The Acharnians of Aristo-
phanes, translated into English Verse.

Crown Svo. 15.

Webb's (T. E.) Goethe's Faust, Trans-

lation and iS'otes. Svo. 125. 6d.

The Veil of Isis : a Series of

Essays on Idealism. Svo. I05. 6d.

Wilkins' (G.) The Growth of the Ho-
meric Poems. Svo. 65.

Epochs of Modern History.
Edited by C CciLBiXK, M.A. 19 vols.

Ecp. Svo. with Maps, 25. 6d. each.

Airy's (O.) The English Restoration and
Louis XIV. (1648-1678).

Church's (Very Rev. R. W.) The Be-
ginning of the Middle Ages. \\ ith 3
Maps.

[Continued on next pcgf.
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Epochs of Modern History.—^<?«/.

Cox's I Rev. Sir G. W.) The Crusades.
Willi a Map.

Crei^hton's (Rev. M.) The Age of
Elizabeth. Wilh 5 Maps.

Gairdner's (J.) The Houses of Lancaster
and York ; with the Conquest and
Loss of France. With 5 Maps.

Gardiner's (S. R.)The First Two Stuarts
and the Puritan Revolution (1603-
1660). With 4 Maj-ts.

The Thirty Years' War (1618-

1648). With a Ma]).

Gardiner's (Mrs. S. R.) The French
Revolution (1789-1795). With 7 Maps.

Hale's (Rev. E.) The Fall of the Stuarts ;

and Western Europe (1678- 1697).
With 1 1 Maps and Plans.

Johnson's (Rev. A. H.) The Normans in

Europe. With 3 Maps.

Longman's (F. W. ) Frederick the Great
and the Seven Years' War. With 2

Maps.

Ludlow's (J. M.) The War of American
Independence (1775-1783). W^ith4Maps.

McCarthy's (Justin) The Epoch of Re-
form (1830-1850).

Moberly's (Rev. C. E.) The Early Tu-
dors.

Morris's (E. E.) The Age of Anne.
With 7 Maps and Plans.

The Early Hanoverians. W^ith

9 Maps and Plans.

Seebohm's (F.) The Era of the Protes-
tant Revolution. With 4 Maps.

Stubbs' (Right Rev. W.) The Early
Plantagenets. With 2 Maps.

Warburton's (Rev. W.) Edward the

Third. With 3 Maps.

Epochs of Church History. Ed-
ited by Mandell Creightox, D.D.,

j

Bishop of Peterborough. Fcp. 8vo. 25. 1

6J. each. I

Balzani's (U.) The Popes and the Ho-
i

henstaufen.

Brodrick's (Hon. G. C) A History of
,

the University of Oxford.
j

Carr's (Rev. A.) The Church and the
|

Roman Empire.
1

Gwatkin's (H. M.) The Arian Contro- i

versy.

Hunt's (Rev. W.) The English Church
in the Middle Ages.

Mullinger's (J. B.) A History of the

University of Cambridge.

Overton's (Rev. J. H.) The Evangelical
;

Revival in the Eighteenth Century.

Epochs of Church History, rr;;//.

Perry's (Rev. G. G.) The History of
the Reformation in England.

Plummer's (A.) The Church of the Early
Fathers.

Poole's (R. L.) Wycliffe and Early
Movements of Reform.

Stephen's (Rev. W. R. W.) Hildebrand
and his Times.

Tozer's (Rev. H. F.) The Church and
the Eastern Empire.

Tucker's (Rev. H. W.) The English
Church in other Lands.

Wakeman's (H. O.) The Church and the
Puritans (1570-1660.)

Ward's (A. W.) The Counter-Reforma-
tion.

Epochs of Ancient History.
lulited by the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox,
Bart., M.A., and by C. Sankey, M.A.
10 vohimes, P'cp. 8vo. with Maps, 25. 6rf.

each.

Beesly's (A. H.) The Gracchi, Marius,
and Sulla. With 2 Maps.

Capes' (Rev. W. W.) The Early Ro-
man Empire. From the Assassination of

Julius Cnesar to the Assassination of Domi-
tian. With 2 Maps.

The Roman Empire of the
Second Century, or the Age of the
Antonines. With 2 Maps.

Cox's (Rev. Sir G. W.) The Athenian
Empire from the Flight of Xerxes to
the Fall of Athens. With 5 Maps.

The Greeks and the Persians.
W^ith 4 Maps.

Curteis's (A. M.) The Rise of the Mace-
donian Empire. With 8 Maps.

Ihne's (W.) Rome to its Capture by the
Gauls. With a Map.

Merivale's (Very Rev. C.) The Roman
Triumvirates. With a Map.

Sankey's (C.) The Spartan and
Theban Supremacies. With 5 Maps.

Smith's (R. B.) Rome and Carthage,
the Punic Wars. With 9 Maps and
Plans.

Epochs of American History.
Edited by Dr. Albert Bushnell Hart,
Assistant Professor of History in Harvard
College.

Hart's (A. B.) Formation of the Union
(1763-1829). Fcp. 8vo. \ln preparation.

Thwaites's (R. G.) The Colonies (1492-

1763). Fcp. 8vo. 3s. dd. [Ready.

Wilson's (W.) Division and Re-union
(1829-1889). Fcp. Svo. [In preparation.
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Epochs of English History.
Conii)retc ill (Jnc \'<»liijnc, with 27 Taljlcs

and Pedigrees, and 23 Maps. Fcp. Svo.

*^* For details of Parts sec Longmans & Co.'s
Catalogue of School Books.

EWALD {Hdnrlch).— Works by.

The Antiquities of Israel. Trans-
lated from the German by II. S. Soi.i.Y,

M.A. Svo. 125. 6d.

The History of Israel. Trans-
lated from the (ierman. S vols. Svo.

Vols. I. and II. 245. Voh. III. and IV.

215. Vol. V. 1S5. Vol. VI. 165. Vol.

VII. 21S. Vol. VIII., with Index to the

Complete Work, 185.

FARNELL.—Gvt^\L Lyric Poetry:
a Complete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song- Writers.
Arranged with Prefatory Articles, Intro-

ductory Matter, and Commentary. By
George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5
Plates. Svo. 165.

FARRAR{Ven. Arduleacon).-- JVORKS
BY.

Darkness and Dawn ;
or, Scenes

in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.

2 vols. Svo. 285.

Language and Languages. A
Revised Edition of Chapters on Language
and Families of Speech. Crown Svo. 65.

FITZWVGRAM. — Horses and
Stables. By j\Iajor-General Sir

F. FiTZWVGRAM, Bart. With 19 pages

of Illustrations. Svo. 55.

FORD.—The Theory and Practice
of Archery. By the late Horace
Ford. New Edition, thoroughly Re-
vised and Re-written by W. Butt, M.A.
With a Preface by C. J. Longman, M. A.,

F.S.A. Svo. 145.

FOUARD.—The Christ the Son of
God : a Life of our Lord and Sa-
viour Jesus Christ. By the Abb^ Con-
stant FoL'ARi). With an Introduction

by Cardinal Manninc;. 2 vols. Crown
Svo. 14s.

FOX. — The Early History of
Charles James Fox. By the

Right Hon. Sir G. O. Trenelyan, Bart.

Library Edition, Svo. iSs.

Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. 65.

FRANCIS.—A Book on Angling;
or, Treatise on the Art of Fishing in

every branch ; including full Illustrated

List of Salmon Flies. By Francis
Francis. With Portrait and Coloured

Plates. Crown Svo. 155.

FREEMA IV. -The Historical Geo-
graphy of Europe, liy L. A
FkKKMAN. With 65 Maps. 2 vols. Svo.

315. 6(1.

FROUDE {J((,noH A.).--jrORKS BY.

The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

Spanish Armada. 12 vols. Crown Svo.

35. 6c/. each.

The Divorce of Catherine of
Aragon ;

tlie Story as told by the
Imperial Ambassadors resident at the

Court of Henry \'1II. /// usuni Lai-
cormil. Svo. \6s.

Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. Cabinet Edition, 4 vols.

Crown Svo. 24s. Cheap Edition, 4 vols.

Crown Svo. 35. 6d. each.

Caesar : a Sketch. Crown Svo. 2,s.

Gd.

The English in Ireland in the
Eighteenth Century. 3 vols.

Crown Svo. iSs.

Oceana ; or, England and her
Colonies. AN'ith 9 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 2s. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

The English in the West Indies

;

or, the IJow of Ulysses. With 9 lilus-

tralions. Crown Svo. 25. boards, 25. 6d.

cloth.

The Two Chiefs of Dunboy
;

an Irish Romance of the La^t Century.

Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

Thomas Carlyle, a History of his

Life. 1795 to 1S35. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

7s. 1S34 to iSSi. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 75.

GALLWFY.— l.ettevs to Young
Shooters. (First Series.) On
the Choice and Use of a Gun. By Sir

Rali'II Pavne-Gallwey, Bart. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

GARDINER (Saimiel Ra(v.:<on).—
Works by.

History of England, from the

Accession of James I. to the Outbreak

of the Civil War, 1603- 1642. 10 vols.

Crown Svo. price 65. each.

A History of the Great Civil

War, 1 642-1 649. (3 vols.) \o\.

I. 1642- 1644. With 24 Maps. Svo. 215.

{out of print). Vol. II. Iu44-i64y.

With 21 Maps. Svo. 245. Vol. III.

1 647- 1 649. Svo.
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GARDINKR (S,i„nid Jiawson).—
WORKS BY.—continued.

The Student's History of Eng-
land. \'ol. 1. i;.c. 55 -A.i). 1509,
witli 173 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 45.

Vol. II. 1 509- 1689, with 96 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 45. Vol. III. (1689-1865).
C'rown 8vo. 45. Ct)inplcte in i vol.

Crown 8vo. 125.

A School Atlas of English His-
tory. A Companion Atlas to the
' Student's History of I""nglan(l '. With
66 Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c.
Fcap. 4to. 5x.

a IBERNE.— Works by.

Nigel Browning. Crown 8vo. 5^.

Miss Devereux, Spinster. A
Novel. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 175.

GOETHE.—FdiUSt. A New Transla-
tion chiefly in Blank Verse ; with Intro-

duction and Notes. By James Adey
Birds. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Faust. The Second Part. A New
Translation in Verse. By James Adey
Birds. Crown 8vo. 65.

GREEN.—Th^ Works of Thomas
Hill Green. Edited by R. L.
Nettleship. (3 vols.) Vols. I. and II.

—Philosophical Works. 8vo. 165. each.

Vol. III.—Miscellanies. With Index to

the three Volumes and Memoir. 8vo. 21s.

The Witness of God and Faith

:

Two Lay Sermons.
Fcp. 8vo. 25.

By T. H. Green.

GREVILLE.—A Journal of the
Reigns of King George IV.,
King William IV., and Queen ';

Victoria. By C. C. F. Greville. I

Edited by H. Reeve. 8 vols. Crown
\

8vo. 6s. each.
|

GWILT. — An Encyclopaedia of
Architecture. By Joseph Gwilt,
l^.S.A. Illustrated with more than 1700
Engravings on Wood. 8vo. 525. 6d.

HAGGARD.— "Life and its Author:
an Essay in Verse. By Ella Haggard.
With a Memoir by H. Rider Haggard,
and Portrait. Fcp. 8vo. 2^. 6d.

HAGGARD (H. Rider).—Works BY.

She. With 32 Illustrations by M.
Greiffenhagen and C. H. M. Kerr.
Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

Allan Quatermain. With 31 Illus-

trations by C. H. M. Kerr. Crown 8vo.
35. 6^..

HAGGARD {II. R!, lei.)— WORKS BY.—contmued.

Maiwa's Revenge ;
or, The War

ol llic Link- ilaiid. Crown 8vo. is.

boards ; is. 6d. cloth.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. A Novel.
C'rown Sv(>. 3.V. ()d.

Cleopatra : lieing an Account of
the l-all and Vengeance of Harmachis,
the Royal Egyptian. With 29 Full-page
Illustrations by M. Greiffenhagen and
1\. Caton Woodville. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

Beatrice. A Novel. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Eric Brighteyes. AVith 17 Plates
and 34 Illnstraiions in the Text by
Lancelot Speed. Crown 8vo. 6s.

HAGGARD and LANG. —Tht
World's Desire. By H. Rider
Haggard and Andrew Lang. Crown
8vo, 6s.

HALLIW^ELL-PHILLIPPS. —A
Calendar of the Halliwell-
Phillipps' collection of Shake-
spearean Rarities formerly
preserved at Hollingbury
Copse, Brighton. Second
Edition. Enlarged by Ernest E.
Baker, F.S.A. 8vo. 105. 6d.

HARRISON.—Myths of the Odys-
sey in Art and Literature.
Illustrated with Outline Drawings. By
Jane E. Harrlson. 8vo. 185.

HARRISON.—The Contemporary
History of the French Revo- M
lution, compiled from the 'Annual
Register '. By F. Bayford Harrison.
Crown 8vo. T)^. 6d.

HARTE {Bret).— WORKS BY.

In the Carquinez Woods. Fcp.
8vo. IS. boards ; I5. 6d. cloth.

On the Frontier. i6mo. ij-.

By Shore and Sedge. i6mo. ij-.

HARTWIG (Dr.).— Works by.

The Sea and its LivingWonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo.

I05. 6d.

The Tropical World. With 8
Plates and 172 W^oodcuts. 8vo. los. 6d.

' The Polar World. With 3 Maps,
8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo. I05. 6d.

The Subterranean World. With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo. los. 6d.

The Aerial World. With Map,
8 Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo. los. 6d.
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HA VEIJ)CK. Memoirs of Sir
Henry Havelock, K.C.B. IJy

John Ci.ark Marshman. Crown 8vo.

^s. 6(i.

HKARN {W. FAirar<l).~ Works BY.

The Government of England

:

its Structure aiul its Development. Svo.

1 6s.

The Aryan Household : its Struc-
ture and its I )evel()pinent. i\.n Iniroduc-

1

tion to Comparative Jurisprudence. Svo.

165.

HISTORIC TOWNS. Edited by
E. A. Freeman, D.C.L., and Rev.
William Hunt, M.A. With Maps and
Plans. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. each.

Bristol. By Rev. W. Hunt.

Carlisle. By Rev. Mandell Creigh-
1 ON .

Cinque Ports. By Montagu
Burrows.

Colchester. By Rev. E. L. Cutts.

Exeter. ByE. A. Freeman.

London. By Rev. W, J. Loftie.

Oxford. By Rev. C. W. Boase.

Winchester. By Rev. G. W. Kit-
chin, D.D.

New York. By Theodore Roose-
VKLT.

Boston (U.S.). By Henry Cabot
Lodge.

York. By Rev. James Raine.
[/;/ Preparation.

HODGSON {Shadworth //.).— JVORKS
BY.

Time and Space : a Metaphysical
Essay. Svo. 165.

The Theory of Practice : an
Ethical Enquiry. 2 vols. Svo. 245.

The Philosophy of Reflection :
j

2 vols. Svo. 215.
j

Outcast Essays and V erse

'

Translations. Essays : The
Genius of De Quincey—I)e Quincey as

'

Political Economist—The Supernatural
in English Poetry ; with Note on the
True Symbol of Christian Union—Eng-
lish Verse. Verse Translations: Nineteen
Passages from Lucretius, Horace, Homer,
&c. Crown Svo. Ss. 6d.

HOWTTT.-^Visits to Remarkable
Places, Old Halls, iiattlc-l-icids,

Scenes, illustrative of Striking Passages
in English History and Poetry. By
William Huwnr. With 80 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, 35. 6</.

HULLAU iJ<,Jn,).~]VORKS BY.

Course of Lectures on the His-
tory of Modern Music. .S\o.

85. (id.

Course of Lectures on the Tran-
sition Period of Musical His-
tory. 8vo. I OS. 6d.

HUME.-The PhilosophicalWorks
of David Hume. Edited by T.
H. Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols.

Svo. 56s. Or Separately, Essays, 2 vols.

2S5. Treatise of Human Nature. 2 vols.

285.

HUTCHINSON
BY.

(Horace).— IVORKS

Creatures of Circumstance : A
Novel. 3 vols. Crown Svo. 255. 6</.

Famous Golf Links. By Horace
G. Hutchinson, Andrew Lang, H. S.

C. EvERARD, T. Rutherford Clark,
&c. With numerous Illustrations by F.

P. Hopkins, T. Hodges, H. S. Kin(;,
and from Photographs. Crown Svo. 65.

HUTH.—The Marriage of Near
Kin, considered with respect to
the Law of Nations, the Result of Ex-
perience, and the Teachings of Biology.
By Alfred H. Huth. Royal Svo. 215.

INGELOW (Jf'fu).— IVORKS BY.

Poetical Works. Vols. I. and 11.

Fcp. Svo. 125. Vol. HI. Fcp. Svo. 55.

Lyrical and other Poems. Se-
lected from the Writings of Jea.n
Ingelow. Fcp. Svo. 25. 6d. cloth plain

;

35. cloth gilt.

Very Young and Quite Another
Story : Two Stories. Cr. Svo. 6s.

JAMESON (Afrs.).— JVORKS BY.

Sacred and LegendaryArt. ^^'ith

19 Etcliings and 1S7 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Svo. 205. net.

Legends of the Madonna. The
\'irgin Mary as repre>ented in Sacred
and Legendary Art. With 27 "Etchings
and 165 Woodcuts, i vol. Svo. 105. net.

[Continued on next page.
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JAMESON {Mrs.).— WORKS BY.—
continued.

Legends ofthe Monastic Orders.
With II I'.tchiiii^s and 8S Woodcuts. I

vol. Svo. lOi. net.

History of Our Lord. His Types
ami Prcciusois. Completed by Lady
K.\STI,AKK. With 31 Etchings and 281
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 205. net.

JEFFERIES {Richard).— IVoRKS BY.
Field and Hedgerow : last Essays.

With Portrait. Crown Svo. 3s. Gd.

The Story of My Heart: my
Autobiography. With Portrait and new
Preface by C. J. Lo.xgman. Crown
Svo. 35. 6d.

JENNINGS.—B.ccl^sidiAngMcdindi.
A History of the Church of Christ in

England, from the Earliest to the Present
Times. By the Rev. Arthur Charles
Jennings, M.A. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.

JOHNSON.—The Patentee's Man-
ual ; a Treatise on the Law and
Practice of Letters Patent. By J. John-
son and J. H. Johnson. Svo. ids. 6d.

JORDAN {William Leu/hfon).—The
Standard ofValue. By William
Leighton Jordan. Svo. 65.

JUSTINIAN.—The Institutes of
Justinian ; Latin Text, chiefly

that of Huschke, with English Introduc-

tion. Translation, Notes, and Summary.
By Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. Svo. iSs.

KALISCH {M. M.).— WORKS BY.

Bible Studies. Part L The Pro-
phecies of Balaam. Svo. los. 6d. Part
II. The Book of Jonah. Svo. ids. 6d.

Commentary on the Old Testa-
ment ;

with a New Translation,
Vol. I. Genesis, Svo. iBs. or adapted for

the General Reader, 125. Vol.11. Exodus,
155. or adapted for the General Reader,
125. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 155. or

adapted for the General Reader, 85.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 155. or

adapted for the General Reader, 85.

KANT {Immanuel).— WORKS BY.

Critique ofPractical Reason, and
other Works on the Theory of
Ethics. Translated by T. K. Ab-
bott, B.D. With Memoir. Svo. 125. bd.

Introduction to Logic, and his

Essay on the Mistaken Sub-
tilty of the Four Figures.
Translated by T. K. Abbott. Notes by
S. T. Coleridge. Svo. 65.

^/^iViV/;/>>r.—Pictures in Rhyme.
By Arthur Ci.ark Kennedy. With
4 Illustrations by Maurick Grkiffen-
HAGKN. Crown Svo. 65.

^/L/>/CA^— Handbook to Mill's
System of Logic. By the Rev.
A. H. Kii.i.icK, i\LA. Crown Svo. 35. td.

KNiailT (E. F.).— WORKS BY.

The Cruise of the 'Alerte' ; the
Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the
Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 105. 6^.

Save Me from my Friends : a
Novel. Crown Svo. 65.

LADD {George T.).— WORKS BY.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo. 2\S.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. A Text-book of Mental
Science for Academies and Colleges.

Svo. 125.

LANG {Andrew).— WORKS BY.

Custom and Myth : Studies of
Early Usage and Belief. With 15 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. 75. (id.

Books and Bookmen. With 2

Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo. 6s. 6^.

Grass of Parnassus. A Volume
of Selected Verses. Fcp. Svo. 65.

Angling Sketches. With Illus-

trations by W. G. Brown Murdoch.
Crown Svo. 75 (jd..

Ballads of Books. Edited by
Andrew Lang. Fcp. 8vo. 65.

The Blue Fairy Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 8 Plates and 130
Illustrations in the Text by H. J. Ford
and G. P. Jacomb Hood. Cr. Svo. 65.

The Red Fairy Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 4 Plates and 96
Illustrations in the Text by H. J. Ford
and Lancelot Speed. Crown Svo. 65.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited
by Andrew Lang. With 12 Plates and
88 Illustrations in the Text by H. J. Ford
and Lancelot Speed. Crown Svo. 6j.

LAVISSE.—GenevdA View of the
Political History of Europe.
By Ernest Lavisse, Professor at the

Sorbonne. Translated, with the Author's

sanction, by Charles Gross, Ph.D.
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LAYABD.—Foems. By Nina F.
LayakI). Crown 8v(>. 6s.

LECKY (W. K. ir.).~]VoRKS BY.

History of England in the
Eighteenth Century. Svo.Vols.
I. & II. 1700-1760. 365. Vols. III.

&IV. 1760-1784. 36s. Vols. V. &VI.
1 784- 1 793. 36s. Vols. VII. & VIII.

1 793- 1 800. 365.

The History ofEuropean Morals
from Augustus to Charle-
magne. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. \6s.

History of the Rise and Influ-

ence of the Spirit of Rational-
ism in Europe. 2 vols. Crown
8vo. i6s.

Poems. Fcp. 8vo. z^s.

LEES awl CLUTTERBUCK.—B. C.

1887, A Ramble in British

Columbia. By J. A. Lees and
W. J. Clutterbuck. With Map and

75 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s.

LEGEB.—A History of Austro-
Hungary. From the Earliest

Time to tlie year 1889. By Louis Leger.
With a Preface by E. A. Freeman,

|

D.C.L. Crown Svo. i05. 6(L

LEWES.—The History of Philo-
sophy, from Thales to Comte.
By George Henry Lewks. 2 vols.

Svo. 325.

LIBDELL.—The Memoirs of the
Tenth Royal Hussars (Prince
of Wales' Own) : Historical and
Social. Collected and Arranged by
Colonel R. S. Liddell, late Command-
ing Tenth Royal Hussars. With Portraits

and Coloured Illustration. Imperial Svo.

63s.

LLOYD.—The Science of Agricul-
ture. By F. J. Llovd. Svo. 12s.

LONGMAN (Frederick W.).— WORKS
BY.

Chess Openings. Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Frederick the Great and the
Seven Years' War. Fcp. Svo.

25. 6(f.

Longman's Magazine. Published
Monthly. Price Sixpence.

Vols, I -17. Svo. price 55. each.

Longmans' New Atlas. Political

and Physical. For the Use of Schools
and Private Persons. Consisting of 40
Quarto and 16 (Jctavo Maps and Dia-
grams, and 16 Plates of Views. Edited
by Geo. G. Chisholm, M.A., li.Sc-

Imp. 4to. or Imp. Svo. 12s. 6(i.

Works by.

of Gardening.
8vo. 215.

LOUDON (J. C.).-

Encyclopaedia
With 1000 W'tKjdculs.

Encyclopaedia of Agriculture

;

tlie Laying-out, Improvement, and
Management of Landed Property. With
1 100 Woodcuts. 8vo. 215.

Encyclopaedia of Plants ; the
Specific Charade)-, 6ic. , of all Plants found

in Great Britain. With 12,000 Wood-
cuts. Svo. 42J-.

LUBBOCK.—The Origin of Civil-

isation and the Primitive Condi-
tion of Man. By Sir J. LucBOCK, Bart.,

M.P. With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations

in the Text. Svo. iSs.

LYALL.—The Autobiography of a
Slander. ByEoN.^ Lvall, Author
of ' Donovan,' &c. Fcp. Svo. i5. sewed.

LYDE.—An Introduction to An-
cient History : being a Sketch of
the History of Egypt, Mesopotamia,
Greece, and Rome. With a Chapter on
the Development of the Roman Empire
into the Powers of Modern Europe. By
Lionel W. Lyde, M.A. With 3
Coloured Maps. Crown Svo. 3s.

MACAULAY(Lord).— JFORKS OF.

Complete Works of Lord Ma-
caulay :

Library Edition, S vols. Svo. ;i^5 55.

Cabinet Edition, 16 vols. Post Svo. £.^ i6s.

History of England from the
Accession of James the
Second

:

Popular Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. ^s.

Student's Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 125.

People's Edition, 4 vols. Crown Svo. i6s.

Cabinet Edition, S vols. Post Svo. 4S5.

Library Edition, 5 vols. Svo. /^4.

Critical and Historical Essays,
with Lays of Ancient Rome,
in I volume :

Popular Edition, Crown Svo. 25. 6d.

j
Authorised Edition, Crown Svo. 2s. 6</. or

I 3s. 6d. gilt edges.
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MACA ULA Y (Lord).— WORKS OF.—
continued.

Critical and Historical Essays:
Stucknt's Kdition, i vol. Crown Svo, 65.

People's I^iilion, 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 85.

Trcvclyan Kdition, 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 9s.

Cabinet Kdition, 4 vols. Post 8vo. 24J.

Library Kdition, 3 vols. 8vo, 36s.

Essays which may be had separately

puce 6(/. each sewed, i5. each cloth :

Addison and Walpole.
Freileiick the Great.

Croker's Bosweil's Johnson,
llallam's Constitutional History.

Warren Hastings. (3</. sewed, td cloth.)

I'he Earl of Chatham (Two Essays).

Uanke and Gladstone.

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord Byron, and The Comic Dramatists of

the Restoration.

The Essay on Warren Hastings annotated

by S. Hales, 15. bd.

The Essay on Lord Clive annotated by H.
COURTHOPE Bow EX, M.A., 25. 6r/.

Speeches

:

People's Edition, Crown Svo. 35. bd.

Lays of Ancient Rome, &c.

:

Illustrated by G. Scharf, Fcp. 4to. 105. 6^.

Bijou Edition, iSmo.
25. bd. gilt top.

Popular Edition,

Fcp. 4to. 6(/. sewed, 15. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, Crown Svo.

35. t)d. cloth extra, gilt edges.

Cabinet Edition, Post Svo. 35. 6(f.

Annotated Edition, Fcp. Svo. 15. sewed,

15. bd. cloth.

Miscellaneous Writings

:

People's Edition, i vol. Crown Svo. 45. 6^.

Library Edition, 2 vols. Svo. 215.

Miscellaneous Writings and
Speeches

:

Popular Edition, i vol. Crown Svo. 25. bd.

Student's Edition, in 1 vol. Crown Svo. 5s.

Cabinet Edition, including Indian Penal

Code, La]^-s of Ancient Rome, and Mis-

cellaneous Poems, 4 vols. Post Svo. 24s.

Selections from the Writings
of Lord Macaulay. Edited,

with Occasional Notes, by the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. Cr. Svo. 65.

MACAULAY {Lnnl}.— WORKS OF.—
continued.

The Life and Letters of Lord
Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
Sir (). (). Tkkvklyan, Bart. :

Popular l'"(lition, i vol. Crown Svo. 2s. bd.

Student's Kdition, I vol. Crown Svo. 65.

Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Post Svo. 125.

Library P^dition, 2 vols. Svo. 365.

MACDOXA/J) ((/ro.).--JFORKS BY.

Unspoken Sermons. Three
Series. Crown Svo. 35. 6d. each.

The Miracles of Our Lord.
Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

A Book of Strife, in the Form*
of the Diary of an Old Soul

:

Poems. i2ino. 65.

MACFARREN {Sir G. A.).—WORKS
BY.

Lectures on Harmony. 8vo. \2s.

Addresses and Lectures. Crown
Svo. 65. bd.

iJ/^CA'yl/L.—SelectEpigramsfrom
the Greek Anthology. Edited,
with a Revised Text, Introduction, Trans-

lation, and Notes, by J. \V. Mackail,
M.A. Svo. 165.

MACLEOD {Heirni D.).— WORKS B Y.

The Elements of Banking.
Crown Svo. 35. bd.

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. Vol. I. Svo. 12s.

Vol. II. 145.

The Theory of Credit. 8vo.

Vol. I. -js. 6d. ; Vol. 11. Part I. 45. 6d.
;

Vol. II. Part II. I05. 6^.

M'^CULLOCH.—The Dictionary of
Commerce and Commercial Navi-
gation of the late J. R.' McCulloch.
Svo. with II Maps and 30 Charts, 635.

3IA C VINE. — Sixty-Three Years'
Angling, from the Mountain
Streamlet to the Mighty Tay. By JOH\
Macvine. Crown Svo. los. 6d.

MALMESBURY.—memoirs of an
Ex- Minister. By the Earl of

Malmesbury. Crown Svo. 75, 6d. M
3IAyNERING.— With Axe and

Rope in the New Zealand
Alps. By George Edward Man-
XERING, Member of the Alpine Club, Svo.

12S. 6(t.
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MANUALS OF CATHOLIC
PHILOSOPHY {S(o>iyhurst
Scr'us) :

Logic. By RlCHAHl) V. Cl.AHKE,

S.J. Crown 8v(). 55.

First Principles of Knowledge.
By John RicKAiiV, S.J. Crown Svo. 55.

Moral Philosophy (Ethics and
Natural Law). 1>) Joseph Kick-
ai;y, S.J. Crown 8vo. 5s.

General Metaphysics. By Jo^n
KiCKAHV, S.J. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Psychology. By MiCHAKL Maher,
S.J. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
BoKDDER, S.J. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

MARTINEAU {James).— WORKS BY.

Hours of Thought on Sacred
Things. Two \'olumes of Ser-

mons. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6</. each.

Endeavours after the Christian
Life. Discourses. Cr. 8vo. ']s. 6d.

The Seat of, Authority in Re-
ligion. 8vo. 145-.

Essays, Reviews, and Ad-
dresses. 4vols. Cr. 8 vo. 7.^.6^/. each.

I. Personal: Poll- III. Theologicnl

:

tical. Philosophical.

II. Ecclesiastical :
j

IV. Academical :

Historical. | Religious,

J/^*S'O.V.—The Steps of the Sun:
Daily Readings of Prose. Selected by
Agnes Mason. i6mo. is. bd.

MATTHEWS{Bmnder).— WORKS BY.

A Family Tree, and other Stories.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

Pen and Ink : Papers on Subjects
of more or less Importance. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

With My Friends : Tales told in

Partnership. With an Introductory

Essay on the Art and Mystery of Colla-

boration. Crown Svo. 6s.

MAUNDER'S TREASURIES.
Biographical Treasury. With

Supplement brought down to 1889, by
Rev. Jas. Wood. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Treasury of Natural History

;

or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. Fcp.
Svo. with 900 Woodcuts, 6s.

Treasury of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descri])tivf, and Pt)litical.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 9s.

[Continued.

MAUNDER'S TREASURIES.
—LOutiiiKfd

.

Scientific and Literary Trea-
sury. Vc\). Svo. 6s.

Historical Treasury : Outlines of
Univer.-.al History, Separate Histories of

all Nations. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Treasury of Knowledge and
Library of Reference. (Com-
prising an lOnglish Dictionary and Gram-
mar, Universal Gazetteer, Classical

Dictionary, Chronology, Law Dictionary,

&c. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. IJythe Rev. J. AvitE, M.A.
With 5 Mnps, 15 Plates, and 300 Wood-
cuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

The Treasury of Botany.
Ftlited by j. Lindi.kv, F.R.S., and
T. MooRK, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts
and 20 Steel Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. Svo. 12s.

MAX MULLER (F.).— WORKS BY.

Selected Essays on Language,
Mythology and Religion.
2 vols. Crown 8vo. i6s.

The Science of Language,
Founded on Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2

vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

Three Lectures on the Science
of Language and its Place in

General Education, delivered

at the Oxford University Extension

Meetin<j, 1889. Crown Svo. 3s.

Hibbert Lectures on the Origin
and Growth of Religion, as

illustrated by the Religions of India.

Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Introduction to the Science of

Religion ; Four Lectures delivered

at the Royal Institution. Crown Svo. 7s. 6</.

Natural Religion. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the University

of Glasfjovv in 1888. Crown Svo. los. bd.

Physical Religion. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the University

of Glasp[ow in 1890. Crown Svo. los. bd.

The Science of Thought. 8vo.

2 IS.

Three Introductory Lectures on
the Science of Thought. Svo.

2S. bd.

[Continued on next page.
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MAX MULLER (/'.).— WORKS BY.-
contimicd.

Biographies of Words, and the
Home of the Aryas. Crown
8vo. 75. bii.

A Sanskrit Grammar for Be-
ginners. New and Abridged
Kdiiion. By A. A. MacDonell. Cr.

8vo. 65.

MAY.—The Constitutional His-
tory of England since the
Accession of George III. 1 760-1870.
By the Right Hon. Sir Thomas
Erskink May, K.C.B. 3 vols. Crown
8vo. 185.

MEADE {L. T).— WORKS BY.

The O'Donnells of Inchfawn.
With Frontispiece by A. Chasemore.
Crown 8vo. 65.

Daddy's Boy. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 55.

Deb and the Duchess. With
Illustrations by M. E. Edwards. Crown
8vo. 55.

House of Surprises. With Illus-

trations by Edith M. Scannell. Cr.

8vo. 35. 6d.

The Beresford Prize. With Illus-

irations by M. E. Edwards. Crown
8vo. 55.

MEATH {The Earl of ).— Works BY.

Social Arrows : Reprinted Articles

on various Social Subjects. Crown 8vo.

Prosperity or Pauperism ?
Physical, Industrial, and Technical

Training. (Edited by the Earl of
Meath.) 8vo. 55.

MELVILLE (G.J. Whyte).—NOVELS
BY. Crown 8vo. I5. each, boards; is.

6d. each, cloth.

The Gladiators. : Holmby House.
The Interpreter. Kate Coventry.
Good for Nothing-. ;

Digby Grand.
The Queen's Maries. General Bounce.

MENDELSSOHN.—The Letters of

Felix Mendelssohn. Translated
by Lady Wallace. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

1 05.

MERIVALE (The Very Rev. Chas.).—
Works by.

History of the Romans under
the Empire. Cabinet Edition,
8 vols. Crown 8vo. 485.

Popular Edition, 8 vols. Cr. 8vo. 35. 6rf. each.

The Fallofthe Roman Republic: J
a Short History of the Last Century of ™
the Commonwealth. i2mo. 75. bd.

General History of Rome from
. '"-c- 753 to A.I). 476. Cr. 8vo. Ts.ed.

The Roman Triumvirates. With
Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. td.

MILES.—The Correspondence of
William Augustus Miles on
the French Revolution, 1789-
1817. Edited by the Rev. Charles
PoPiiAM Milp:s, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 325.

If/LL.—Analysis of the Pheno-
mena of the Human Mind.
By James Mill. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.

MILL {John Stuart).— WORKS BY.

Principles of Political Economy.
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 305.

People's Edition, i vols. Crown 8vo. 55.

A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo. 5^.

On Liberty. Crown 8vo. i^. 4^.

On Representative Government.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

Utilitarianism. 8vo. ^s.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy. 8vo.
165.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
and Theism. Three Essays. 8vo.

MOLESWORTH (Mrs.).— WORKS BY.

Marrying and Giving in Mar-
riage : a Novel. Illustrated. Fcp.
Svo. 25. 6(7.

Silverthorns. Illustrated. Crown
8vo. 55.

The Palace in the Garden. Illus-

trated. Crown Svo. 55.

The Third Miss St. Quentin.
Crown Svo. 65.

Neighbours. Illustrated. Crown
Svo. 6s.

The Story of a Spring Morning,
&c. Illustrated. Crown Svo. 55.
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i1/00/?A\- Dante and his Early
Biographers. liy Edward
MooKK. !).!)., Principal of St. Edmund
Hall, Oxfi)i(l. Crown 8vo. 45. 6</.

MULUALL.—ViistoTy of Prices
since the Year 1850. r>y

Michael G. Mulhall. Cr. 8vo. 65.

MURRAY.—A Dangerous Cats-
paw: a Story. By David Christie
Murray and Henry Murray. Crown
8vo. 25. 6</.

MURRAY and IIERMAiX.—Wild
Darrie : a Story. By Christie
Murray and Henry Herman. Crown
8vo. 25. boards; 25. 6il. cloth.

NANSEX.—The First Crossing of
Greenland. By Ur. Fridtjof
Xansen. With 5 Maps, 12 Plates, and
150 Illustrations in the Text. 2 vols.

8vo. 365.

iXAPIUR—The Life of Sir Joseph
Napier, Bart., Ex-Lord Chan-
cellor of Ireland. By Alex.
Charles Ewald, F.S.A. With Por-

trait. 8vo. 155.

NAPIER.—The Lectures, Essays,
and Letters of the Right Hon.
Sir Joseph Napier, Bart., late

Lord Chancellor of Ireland. 8vo. 125. 6(/.

NESBIT.-'Leeives of Life : Yerses.
By E. Nesbit. Crown 8vo. 55.

NEWMAN.—The Letters and Cor-
respondence of John Henry
Newman during his Life in the
English Church. With a brief Autobio-
graphical Memoir. Arranged and Edited
by Anne Mozley. With Portraits. 2

vols. 8vo. 305. net.

NEWMAN {CardlimJ).— WORKS BY.

Apologia pro Vita Sua. Cabinet
Edition, Crown 8vo. 65. Cheap Edition,

Crown 8vo. 35. 6(/.

Sermons to Mixed Congrega-
tions. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Sermons on Various Occasions.
Crown Svo. 65.

The Idea of a University defined
and illustrated. Cabinet Edition,
Crown 8vo. 75. Cheap Edition, Crown
Svo. y. 6d.

NEWMAN {Carilinni).— WORKS BY.
—contiruied.

Historical Sketches. 3 vols. Cr.
8vo. 65. each.

The Arians of the Fourth Cen-
tury. Cabinet Edition, Crown
8vo. 6s. Cheap Edition, Cr. Svo. 35. bd.

Select Treatises of St. Athan-
asius in Controversy with the
Arians. Freely Translated. 2 vols. Cr.

Svo. 15J.

Discussions and Arguments on
Various Subjects. Caljinet
Edition, Crown <Svo. 6i. Cheap Edition,

Crown Svo. 35. 6^/.

An Essay on the Development
of Christian Doctrine. Cabinet
Edition, Crown Svo. 65. Cheap Edition^

Crown Svo. 35. 6(/.

Certain Difficulties felt by An-
glicans in Catholic Teaching
Considered. Cabinet Edition,
\q\. I., Crown Svo. 75. dd. ; Vol. II., Cr.
Svo. 55. dd. Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Cr.

Svo. 35. bd. each.

The Via Media of the Anglican
Church, illustrated in Lectures,
&c. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 65. each.

Essays, Critical and Historical.
Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 125.

Cheap Edition, 2 vols. Crown Svo. 7s.

Essays on Biblical and on Ec-
clesiastical Miracles. Cabinet
Edition, Crown Svo. 65. Cheap Edition,

Crown Svo. 35. 6J.

Tracts, i. Dissertatiunculae. 2. On
the Text of the Seven Epistles of St.

Ignatius. 3. Doctrinal Causes of Arian-

ism. 4. Apollinarianism. 5. St. Cyril's

Formula. 6. Ordo de Tempore. 7.

Douay Version of Scripture. Crown Svo.

85.

An Essay in Aid of a Grammar
of Assent. Cabinet Edition,
Crown Svo. 75. td. Cheap Edition,

Crown Svo. 35. td.

Present Position of Catholics in

England. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.

Callista : a Tale of the Third Cen-
tury. Cabinet Edition, Crown Svo. 65.

Cheap Edition, Crown Svo. 35. 6r/.

\Continiicd on next page.
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NJ^:\VMAN{Cardmal).—WORKS OF.—
continued.

Loss and Gain : a Tale. Cabinet
I'.dilion, Crown Hvo. 65. Cheap I'.dilion,

Crown 8v(). 35. 6</.

The Dream of Gerontius. 161110.

f)(/. scwc'd, IS. cloth.

Verses on Various Occasions.
Cabinet I'.chtion, Crown 8vo. 65. Cheap
Kchtion, Crown 8vo. 35. 6^/.

*^* For Cardinal Newman's other Works
see Messrs. Lonc^mans & Co.'s Catalogue

of Theological VVorks.

NOMRIS.—Mrs. Fenton: a Sketch.
By W. E. NoRRis. Crown 8vo. 65.

NORTON {Charles L.).— WORKS BY.

Political Americanisms: a Glos-

sary of Terms and Plirases Current at

Different Periods in American Politics.

Vc\). 8vo. 25. bd.

A Handbook of Florida. With
49 Maps and Plans. Fcp. 8vo. 55.

aBEIEN—When we were Boys

:

a Novel. By William O'Brien, M.P.
Crown 8vo. 25. 6d.

OLIPHANT {Mrs.).~N0VELS BY.

Madam. Cr. 8vo. iJ-.bds, ; is. 6d. cl.

In Trust. Cr. 8vo. is. bds.; is. 6d. cl.

Lady Car: the Sequel of a Life.

Crown 8vo. 25. bd.

OMAN.—A History of Greece from
the Earliest Times to the
Macedonian Conquest. By C.
W. C. Oman, M.A., F.S.A. With
Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo. 45. 6d.

O'i^^/LLF.—Hurstleigh Dene: a
Tale. By Mrs. O'Reilly. Illustrated

by M. Ellen Edwards. Cr. 8vo. 5s.

PAUL.—Principles of the History
of Language. By Hermann
Paul. Translated by H. A. Strong
Svo. I05. bd.

PAYN (James).—NOVELS BY.

The Luck of the Darrells. Cr.
8vo. 15. boards ; is. 6d. cloth.

Thicker than Water. Crown 8vo.
15. boards ; is. 6d. cloth.

PKRHING (Sir Philip).— WORKS BY. \

Hard Knots in Shakespeare, l

8vo. 75. bd.
I

The 'Works and Days ' of Moses.
Crown 8vo. 35. Q>d.

PHILLIPPS- WOLLl^JY.—Snsip : a
Legend of the I.one Mountain. By C.

Piiii.Liri's-WoLLEY. With 13 Illustra-

tions by II. G. WiLLiNK, Cr. 8vo. 65.

POLE.~The Theory of the Mo-
dern Scientific Game ofWhist.
By W. Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. 8vo. 25. 6d.

POLLOCK.—The Seal of Fate:
a Novel. By Lady Pollock and W.
H. Pollock. Crown 8vo. 65.

POOLi^;.—Cookery forthe Diabetic.
By W. II. and Mrs. PooLE. With Pre-

face by Dr. Pavy. P'cp. 8vo. 25. 6d.

PRENDERGAST.— Ireland, from
the Restoration to the Revolu-
tion, 1660-1690. By John P. Pren-
DERGAs r. 8vo. 55.

Pi?/iV.S'^P.—Virginie : a Tale of One
Hundred Years Ago. By Val Prinsep,
A.R.A. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 255. 6d.

PROCTOR (R. A.).— Works by.

Old and New Astronomy. 12
Parts, 25. 6d. each. Supplementary Sec-

tion, 15. Complete in i vol. 4to. 365.

[In course ofpublication.

The Orbs Around Us ; a Series of
Essays on the Moon and Planets, Meteors
and Comets. With Chart and Diagrams.
Crown 8vo. 55.

Other Worlds than Ours; The
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the

Light of Recent Scientific Researches.

With 14 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 55.

The Moon ;
her Motions, Aspects

Scenery, and Physical Condition. With
Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, &c. Cr. 8V0.55.

Universe of Stars; Presenting
Researches into and New Views respect-

ing the Constitution of the Heavens.
With 22 Charts and 22 Diagi'ams. Svo.

I05. bd.

Larger Star Atlas for the Library, m\

in 12 Circular Maps, with Introduction

and 2 Index Pages,

only, 125. bd.

Folio, 155. or Maps
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PROCTOR (/?. A.).— IVORY'S BY.
-—continued.

The Student's Atlas. In Twelve
Circular Maps on a Uniform Projection

and one Scale. Hvo. 5s.

New Star Atlas for the Library,

the School, and the Observatory, in 12

Circular Maps. Crown 8vo. 55.

Light Science for LeisureHours.
Familiar E5>ays on Scientitic Subjects.

3 vols. Crown 8vo. 55. each.

Chance and Luck ;
a Discussion of

the Laws of Luck, Coincidences, Wagers,
Lotteries, and the F'allacies of Gambling,
&c. Crown 8vo. 25. boards; 25. 6</. cloth.

Studies ofVenus-Transits. With
7 Diagrams and 10 Plates. 8vo. 55.

How to Play Whist : with the !

Laws and Etiquette of Whist.
Cr<:wn 8vo. 35. 6d.

Home Whist: an Easy Guide to

Correct Play. i6nio. 15.

The Stars in their Seasons.
An Easy Guide to a Knowledge of the

Star Groups, in 12 Maps. Roy. 8vo. 55.

Star Primer. Showing the Starry
Sky Week by Week, in 24 Hourly Maps.
Crown 4to. 2s. 6d.

The Seasons pictured in 48 Sun-
Views of the Earth, and 24
Zodiacal Maps, &c. Demy 4to. 55.

Strength and Happiness. With
g Ilhistrations. Crown Svo. 5J.

Strength : How to get Strong and
keep Strong, with Chapters on Rowing
and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the Waist.
With 9 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 2S.

Roug;h Ways Made Smooth.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Crown 8vo. 55.

Our Place Among Infinities. A
Series of Kssays contrasting our Little

Abode in Space and Time with the Infi-

nities around us. Crown Svo. 55.

The Expanse of Heaven. Essays
on the Wonders of the Firmament. Cr. I

Svo. ^s.

PROCTOR (R. A.).—WORKS BY.—
continued.

The Great Pyramid, Observa-
tory, Tomb, and Temple.
Witli Illustrations. Crown Svo. 55.

Pleasant Ways in Science. Cr.
Svo. 55.

Myths and Marvels of Astro-
nomy. Crown Svo. ^s.

Nature Studies. By (ikAXTAllen,
A. Wii.xiN, T. FosTKK, K. Ci.oDD, and
K. A. Proctor. Crown Svo. 55.

Leisure Readings. By E. Clodd,
A. \\ 11.^,0.N, T. Foster, A. C. Ka.nyard,
and R. A. pROCTOR. Crown Svo. 55.

PRYCE.— The Ancient British
Church : an Historical Essay.
Ijy John Prvce, M.A. Crown 8vo. 65.

RAXSOME.—Tht Rise of Consti-
tutional Government in Eng-
land : being a Series of Twenty
Lectures on the History of the English
Constitution delivered to a Popular
Audience. By CVRIL Ransome, M.A.
Crown Svo. 65.

RAWLINsox.~Th^ History of
Phoenicia. By George Rawlin-
SON, M.A., Canon of Canterbury, &c.
With numerous Illustrations. Svo. 245.

READER. —"Echoes of Thought:
a Medley of Verse. By Emily E.
Reader. Fcp. Svo. 5s. cloth, gilt top.

REXDLE andNORMAX.—The Inns
of Old Southwark, and their
Associations. By \\ ILLIAM Rendle,
F.R.C.S., and Philip Norma.v, F.S.A.
\\'ith numerous Illustrations. Roy. Svo. 2S5.

RIBOT. -The Psychology of At-
tention. ByTH.RiEOT. Crown
Svo. 3s.

RICH.—A Dictionary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities. With
2000 \\'oodcuts. By A. Rich. Crown
Svo. 75. 6(t

RICHARDSOX.— Nsitional Health.
Abridged from 'Tlie Health of Nations '.

A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin
Chadwick, K.C.B. By Dr. B. W.
RiCHARDSO.N. Crown, 45. 6d.
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RILEY,—Athos ; or, ihc Mountain
of the Monks. By Athklstan Rii.ey,

M.A., F.R.G.S. With Map and 29
lUustiations. Svo. 215,

lULEK—Old-Fashioned Roses

:

Poems. i]y James Whitcomb
Rii.EV. i2nio. 55.

IIOCKIHLL.—Th^ Land of the
Lamas : Notes of a Journey
througli China, Mangolia and Tibet.

Witli 2 Maps and 6 Illustrations. V>y

WlI.I.IAM WOODVII.I.K ROCKIIII.L. 8vO.

155.

nOGET.—A History of the 'Old
Water-Colour' Society (now
the Royal Society of I'aintcrs in Water-
Colours). With Biographical Notices of

its Older and all its Deceased Members
and Associates. ByJohn Lewis Roget,
M.A. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 425.

7?(96?^r.—Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified
and Arranged so as to facilitate the Ex-
pression of Ideas. By Peter M. Roget.
Crown 8vo. 105. bd.

RONALDS. — The Fly - Fisher's
Entomology. By Alfred
Ronalds. With 20 Coloured Plates.

Svo. 145.

ROSSETTI.—A Shadow of Dante :

being an Essay towards studying Himself,
his World, and his Pilgrimage. ByMARiA
Francesca Rossetti. With Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. I05. 6d.

RUSSELL.—A Life of Lord John
Russell (Earl Russell, K.G.).
By Spencer Walpole. With 2 Por-
traits. 2 vols. Svo. 365. Cabinet Edition,

2 vols. Crown Svo. 125.

SEEBOHM {Frederic).— WORKS BY.

The Oxford Reformers—^John
Colet, Erasmus, and Thomas
More ; a History of their Fellow-
Work. Svo. 14s.

The English Village Commu-
nity Examined in its Relations to

the Manorial and Tribal Systems, &c. 13

Maps and Plates. Svo. 165.

The Era of the Protestant
Revolution. With Map. Fcp.
Svo. 25. td.

SEWELL.—StontSdindTdiX^s. liy

Klizaiikiii M. Skwki.l. Crown Svo.
IS. td. each, cloth plain ; 25. td. each,
cloth extra, gilt edges :

—

Amy I lerberl.

The Ivarl's Daughter,

The I'^xi:)ericnce of Life.

AGlimpse oftheWorld.
Cleve Hall.

Katharine Ashton.
Margaret Percival.

Lancton Parsonage.
Ursula.

Ocrtrude.
Ivors.

Home Life.

After Life.

SHAKESPEARE. — Bowdler's
Family Shakespeare, i Vol.
Svo. With 36 Woodcuts, 145. or in 6
vols. Fcp. Svo. 215.

Outline of the Life of Shake-
speare. By J. O. Halliwell-
Piiii.LHM'S. 2 vols. Royal Svo. £i 15.

A Calendar of the Halliwell-
Phillipps' Collection ofShake-
spearean Rarities 1 onnerly
Preserved at IloUingbury Copse, Brighton.

Enlarged by Ernest E. Baker, F.S.A.
Svo. I05. 6d.

Shakespeare's True Life. By
James Walter. With 500 Illustrations.

Imp. Svo. 215.

The Shakespeare Birthday
Book. By Mary F. Dunbar.
32mo. 15. 6d. cloth. With Photographs,
32mo. 55. Drawing-Room Edition, with
Photographs, Fcp. Svo. I05. 6d.

SHORT.—Sketch of the History
of the Church of England
to the Revolution of i6S8. By T. V.
Short, D.D. Crown Svo. 75. 6d.

SILVER LIBRARY (The).—Cr.
8vo. 3^. 6d. each volume.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Baker's (SirS. W.) Rifle and Hound in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the 'Sun-
beam '. With 66 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation: a Plain

Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. 3^. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Micah Clarke. A
Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects. 4 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch, y. 6d,

I
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SILVER LIBRARY (The).-
continued.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a

History of his Life. 1795-1^35- 2 vols.

1834- 1881. 2 vols. "js. each.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of

Dunboy : an Irish Romance of the Last

Century, y. 6c/.

Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke
of Wellington. With Portrait, ^s. 6(/.

Hagg-ard's (H. R.) She: A History of

Adventure. 32 Illustrations. 3^. 6(/.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
With 20 Illustrations. M.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch,

V.C. : a Tale of Country Life. 3J". 61/.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29
Full-page Illustrations, y. 6(/.

HoWitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. 80 lUustrations. 3^-. 6(L

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart :

.My Autobiography. Witli Portrait. y.6(/.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow. Last

Essays of. With Portrait. 3J. 6d.

Macleod's (H. D.) The Elements of

Banking. 3^. 61/.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir

Henry Havelock. y. 6d.

Merivale's Dean) History of the

Romans under the Empire. 8 vols.

3.f. i>d. eacli.

Mill's (J. S.) Principles of Political

Economy. 3^-. 6d.

Mill's (J. S.; System of Logic y. 6d.

Newman's ^ Cardinal) Historical

Sketches. 3 vols. y. 6d. each.

Newman's (Cardinal, Apologia Pro
Vita Sua. 3^-. i-d.

Newman's (Cardinal; Callista : a Tale
of the Third Century. 3^. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal) Loss and Gain :

a Tale. y. bd.

Newman's Cardinal) Essays, Critical

and Historical. 2 vols. "js.

Newman's (Cardinal) An Essay on the
Development of Christian Doctrine.
3J-. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal) The Arians of
the Fourth Century, y. 6d.

Newman's Cardinal) Verses on Various
Occasions. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal) Parochial and
Plain Sermons. 8 vols. 3^-. bd. each.

SILVER LIBRARY (The).—
continued.

Newman's (Cardinal) Selection, adapted

tf) the Seasons of the Kcclcsiastical Year,

from the ' Parochial and Plain .Sermons*.

y. 6d.

Newman's Cardinal Sermons bearing
upon Subjects of the Day. Edited

by the Rev. W. J. Copeland, B.D., late

Rector of Karnham, I',s-'.\. y. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal Difficulties felt by
Anglicans in Catholic Teaching Con-
sidered. 2 v(j1>. 3^. 6i/. eacli.

Newman's (Cardinal The Idea of a
University Defined and Illustrated.

y. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal Biblical and
Ecclesiastical Miracles. 3^. 6^/.

Newman's ( Cardinal > Discussions and
Arguments on Various Subjects.
3-r. 6d.

Newman's (Cardinal Grammar of

Assent, y. bd.

Newman's (Cardinal The Via Media
of the Anglican Church, illustrated in

Lectures, &C. 2 voU. y. 6d. each.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of

Birds. 160 Illustration^. 3.'. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.j Petland Revisited.
With 33 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings :

With 60 Illustrations. 3.'-. 6 '.

Wood's (Rev. J. G. Out of Doors.
II Illustrations, y. td.

SMITH {Gregory).—Fvdi Angelico,
and other Short Poems. Ky Gri:gorv
Smith. Crown 8vo. 45. 6d.

SMITH (R. Bom-orf], ).—Carthage
and the Carthagenians. By
R. BoswoRTH Smith. M.A. Maps,
Plans, &c. Crown 8vo. 65.

Sophocles. Translated into English
Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.
Assistant-Master in Rugby School ; late

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo. 85. 6^/.

STANLEY.—A Familiar History
of Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D.
With 160 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. y. td.

STEEL (J. H.).— ]VORKS BY.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Dog ; being a Manual of
Canine Pathology. Especially adapted
for the Use of Veterinary Practitioners

and Students. 88 Illustrations. Svo.

105. td.
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STEEL {J. II.).— WORKS BY.-conf.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Ox ;

being a Manual of

Boviju' Pathol gy. I'^specially adapted for

the use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. 2 Plates and 117 Woodcuts.
8vo. 155.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Sheep ; being a Manual of
Ovine Pathology. Especially adapted
for the use of Veterinary Practitioners

and Students. With Coloured Plate and

99 Woodcuts. 8vo. 125.

STEPHEN.—Rssays in Ecclesi-
astical Biography. By the
Right Hon. Sir j. Stephen. Crown
8vo. 75. 6(f.

STEPHENS.—A History of the
French Revolution. By H.
Morse Stephens, Ealliol College,

Oxford. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. and II. 185.

each. [Ready.

STEVENSON {Roht. Louis).—WORKS
BY.

A Child's Garden of Verses.
Small Fcp. 8vo. 55.

The Dynamiter. Fcp. 8vo. i^.

sewed ; 15. ^d. cloth.

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo. is. swd.

;

15. 6d. cloth.

STEVENSON and OSBOURNE,—
The Wrong Box. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Os-
BOURNE. Crown 8vo. 55.

^rO(7^.—Deductive Logic. By
St. George Stock. Fcp. 8vo. 35. bd.

* STONEHENGE '.—The Dog in

Health and Disease. By
' Stonehenge '. With 84 Wood En-
gravings. Square Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.

STRONG, LOGEMAN, and
WHEELER,—Introduction to
the Study of the History of
Language. By Herbert A.
Strong, M.A., LL.D. ; Willem S.

LoGEMAN ; and Benjamin Ide
Wheeler. 8vo. ids. 6d.

STUTEIELD.—The Brethren of
Mount Atlas : being the First Part
of an African Theosophical Story. By
Hugh E. M. Stutfield, F.R.G.S.
Author of 'El Maghreb: 1200 Miles'

Ride through Marocco'. Crown 8vo.

i8i

Supernatural Religion; an I

quiry into the Reality of Divine Kevt
lation. 3 vols. 8vo. 365.

Reply (A) to Dr. Lightfoot':i
Essays. By the Author of ' Supei
natural Religion '. 8vo. 65.

SWINBURNE.—Picture Logic ;
ai

Attempt to Popularise the Science oj

Reasoning. By A. J. Swinhurne, B.a'
Post 8vo. 5s. I n

SYMES (Jaw^is).— Works by.
Prelude to Modern History

being a Brief Sketch of the World':-

History from the Third to the Ninth
Century. With 5 Maps. Crown 8vo.

25. 6^/.

A Companion to School His-|
tories of England ;

being a
Series of Short Essays on the most Im-|jf
portant Movements, Social, Literary, and
Political, in English History. Crown
8vo. 25. 6d.

Political Economy : a Short 'lext-

Book of Political Economy. With Prob-
lems for vSolution, and Hints for Sup-
plementary Reading. Crown 8vo. 25. 6d.

TAYLOR.—A Student's Manual of
the History of India, from the
Earliest Period to the Present Time. By
Colonel Meadows Taylor, C.S.I., &c.
Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.

THOMPSON {D. Greenleuf).—WORKS
BY.

The Problem of Evil : an Intro-

duction to the Practical Sciences. >vo.

I05. 6d.

A System of Psychology. 2 vols.

8vo. 365.

The Religious Sentiments of
the Human Mind. 8vo. is. 6d.

Social Progress : an Essay. 8vo.

75. 6d.

The Philosophy of Fiction in

Literature: an Essay. Cr. 8vo.6i-.

Three in Norway. By Two of
Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo. 25. boards ; 25. bd. cloth.

TIREBUCK.— Dorrie: a Novel. By
William Tirebuck. Author of ' Saint

Margaret,' &c. Crown Svc. 6s.
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rOF^7?7t;/;. -Lectures on the In-

dustrial Revolution of the
i8th Century in England.
By the late Arnold Tovnbkk, Tutor
of Balliol College, Oxford. Together
with a Short ^iemoir by B. JowiiTT,
Master of Balliol College, Oxford.

8vo. 1 05. 6r/.

TREVELYAN (Sir G. ()., Bnrt.).—
Works by.

The Life and Letters of Lord
Macaulay.

PoPUL.AR Edition, Crown 8vo. 25. 6d.

Student's Edition, Crown 8vo. 6s.

Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 125.

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 365,

The Early History of Charles
James Fox. Library Edition,

8vo. 185. Cabinet Edition, Cr. 8vo. 65.

TROLLOPE{Anthony).—Novels BY.

The Warden. Crown 8vo. i^.

boards; 1 5. 6^/. cloth.

Barchester Towers. Crown 8vo.

15. boards ; 15. 6c/. cloth.

VILLE.—The Perplexed Farmer:
How is he to n\eet Alien Competition ?

By George Ville. Translated from the

P'rench by William Crookes, F.R.S.,
V.P.C.S., &c. Crown 8vo. 5J.

VIRGIL.—Puhli Ver^ili Maronis
Bucolica, Georgica, ^neis

;

The Works of Virgil, Latin Text, with

English Commentary and Index. By
B. H. Kennedy, D.D. Cr. 8vo. 105. bd.

The iEneid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse. By John Coning-
ton, M.A. Crown 8vo. 65.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose. By John Coning-
TON, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

The Eclogues and Georgics of
Virgil. Translated from the
Latin by J. W. Mackail, M.A., Fellow
of Balliol College, Oxford. Printed on
Dutch Hand-made Paper. Royal i6mo.

WAKEMAN and HASSALL.—
Essays Introductory to the
Study of English Constitu-
tional History. By Resident
Members of the University of Oxford.
Edited by Henry Offley Wakeman,
M.A., and Arthur Hassall, M.A.
Crown 8vo. 65.

WALFORD. — The Mischief of
Monica: a No^el. liy L. li.

WALKcmi). Author of ' Mr. Smith,' &c.,

&c. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 2^s. ()d.

WALKER.—The: Correct Card; or
How to Play at Whist; a Whist Cate-
chism. By Major A. Campbell-
W^ALKER, F.R.G..S. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. bd.

WALPOLE. -History of England
from the Conclusion of the
Great War in 1815 to 1858.
By Si'ENCER Walpole. Library Edition.

5 vols. 8vo. £i\ los. Cabinet Edition.

6 vols. Crown 8vo. bs. each.

WELLINGTON.—Life of the Duke
of Wellington. By the Rev. G.
R. Glrk;, M.A. Crown 8vo. 35. bd.

WEL L S. — Recent Economic
Changes and their Effect on the
Production and Distribution of Wealth
and the Well-being of Society. By
David A. Wells. Crown 8vo. 105. bd.

WENDT.—Papers on Maritime
Legislation, with a Translation
of the German Mercantile Laws relating

to Maritime Commerce. By Ernest
E.mil Wendt. Royal 8vo. /^i iis.bd.

WEYMAN.—The House of the
Wolf: a Romance. By Stanley
J. Weyman. Crown 8vo. 65.

WHATELY {E. Jane).—WORKS BY.
English Synonyms. Edited by

K. Whately, D.D. Fcp. 8vo. 35.

Life and Correspondence of
Richard Whately, D.D., late

Archbishop of Dublin. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo. los. bd.

WHATELY (Archbishop). — WORA^S
BY.

Elements of Logic. Crown 8vo.
45. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Crown
8vo. 45. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp.
8vo. 15. bd.

Bacon's Essays, with Annotations.
8vo. io5. bd.

Whist in Diagrams : a Supplement
to American Whist, Illustrated ; being a

Series of Hands played through, Illus-

trating the American leads, the new play,

the forms of Finesse, and celebrated coups
of Masters. With Explanation and
Analysis. By G. W^ P. Fcp. 8vo. 65. bd.
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WILCOCKS.—Th^S^d. Fisherman,
Compri.sin<; tlic Chief Methods of Hook
and Line Fishing in the British and other
Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Hoals, and
Boating. By J. C. Wilcocks. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 6s.

ir/LL/6'77.— Popular Tables for

giving Informalion for ascertaining the

value of Lifehokl, LeasehoUl, and Church
Property, the Public Funds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by
H. Bence Jones. Crown 8vo. io5. 6</.

TF//:L0C7(;v/^F.—East Africa and
its Big Game. By Capt. Sir

John C. VVilloughby, Bart. Illus-

trated by G. D. Giles and Mrs. Gordon
Hake. Royal 8vo. 215.

WITT {Prof.).— WORA-S BY. Trans-
lated by Frances Younghusband.

The Trojan War. Crown 8vo. 2s.

Myths of Hellas ;
or, Greek Tales.

Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

The Wanderings of Ulysses.
Crown Svo. 35. 6(7.

The Retreat of the Ten Thou-
sand ; being the story of Xeno-
phon's ' Anabasis '. With Illustrations.

Crown Svo. 35. 6^.

WOLFF (Henry W.).— WORA-S BY.

Rambles in the Black Forest.
Crown Svo. js. 6d.

The Watering Places of the
Vosges. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

The Country of the Vosges.
With a Map. Svo. 125.

WOOD {Rev. J. G.).— WORKS BY.

Homes Without Hands ;
a De-

scription of the Habitations of Animals,

classed according to the Principle of Con-

struction. With 140 Illustrations. Svo.

los. 6d.

Insects at Home ;
a Popular

Account of British Insects, their Struc-

ture, Habits, and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. Svo. I05. 6d.

Insects Abroad; a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits, and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. Svo. I05. 5^.

33

My
By

WOOD {Reu. J. G.).— WORKS BY.—
contitmed.

Bible Animals ; a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in the
Scriptures. With 112 Illustrations. Svo.
I OS. 6f/.

Strange Dwellings ; a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged
from 'Homes without Hands'. With
60 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 35. td.

Out of Doors ; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 1 1 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. 3s. td.

Petland Revisited. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 35. bd.

WORDSWORTH.—Annsils of
Early Life, 1806-46.
Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L.,
Bishop of St. Andrews. Svo. 15J.

T^rz./^.—History of England \

under Henry IV. By Jaimes
J

HANtll.TON WVLIE. 2 vols. Vol. I.,

1399-1404- Crown Svo. los. 6d. Vol. II

[In the Press.

TOUATT {William).—WORKS BY.
The Horse. Revised and enlarged

Svo. Woodcuts, 75. 6d.

The Dog. Revised and enlarged
Svo. Woodcuts, 65.

ZELLER {Dr. E.).—WORKS BY.

History of Eclecticism in Greek
Philosophy. Translated by
Sarah F. Alleyne. Cr. Svo. 105. 6d. '*

The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev.
O. J. Rkichel, M.A. Crown Svo. 155.

Socrates and the Socratic *

Schools. Translated by the Rev. t

O. J. Reichel, M.A. Cr. Svo. ids. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy. ^

Translated by Sarah F. All nr and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. C vvn Svo.

i8s.

The Pre-Socratic Schools : a
History of Greek Philosophy from the

Earliest Period to the time of Socrates.

Translated by Sarah F. Allevne. 2

vols. Crown Svo. 305.

Outlines of the History of Greek
Philosophy. Translated by
Sarah F. Alleyne and Evelyn
Abbott. Crown Svo. los. td.
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